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ABSTRACT
Emulsion-Derived (PolyHIPE) Foams: Optimization of Properties
and Morphology for Fluid Flow Applications

ANDREA BARBETTA

The aim o f the work described in this thesis is the development of highly porous
materials (PolyHIPEs) which could find wide applications in separation science and in solid
phase synthesis.
Two systems were developed and studied. In the first one, PolyHIPE materials fi^om
divinylbenzene were synthesised in the presence of porogens of different chemical structures.
These materials possess two levels of porosity: large pores ( 1 - 2 0 jum) which guarantee the
flow of fluids under the application of small pressures and a fine porosity (1 - 100 nm)
present in the walls of the foams which confer to the materials high surface areas (up to 700
m^g''). The chemical nature of the porogens employed has a significant influence on the
morphologies of the foams affecting both the dimension of the cavities and the fine porous
structure. It was shown that the mechanisms operating at the emulsion stage and thus
determining the characteristics of the final foams are the co-adsorption at the oil/water
interface of the porogens and/or monomers together with the primary surfactant, and diffusion
of the dispersed aqueous phase through the continuous organic phase. The latter phenomenon
can be minimized by the appropriate choice of the surfactant system.
The second system consisted o f styrene/4-vinylbenzylchloride/divinylbenzene foams. The
presence

of a

chloromethyl group

render

these PolyHIPE foams

amenable to

functionalization. Also in this case, the morphologies of the resulting foams were studied. It
was shown that emulsion composition is the relevant variable affecting via the interfacial
tension and viscosity not only foam morphologies but also their mechanical properties.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Chapter 1

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
1.1

Emulsions
An emulsion may be defined as an opaque, heterogeneous system of two immiscible

liquid phases (oil and water) where one of the phases is dispersed in the other as drops of
microscopic or colloidal size (typically around 1 iim). There are two kinds of simple
emulsions, oil-in-water (OAV) and water-in-oil (W/0), depending on which phase comprises
the drops

Emulsions made by agitation of the pure immiscible liquids are very unstable

and break rapidly to the bulk phases. Such emulsions may be stabilised by the addition of
surface-active material which protects the newly formed drops from re-coalescence. An
emulsifier is a surfactant which facilitates emulsion formation and aids in stabilization
through a combination of surface activity and possible structure formation at the interface.
As stated above, emulsions are thermodynamically unstable systems, that is to say their free
energy of formation (AG/) is greater than zero and as such will show a tendency to break. This
instability is a result of the energy associated with the large interfacial area of the droplets
within the emulsion, given by A/, where A is the total surface area of the drops and ;'the
interfacial tension existing between the aqueous and non-aqueous phases. This energy term
outweighs the entropy of formation (^j) associated with the formation of the droplets from
the bulk constituents. The free energy of formation of the emulsion in simple term is given
by:
AGf=/A-TASf

(1)

The interfacial tension in emulsions is generally of the order of 1-10 mN m'\ this in
conjunction with the large interfacial area results in a large positive interfacial energy term.
The entropy o f formation in emulsions is relatively small due to the number of droplets
formed being small in entropic terms. These two factors result in AG/ > 0, leading to the
thermodynamic instability of the emulsions. Emulsions are, however, kinetically stable due to
the presence o f an adsorbed layer at the 0/W interface, this barrier may be electrostatic in
nature (adsorption o f an ionic surface active agent), or steric (adsorption of a non-ionic
surface active agent or polymer). These barriers not only prevent emulsion droplets from
coming into direct contact but also serve to stabilize the thin film of liquid between two
adjacent droplets. The presence of adsorbed surfactants can reduce the likelihood of rupture
through the Gibbs-Marangoni effect: as the lamellar film between adjacent droplets is
sfretched new surface will be formed at some locations in the film having a lower
instantaneous surfactant concentration, and a local surface tension increase will occur.

A surface tension gradient along the f i l m will be produced, causing liquid to flow from
regions of low /toward the new stretched surface, thereby opposing film thinning. Reduction
in interfacial tension may also play a significant role in emulsion stability. In the case of
polymers other factors may also come into play, such as the viscoelastic properties of the
adsorbed layer.
Conversely, microemulsions are thermodynamically stable '^^^ since the interfacial energy
term is now very small owing to the very low interfacial tensions (typically 10"^-10'^ Nm"')
obtained by the use of mixed emulsifier systems at high concentrations. Moreover, as a result
o f their very small size (and hence greater number), the positive entropy of formation of
microemulsion droplets may be an order of magnitude larger than that in emulsions. This term
dominates the free energy o f formation o f microemulsions and these systems are
thermodynamically stable.
Surfactant molecules, which are used to stabilise emulsions, consist of two blocks, one with
an affinity to water and the other to oil. When added to the mixture of oil and water, they selfassemble at the oil water interface, so that the hydrophilic block stays in water and the
hydrophobic one remains in the oil.
As the surfactant concentration increases, the monolayer at the oil-water interface becomes
more densely populated and the interfacial tension decreases, as predicted by the Gibbs
equation
dr=-/ldA
where y is the interfacial tension,

(2)

is the surface concentration o f surfactant and /is is the

surfactant chemical potential. Both Fs and /4 increase with surfactant concentration, c.
At a certain concentration (or in a very narrow concentration range), reached simultaneously
in both phases, surfactant molecules start to self-associate in the bulk o f one of the phases,
forming supramolecular aggregates, e.g. spherical micelles. After reaching this point, which is
called the critical micelle concentration regardless of the particular form of the aggregates, the
surfactant chemical potential stays essentially constant, because all the surfactant added is
consumed by the micelles (Fig. 1.1). The interfacial tension at the CMC is the lowest possible
under given experimental conditions.
Consider now the microscopic structure o f micelles. In three-component oil-water-surfactant
systems, the core o f a micelle contains a solubilizate, which is the oil, i f the micelles are
formed in water, and water i f the micelles are formed in oil. The oil-water interface is
therefore present not only between the macroscopic phases, but also on the microscopic level

within the micelles. From this standpoint, the surfactant monolayer can be considered as a
basic construction block of both the macroscopic oil-water interface and the microscopic
micellar interface.
For a non-ionic surfactant, at low temperatures, the aggregates are oil-in-water (0/W)
microemulsion droplets which form in the water phase present in equilibrium with an excess
oil phase containing only monomeric surfactant. This type of two-phase system is designated
a Winsor 1 system. At high temperatures, the aggregated surfactant forms water-m-oil
microemulsion droplets in the oil phase with an excess water phase giving a Winsor 11 system.
At intermediate temperatures, the aggregated surfactant is entirely located in a third phase
present at equilibrium with both excess oil and water phases

The structure of the third,

surfactant-rich phase may be either a bicontinuous microemulsion or a lamellar liquid
crystalline phase

The temperature at which the inversion of the microemulsion occurs is

called the phase inversion temperature (Pn). Since the aggregates formed are microemulsion.

•CMC

i
CMC

to.
ln(c)

Figure 1.1. Interfacial tension isotherm of a micelle-forming nonionic surfactant.

the critical concentration of surfactant required for their formation is referred to as the critical
concentration (c.p~c.). For non-ionic surfactants the c.p^c. in oil is typically of the order of 0.1
M whereas the value in the corresponding aqueous phase is of the order of 10"^ M. The oilwater interfacial tension (y) reaches a virtually constant value above the c f i x (Fig. 1.1). The
value of the constant, post-c.|x.c. tension {yc) passes through a minimum with increasing
temperature and the temperature of minimum yc coincides with the microemulsion PIT
The surfactant c.p..c. has been shown to be affected markedly by the polarity of the oil phase
in a W / 0 emulsion. For non-ionic surfactants the c.^i.c. increases as the polarity of the oil
phase increases ' ^ l
Emulsions can be stabilised against breakdown by one or more mechanisms: charge
stabilization and stabilization by adsorbed particles at the liquid/liquid interface. In emulsion
systems employing normal surfactants, the effectiveness of steric stabilization processes is
limited by the fluidity and deformability of the dispersed phase, as well as by the fact that
0

monomeric surfactant layers are not generally rigid. Adsorbed molecules may move around
relatively freely, especially under the influence of the force developed during drop approach.
Emulsion stability can be enhanced by the presence of less fluid interfacial structures such as
"molecular complexes" and liquid structures.
When surfactants are added together in water, several physicochemical properties of the
mixed systems compared to those of the single surfactants are changed due to the fact that
there is a net interaction between the amphiphiles, i.e. due to non-ideal mixing. It is well
known that many amphiphilic self-assemblies and interfaces, biological or synthetic-based,
consist of surfactant mixtures. The existence of these interfacial surfactant structures is
distinct from the situation of simple coadsorption of oil-soluble and water-soluble surfactants.
In the case of co-adsorption, each component will be competing for available space in the
interfacial region and will contribute a weighted effect to the overall energetics of the system.
As early as the 1940s, Schulman and c o - w o r k e r s d i s c o v e r e d that using two surfactants of
the opposite packing type {i.e. a mixture of 'oil soluble' and 'water soluble' surfactants) could
drastically improve emulsion stability. The authors attributed it to the formation of 'molecular
complexes' between the surfactant at the oil-water interface. It was discovered that the two
surfactants together reduced the interfacial tension to very low values (-0.1 mNm '), much
lower than each of them separately ' " I Many years later the studies of the phase behaviour of
similar systems revealed that the idea of'molecular complexes' was incorrect. The surfactants
do not form stochiometric complexes, but self associate into a mixed bilayer and form a
lamellar phase, which co-exists with oil and water in a three-phase equilibrium. The idea of

mixing of two surfactants with an opposite packing type for making emulsions is widely used
in practice. After a system containing two siufactants with an opposite packing type is
selected, their ratio in the mixture is optimised by trial and error. In most cases, the emulsion
stability, as judged by the dispersed phase separation, passes through a maximum at some
surfactant ratio ' ' ^ l At high concentrations the emulsion solidifies because of the lamellar
phase present, which is called the 'self-bodying action' of the surfactant mixture.
Although many emulsions are stabilised by one nearly saturated monolayer, this is not always
the case. I f the surfactant is balanced, it can form a lamellar phase (La), co-existing with oil
and water. I f emulsification is performed in such a system, the emulsion droplets are often
covered by several monolayers back to back, which drastically improves the emulsion
stability ' " ' ^ l
The molecular structure of the surfactants (headgroups and tails), the presence of additives
(salt, co-surfactants) and experimental variables (pH, temperature) can be manipulated in
order to induce changes in interfacial activity and in intra- and inter-aggregated forces. The
mixed system almost invariably yields enhanced interfacial properties (e.g. decreased CMC,
higher interfacial activity) with respect to the individuals surfactants, in what is termed
synergism.
A possible beneficial effect of surfactant mixtures, in addition to improved surface energetics,
is that such structures may possess a greater mechanical strength than a simple mixed
interfacial layer. The closer molecular packing density and greater extent of lateral
interactions between hydrophobic chains may result in significant decreases in the mobility of
molecules at the interface and a decrease in the rate of drop coalescence. Such an effect has
often been mentioned in terms of increased interfacial viscosity or elasticity.
Whether an emulsion is OAV or W/0 depends on a number of variables including oikwater
ratio, electrolyte concentration, temperature, etc. It was realized at the early stages of
emulsion research that the volume fractions of oil and water were not that important and that
emulsion type and stability were determined primarily by the nature of surfactant. There are
three cornerstones guiding practical emulsion formulation which address this problem: the
Bancroft rule f^''

the Griffin HLB (hydrophile-lipophile balance) scale f'^'

and the

Shinoda phase inversion temperature (PIT) concept ^ ^ ' l According to Bancroft, the phase in
which the surfactant is predominantly dissolved tends to be the continuous phase: watersoluble surfactants (e.g., sodium oleate) tend to stabilise oil-in-water (OAV) emulsions, while
oil-soluble surfactants (e.g. calcium dioleate) stabilize water-in-oil (W/0) emulsions. The
word 'soluble' is misleading, however, for two reasons. Firstly, a surfactant may be more

soluble in, say, oil than in water in a binary system, but in the ternary system of oil +
surfactant it may partition more into water. A good example of this is with the anionic
surfactant Aerosol OT (sodium bis-2-ethylhexylsulfosuccinate) which dissolves in heptane at
25 °C up to at least 0.5 M but has a solubility limit in water of only -0.03 M ^^^1 An emulsion
made from Aerosol OT and equal volumes of water and heptane at 25 °C is OAV, however
Secondly, no distinction is made between the solubility o f monomeric or aggregated
surfactant in oil or water. We will see that this is an important omission.
The first quantitative measure of the balance between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
moieties within a particular surfactant came from Griffin who introduced the concept of the
HLB, as a way o f predicting emulsion type from surfactant molecular composition ^ ' ^ l
Surfactants with low HLB values (~4) tend to stabilize W / 0 emulsions, while those with high
HLB values (-20) stabilize OAV emulsions. Surfactants with intermediate HLB values (~10)
are usually ineffective stabilisers o f either OAV or W / 0 emulsions. Later Davies
suggested a simple group contribution method to evaluate the HLB of different surfactants
from their molecular structure. A major problem of the HLB concept is that the HLB numbers
assigned to the neat surfactant take no account o f the effective HLB of a surfactant in situ
adsorbed at an oil-water interface. Thus for example, a non-ionic surfactant of low HLB
number (and hence predicted to stabilise W/O emulsions) may form OAV emulsions at low
enough temperatures. It therefore became clear that the prevailing conditions of temperature,
electrolyte concentration, oil type and chain length and cosurfactant concentration can all
modify the geometry of the surfactant at an interface

and thus change the ciu^ature of the

surfactant monolayer, which in some way affects the preferred emulsion type
There have been developments in understandings of how the type of emulsion is related to the
phase diagram of mixtures of oil + water + surfactant at equilibrimn

These have come

from studies with microemulsions and as an example we take the case of a nonionic surfactant
of the polyoxyethylene glycol ether type, C„Em (C„ indicates the number of carbons of the
hydrocarbonic moiety,

the number of oxyethylenic units). Let us consider equilibrium

systems o f heptane and water (equal volumes) containing CJ2E3. At low surfactant
concentrations, monomer distributes between oil and water but heavily in favour of the oil ^^^\
The partition coefficient defined as (molar concentration in heptane)/(molar concentration in
water) increases from ~130 at 10 °C to -1500 at 50 °C. Above a critical surfactant
concentration, reached in both phases and designated

cucwater

(typically 5*10'^ M)andc|xCoii

(typically 6-60*10'^ M ) , all additional surfactant in excess of this concentration is present in

the form o f aggregates, hence the symbol n for 'microemulsion'. At low temperatures (<28
°C) the aggregates are oil-in-water microemulsion droplets formed in the water phase, in
equilibrium with excess oil containing monomeric surfactant (Winsor I system). The preferred
curvature o f the monolayer is around oil and may be termed positive. At higher temperatures
(> 30 °C), aggregation occurs in the oil phase in the form of water-in-oil microemulsion
droplets which are in equilibriimi with monomeric surfactant in the aqueous phase (Winsor II
system). The monolayer curvature is now negative. At intermediate temperatiu-es (28-30 °C),
three phases are formed (Winsor ELI system) consisting of a surfactant rich phase and both
excess oil and aqueous phases

Here a monolayer has, on average, zero net curvature.

It is frequently observed that the type of emulsion (0/W, W/0 or intermediate) formed by
homogenisation of the Winsor system is the same as that of the equilibrium microemulsion
e.g. emulsification of an O/W microemulsion plus excess oil generally gives an 0/W
emulsion, the continuous phase of which is itself an 0/W microemulsion. It is not obvious
why this should be so, since in the case of microemulsions their behaviour is determined in
part by the spontaneous curvature of the surfactant monolayer stabilising the nanometer-sized
droplets. For emulsions the radii of curvature of micrometer-sized drops are of the order of
1000 times the molecular dimensions and so it is difficult to see how curvature effects are
implicated. In order to test and understand Bancroft's rule, the type of emulsion at different
temperatures must be determined at various fixed surfactant concentrations. By means of
conductivity measurements it was seen that at high C12E5 concentrations, sufficient to form
microemulsion aggregates in equilibrium systems, emulsions invert from 0/W to W/0 at
temperatures aroimd the Winsor HI region

Thus, Bancroft's rule holds but it is impossible

to say whether the preferred emulsion type is determined by the distribution of monomeric or
aggregated surfactant. At low C12E5 concentrations, where only monomer surfactant exists,
emulsions are 0/W at low temperatures and remain 0/W even at temperatures where Winsor
I I systems would form in systems of higher surfactant concentration. Thus, we see an
apparent violation of Bancroft's rule since despite the surfactant monomer distribution being
in favour of oil, the stable emulsions are O/W. Similarfindingswere reported by Harusawa et.
al. ^^^'^^^ usingnonylphenol ethoxylated surfactants.
A more useful concept than that of the HLB number is that of the system HLB, related to the
locus o f aggregate formation. Thus 'high' HLB systems are those in which the aggregates
(micellar or 0/W microemulsions) form in the water phase, whereas 'low' HLB systems are
those in which aggregation occurs in the oil phase, either as reverse micelles or W/0
microemulsion droplets. It is now more correct to say that the phase containing the surfactant

aggregates becomes the continuous phase of an emulsion. From the foregoing discussion it is
clear that the continuous phase of an emulsion is not necessarily the phase containing the
highest concentration o f surfactant. Bancroft's rule and the system HLB apply to surfactant
aggregates rather that to total surfactant present in the system.
These effects are naturally incorporated into Shinoda's PIT concept ^^^•'^^-^\ which correlates
(macro)emulsion stability with the phase behaviour of oil-water-polyethoxylated non-ionic
surfactants (0-W-S) mixtures. According to Shinoda et. al, OAV macroemulsions are stable
in the Winsor I region at temperatures ca. 20 °C below the "phase inversion" temperature of
the 0-W-S microemulsion phase diagram. At this temperature, micellar solution coexists with
excess oil. Conversely, W/0 emulsions are stable -20 °C above the PIT, where the system is
the Winsor 11 region, and excess water coexists with inverse micelles. In the vicinity of the
PIT point (Winsor HI region), where oil, water, and bicontinuous microemulsion phases
coexist in a three-phase equilibriimi, neither emulsion is stable.
Emulsions may degrade in a number of different mechanisms and these are listed below and
are shown schematically in Fig. 1.2;
1. creaming with or without aggregation and decrease in droplet number;
2. aggregation with or without creaming;

^Ostwald ripening
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Fig. 1.2. Schematic repr^entation of the emulsion breakdown.

3. increase in the droplet diameter through Ostwaldripening;and
4. droplet coalescence leading to the production of a separate oil phase.
As a result o f their thermodynamic instability, emulsions will tend to reduce their total free
energy through an increase in droplet diameter, so reducing their total interfacial area.
Processes (1) and (2) do not involve the increase in the size of the droplets, but are precursors
to coalescence since this process requires the droplets to be in close proximity. Ostwald
ripening on the other hand does not require the droplets to be close, since the process occurs
by fransport of dissolved matter through the dispersion medium.
In what follows only degradation processes 3 and 4 which are relevant in concentrated
emulsions, are described in some detail.

1.2

Coalescence
Coalescence is the process in which two or more emulsion drops fuse together to form

a single larger drop, and is irreversible. For coalescence to occur, the force between the drops
surfaces must be such that film of continuous phase separating them can become sufficiently
thin that film rupture becomes a likely possibility.
The film thinning stage depends on fluctuation in film thickness and on the mechanical
properties of the film. As illustrated in Fig. 1.3, when two droplets come in contact, e.g., in a
cream or a floe, a thin liquid film or lamellae forms between them. Coalescence results from
the rupture of this film. This is on the assumption that the two droplets are formed of the same
liquid or, at least, of miscible liquids. Film rupture usually commences at a specified spot in
the lamella, arising from thinning in that region. In order to understand the behaviour of these
films we need to consider two aspects of their physics: (1) the nature of the forces acting
across the film (these determine whether the film is thermodynamically stable, metastable, or
unstable) and (2) the kinetic aspects associated with local (thermal or mechanical) fluctuations
in the film thickness. The coalescence of emulsion droplets is thus governed by the behaviour
of the thin film between the droplets.
Figure 1.3 shows the general features of the lamella between two droplets of the phase (a) in a
continuous phase (P). The thin film region, as discussed above, consist of two flat, parallel
interfaces separated by a distance b. At the end of the film there is a border or transition
region where the interfaces have a high curvature, i.e., compared to the curvature o f the
droplets themselves. Eventually, however, at larger values of b (effectively beyond the range
of the forces operating across the film) the curvature decreases to that of the droplets in the 1-

\m\ region. One may define a macroscopic contact angle 6 as shown in the diagram (Fig. 1.3).
In considering the forces acting across the film, two ranges of value of separation b are of
interest: b > 23. In the first region, the forces acting are long-range van der Waals forces (G^)
and the electrical double layer interactions (G^). The total interaction free energy G, is
obtained by summing the GA and G^ contributions.
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Figure 1.3. Diagrammatic representation of the thin film and border regions
between two liquid droplets (a) in a continuous phase O).

A schematic representation of the Gi curve

the inter droplet distance, b, is given in Fig. 1.4.

This curve is characterized by a primary minimum (G,ni„) at close contact of the drops, a
maximum (G„^), and a secondary minimum ( G ^ , ) at large interdroplet separations. When a

Figure 1.4. Schematic representation ofG(b) vs interdroplet distance.
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film is in the primary minimum we have to consider what happens i f it tries to thin further
(i.e. b < 25). Here the so called steric interactions come into play. These constitute a very
steep repulsion force, associated with the distortion of the adsorbed polymer or surfactant in
the interfacial layers. Film rupture requires the breakdown of these steric interactions. The
stability o f thin films may be analysed in terms of the relevant interaction free energies.
Various alternative descriptions are, however, possible. An example of these is the disjoining
pressure concept

1.2.1

Disjoining Pressure
The disjoining pressure •Ji(b) is the net force, per unit area, acting in the direction normal

to the two flat, parallel interfaces (Fig. 1.3). At any given value of b, n(b) balances the excess
normal presswes p(b) -p(oo) in the film. The quantity p(bj is the normal pressure in a film of
thickness b, and p(ao) the normal presswe in a film of sufficient thickness so that Gi(b) = 0,
i.e., the interaction free energy of the film is zero. Thus, p(oo) is equivalent, for a planeparallel film, to the isotropic pressure in the adjacent bulk phasepo- Thus,
7t(b) = p(b) • po

(3)

As mentioned above, 7t(bJ will contain three contributions, i.e., from the London-van der
Waals (dispersion) forces (WA), from the electrostatic forces (tt^), and from short- range forces
(;rs). It is assumed that gravitational forces can be neglected. The short-range forces include
the steric interactions plus other van der Waals forces (Keesom and Debye), H-bonding,
solvation forces associated with solvent structure at the interface, etc. Thus,
7r(b) = TiA + 7rE + 7rs

(4)

TTA is generally negative; TCE and Tts are positive. Thus, the net disjoining pressure may be
positive (repulsive) or negative (atfractive) at any given value of b. n(b) is formally related to
Gj(6)the specific excess free energy of the film, associated with these interactions through
the relationship
.W =A

(5,
db

At the primary and secondary minima K(b) = 0, and then p(b) = PQ, (Eq. (1.3)), i.e., the
normal pressure in the film equals the bulk hydrostatic pressure in the continuous phase. A
film will tend to thin spontaneously, therefore, until it reaches a thickness where this
condition holds. The film is then in mechanical equilibrium but is thermodynamically
metastable.
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Note that in the transition zone (Fig. 1.3), p(b) is always less than po (i.e., 7i;(b) is negative)
because of the high curvature of the interface. Because p(b) here is also lower than p(b) in the
flat film region, there is a tendency for liquid to be sucked into the transition region from the
film, i.e., there is a capillary force acting in the direction parallel to the flat interfaces. This
force is responsible for the draining of the film, but it does not enter into a discussion of the
disjoining pressure, which acts in the direction normal to the interfaces as we have seen.
The question of film rupture has been considered by various authors, e.g. Scheludko t^^'"^' and
Vrij ^^^\ A detailed account has been given by Sonntag and Sfrenge

Film rupture is a non-

equilibrium effect and is associated with local thermal or mechanical fluctuations in the film
thickness b. A necessary condition for rupture to occur, i.e., for a spontaneous fluctuation to
grow, is that
dn^,

dn

db

db

(6)

However, this would assume that, at given value of b, there are no changes in y(b) due to
fluctuations. This not so, however, since a local fluctuation is necessarily accompanied by a
local increase in interfacial area, a consequent deficiency in surfactant or polymer adsorption
in that region, and therefore, a local rise in interfacial tension. This effect, the so-called GibbsMarangoni effect, in fact opposes fluctuations. It also means that we need to add a term to the
right-hand side of Eq. (6) to take into account of this fluctuation effect in the local interfacial
tension, i.e., Eq. (6) now reads
d^^d^^d^
db

db

db

As a film thins locally due to fluctuations, i f the condition expressed by Eq. (7) is met at some
critical thickness, then the film becomes unstable and the fluctuation grows leadmg to rupture.
The kinetics o f the rupture o f single films and the evaluation of the emulsion lifetime can be
obtained on the basis of a simple model ' ^ ^ l Consider the coalescence in a creamed O/W
emulsion layer. We can model the system as a stack of monodisperse cubic cells. Each cell
has six facets separating it from its neighbours. I f rupture is a completely random process, one
can expect that the probability of rupture is proportional to the surface area of the film:

where A is the surface area of the film, rf,im is the film Ufetime, a n d / is the frequency of
rupture per unit area [m"^s'^]. It is very difficuh to measure the lifetime of one emulsion film.
However, one can measure the mesh size d of the emulsion as a function of time /. Let us
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assume that the thickness of films separating the oil droplet is very low, so that the total
volume of the system Vis equal to:
V = N{t)d\t)

= const

(9)

where N is the number of cells in the system. The total number of coalescence acts per unit
time can be evaluated as:
- ^ = f''^.o,a,=^m)d\t)f
dt

(10)

2

where Z = 6 is the coordination number of the cubic cell. From Eqs. 9 and 10 one concludes
that the mesh size in the emulsion increases with time according to the following law;

where do is the initial droplet diameter. The time to complete coalescence {d = a?) therefore
equals:
r =- ^ « — ^
Zdlf
2dlf

(12)

According to this equation, the emulsion lifetime decreases with an increase in the frequency
of the hole nucleation and in emulsion droplet size.
Experimentally, the rate of coalescence i f determined by following the rate at which the layer
of free oil is formed at the top of the vessel. It is easy to show that the time for separation o f
half of the volume of the oil, X\n, is close to x predicted by Eq. 12.
The problem of the evaluation of the emulsion lifetime is therefore reduced to determining the
rupture frequency / This quantity can be regarded as the product of a pre-exponent fo and an
exponent:
/ = /o exp

(13)

Where F* is the activation energy. The exponent is essentially the rate-confrolling term. The
pre-exponent term is less dependent on the external conditions.
Two theoretical approaches have been developed for the evaluation of the activation energy of
the hole nucleation process: the de Vries theory and that of Kabalnov and Wennestrom.
According to de Vries the behaviour of macroemulsions is related to the nucleation behaviour
of the emulsion film rupture event: for the coalescence act to occur, a nucleation hole must be
formed, which involves overcoming a free energy penalty ' ^ ^ l Consider a flat-parallel liquid
film of half thickness b. The liquid is under interfacial tension y. Assume a hole of radius a
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has been formed; the edge of the hole is round (Fig. 1.5). The emulsion film ruptiire is driven
by reducing the surface area of the planar part of the emulsion film.

Figure 1.5. Geometry of nucleation hole according to de Vries (53).

On the other hand, the edge of the nucleation hole creates an extra surface area, and, therefore
a free energy penalty. The energy barrier of nucleation comes from an interplay of the free
energy penalty at the edge of the hole and the free energy gain at the planar part. Assume first
that the interfacial tensions o f the curved and planar parts are the same. The free energy
balance of the nucleation pore in a liquid film states that:
F = y{A, + ^2) = -2m^r + 2m\/(n

- 2)6]+(2;r' - 6;r)6V

(14)

At constant film thickness, the excess surface area as a function of the hole radius a passes
through the maximum A = 2.9b^ at a* = 0.57b, after which it decreases to negative values.
After passing through the maximum, the hole growth become spontaneous, the maximum,
however can be reached by a thermal fluctuation. Naturally, the activation barrier for the film
to break is equal to the free energy at the maximum, F * = / / I * = 2.94yh^.
Consider now the hole nucleation in a stack of N liquid films (for instance, in a lamellar liquid
crystalline film composed of N bilayers). I f the hole pierces all the N bilayers, the
unfavourable edge is formed on all the N bilayers. On the other hand, the unfavourable
reduction of the total surface area is the same as in the case of only one film. The total balance
of the surface area states that
M=Ai+NA2

(14)

The excess free energy has a maximum at a* = b(N7i/2 -1) equal to F* = yb^(N^7i/2 - 47!N).
One can see that the coalescence energy barrier drastically increases with the number of films
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to be pierced. Note that the bilayers cannot just pop one after another: there is no free energy
gain in this process, only the free energy penalty
The analysis of de Vries is based on the assumption that the interfacial tension of the edge of
the film is the same as that of the planar part of the film. The theory of Kabalnov and
Wennesfrom '^^^ of coalescence in emulsions makes use of the concept of oriented wedge of a
surfactant at the interface of Langmuir and Harkins

According to the authors,

surfactants with bulky alkyl chains and small head groups stabilise W/0 emulsions due to
packing constraints at the oil-water interface of the emulsion drop, while single-tailed Harkins

Figure 1.6. Oriented wedge theory, (top) Monolayer spontaneous curvature fits that of
the hole edge and the rupture occurs without a barrier, (bottom) Monolayer at the edge
of the hole nucleus is "frustrated" and the hole nucleation is suppressed. Arrows
indicate the frustration stress in the bent monolayer.

and Langmuir, the monolayer bending energy affects the free energy of the droplets
themselves. Although the oriented wedge theory has been used successfully as an empirical
correlation, it stands on a rather shaky physical basis. Consider the spontaneous curvature of
the surfactant monolayer, which is confrolled by the shape of the surfactant molecules.
For unbalanced surfactants, the radius of curvatures has an order of-10'^ cm and is several
orders magnitude smaller than the radius of the emulsion droplets themselves. As a result, the
monolayer "frustration" energy at the interface of both 0/W and W/0 drops is essentially the
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same: for the monolayer, both O/W and W/0 interfaces are essentially planar on a molecular
scale.
In the theory of Kabalnov and Wennestrdm it is argued that the monolayer bending properties,
in particular the spontaneous curvature, controls the rates of coalescence of W/0 and OAV
emulsions via the values of the corresponding coalescence energy barriers. To create a
passage in an emulsion film, one has to pay a monolayer bending energy penalty, because the
surfactant monolayer must be sti-ongly curved at the edge of the passage (Fig. 1.6). This
penalty is dramatically different between W/O/W and 0/W/O lamellae. The monolayer
bending energy affects not the free energy of the droplets themselves but the free energy of
the coalescence ti-ansition state-the nucleation pore in the bilayer. The theory has been
developed under the assumption that the coalescence process is film-rupture controlled, which
corresponds to the coalescence in creamed emulsions layers and high internal phase ratio
emulsions.

1.3

Ostwald ripening in emulsions
Irreversible coarsening in emulsions can occur by two distinct mechanisms:

coalescence and Ostwald ripening. Coalescence is the process by which two or more droplets
fuse to form a single larger droplet, the fusion being controlled by hole nucleation within the
thin film separating droplets. Conversely, Ostwald ripening is the process by which large
droplets grow at the expense of smaller ones due to differences in their chemical potential. In
Ostwald ripening the growth occurs by diffusion of the dispersed phase through the
continuous phase one molecule at a time.
In simple terms Ostwald ripening is the growth of one emulsion droplet at the expense of a
smaller one as a resuh of the difference in chemical potential of the material within the
droplets. This difference arises from the difference in the radius of curvatwe of the drops.
c{r) = c ( o o ) e x p - ^ « c(oo) 1 + -

= c(co) 1 + ^
rj

(15)

where c(r) is the solubility surrounding a particle of radius r, c(oo) is the bulk phase solubility,
/ is the interfacial tension between the dispersed and continuous phases,

is the molar

volimie of the dispersed phase, R is the molar gas constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
The quantity a =li

VJRT is termed the characteristic lengtii scale. It has an order o f « 1 nm

or less, indicating that the differences in solubility for a 1 nm droplet is of the order of only
0.1 %.
In terms of the Kelvin equation and solubility, the effect of radius can be given as
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5
r'K r 1
ln^ =
RT

1^

(16)

where 5"/ and S2 are the solubilities of the particles of radii r/ and

and the other quantities

have the meaning stated above.
Alternatively, one may view the process purely in terms of the reduction in free energy of the
system through the destruction of the interfacial area. Overall, the effect is an increase in the
average radius of the emulsion droplets with time as the smaller droplets dissolve and redeposit their material onto the larger droplets. It is possible to calculate the rate of Ostwald
ripening, i.e. the rate at which the radius of the emulsions increase with time.
Theoretically, Ostwald ripening should lead to the condensation of all droplets into a single
droplet (i.e. phase separation). This is not observed in practice, however, due to a significant
decrease in the rate of growth with increasing droplet size.
The kinetics of Ostwald ripening is most often described in terms of the theory developed by
Lifshitz, Slezof and Wagner f^^' ^\i.e.

LSW theory). The LSW theory is based upon the

following assumptions:
(i)

the mass transport is due to molecular diffusion through the continuous phase;

(ii)

the dispersed phase particles are spherical and fixed in space;

(iii)

there are no interactions between neighbouring particles, i.e. the particles are separated
by distances much larger than the diameter of the droplets (the volume fraction of the
dispersed phase ^

(iv)

0); and

the concentration of the molecularly dissolved species is constant except adjacent to
the particle boundaries.

It follows then that the rate of Ostwald ripening, co, is given by:

dr
where

9RT

9

is the critical radius of a droplet which is neither growing nor decreasing in size, and

D is the diffusion coefficient for the dispersed phase in the continuous phase. Droplets with
r > Vc grow at the expense of smaller ones, while droplets with r < TC tend to disappear.
Let us summarize the major results of the LSW theory for the stationary stage of the process:
1. The distribution fimction of the ratio of the radius at a given moment of time g(u) is time
invariant (Eq. 18). A characteristic feature of the function is its cut-off for r/vc > 1.5, i.e. at the
stationary stage of the process there are no particles in the system greater than the critical
radius multiplied by a factor of 1.5. At the stationary stage, the value of the critical radius rc
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coincides with its number average value r.

g ( « ) ~ " ^ ( 3 + «)""(1.5-«)-'^exp

1
flu

^

(18)

for u < 1.5 and
g(u)=0

foru>J.5

(19)

The normalised form of this distiibution is shown in Fig. 1.7.
This size distribution is time invariant so that whilst the critical radius increases with time, the
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Figure 1.7. Quasi-steady size distribution, ^(i(), as a function of reduced radius,
u(=r/rj.

form of the size distribution as a function of u does not change. The rate of ripening will be
affected by the droplet size distribution i f the steady state regime has not been reached where
Eq. 17 holds true. A wider distribution of sizes will lead to an enhanced rate. Eq. 17
demonstrates why Ostwald ripening has been neglected in emulsions to a large extent.
The linearity of the cube of the average radius with time means that (dr/dt) oc r'^cD, thus for
agiven rate of ripening the rate of change in the average radius decreases inversely with the
square o f the average radius. In macroemulsions with radii of > 1 ^m, the rate of increase in
the average radius is very much less than in an emulsion of < 0.5 nm.
Consequently, Ostwald ripening is only seen as a major problem in macroemulsions when the
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dispersed

phase has a high aqueous solubility, for example hexane,

toluene and

dichloroethane.
The LSW treatment characterises the Ostwald ripening process for systems with a onecomponent dispersed phase in the steady state regime (ignoring the adsorbed layer of surface
active agent). These results, however, strictly only apply to highly dilute emulsions. One main
deficiency with the LSW treatment is that it predicts no volume fi-action dependence for the
rate o f ripening and this has been found to be contrary to experimental evidence in
suspensions. In addition the size distributions found experimentally in suspensions disagree
with the LSW size distribution at higher volume fi-actions. In suspensions of only 3%
discrepancies may be found, with the size distribution being broader than that predicted
One o f the assumptions made was that the thickness of the difilision layer was equal to the
droplet radius. This only holds for dilute emulsions in the limit ^ ^ 0, that is to say, the
diflfiision o f the dissolved material to or firom a droplet is not affected by the presence of any
other droplet cind is independent o f its local surroundings. This not the case in more
concentrated systems were the mean separation between neighbouring droplets may be of the
same order of magnitude as the droplet radius. In this case the difiusion gradient about any
given droplet is modified by the presence of the second drop and the rate would be
significantly modified.
This interaction of diSusion fields results in a modest increase in the rate of ripening t^'"^',
the form of this increase as given by Enamoto et al. "^^'^ is shown in Fig. 1.8 where k(^) is
simply a multiplication factor such that the rate at a given volume fi-action, cof^), defined by,
a^^)=k(,p)-co(0)

(20)

where o](0) is the rate predicted by the LSW equation. The rate is predicted to increase by a
factor of 2.5 in the range of ^ = 0.01 to 0.3. Recent results suggest that this equation may not
always apply to emulsion systems where the concentration o f surfactant and hence solubilized
material, is high. In general it is expected that emulsions with higher volume Sections of the
dispersed phase will have broader particle size distributions and faster absolute growth rates
than those predicted by LSW theory. This in fact has been verified experimentally for cobalt
grains
The rate o f Ostwald ripening, according to the LSW theory, is directly proportional to the
solubility of the disperse phase in the dispersion medium. One of the most convenient ways of
investigating this effect is to study a homologous series, for example the «-alkanes, in which
the solubility is a fimction o f the carbon nimiber. Davis and Smith
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investigated

emulsions of a number of oils stabilized by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) using
photomicrography. They foimd that increasing the polarity of the oil decreased the stability of

a30

Figure 1.8. Coefficient K(^), as given by the treatment of Enamoto et al. for the increase
in the rate of Ostwald ripening as a function of volume fraction (62).

the emulsion. A plot of relative degradation (the cube of the average diameter after 2 days
over the cube of the initial diameter) against the carbon number showed the strong
dependence of Ostwald ripening on the solubility of the disperse phase.
A comprehensive set of data regarding Ostwald ripening in emulsions has been given by
Kabal'nov et al. '^^°"^'^lThey have investigated the ripening in emulsions in two ways, that is
by microscopy examination o f emulsions droplets trapped on a microscope slide

and

also by determining the average size of emulsion droplets using photon correlation
spectroscopy (PCS)

^ ' ' l Much of their data confirms the prediction of the LSW theory.

In the experiments in which the covirse of the Ostwald ripening was followed by microscopic
means the droplets of 1,2-dichloroethane, benzene, toluene, nitrobenzene and /j-xylene were
prepared by passing a saturated aqueous solution of the oil into a narrow channel followed by
cooling

When droplets of the correct size were obtained, the solution feed into the

channel was stopped and photomicrographs of the droplets were taken. Coalescence was
found to be negligible. Micrographs were taken sequentially on the same area of
approximately 100-500 drops and the total volume of the drops was measured to check for
dissolution due to temperature changes. It was found that for droplets of 1,2-dichloroethane
over a 5-min interval'''''

the larger droplets grew, small ones diminished and droplets at a
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certain radius remained constant in size for a given period. This confirmed the notion of a
critical radius at which at a given instance the droplet size remained constant. As the overall
average size of the emulsion droplets increased then it would be expected that the critical
radius would also increase. This was indeed found and it was observed that droplets which
initially grew after a sufficiently long time began themselves to diminish as the critical radius
increased. Plots of the cube of the average radius with time were found to be linear and the
size distribution of the droplets was found to be close to that predicted by the LSW equation.
These results alone strongly support the use of the LSW theory of Ostwald ripening in
emulsion systems.
The theory of Ostwald ripening described above assumes that the molecular diffusion through
the dispersion medium is the limiting stage of the process. For Ostwald ripening in emulsions
the case when the mass transfer is limited by penetration through the adsorption layer is also
of great interest. The growth rate of a particle surrounded by a thin membrane is determined
by the following expression:
4 ^ d ^ -i
3

Cm{t)-Ceq{r)

dt

Rm +R/

Where Rm and R/ZLXQ diffusion resistances of the medium and membrane:

Here S is the membrane thickness,

and D/ are the diffusiveness of the substance of

particles in the membrane and in the dispersion medium, Cieq(<x>) and Cm,eq(°o) are the
solubilities of the substance (ml/ml) in the membrane and in the medium, respectively. The
ratio of diffusion resistances of the membrane can be expressed through the following
formula;
Rf

SD„C„^Jco)_

SD„

^/C/,,(oo)

aD,K

(23)

Where K is the distribution coefficient for the substance between membrane and medium. I f
the ratio shown in Eq. 23 is significantly smaller than 1, the diffusion resistance of the
membrane can be neglected and in this case the kinetics of Ostwald ripening is described by
Eq. 17 assuming absence of the membrane. In the opposite case the kinetic features of the
process should alter dramatically. The linear growth with time will be observed not for the
cube but for the square of the average radius '^^^ and the rate of the growth becomes
substantially dependent on the nature of the surfactant used.
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Strictly speaking, the theoretical results outlined above are valid for infinite systems. The
assumption that there exists a continuxun of sizes of particles is only an approximation for
finite systems. This gives rise to the question of whether the attainment of the asymptotic
regime is valid for real finite systems

^ ^ l It was shown, however, that the effect of a system

being finite is negligible under reasonable experimental times owing to a considerable
retardation of Ostwald ripening with the increase in the mean particle size ^^^K
It is clear that the rate of Ostwald ripening may be reduced in emulsions consisting of single
component droplets by either a reduction in the interfacial tension or by the use of a less
soluble oil. However, when one is constrained to use a particular oil and when a sufficient
increase in stability cannot be easily achieved by reduction in the interfacial tension, how may
the emulsion be stabilized against Ostwald ripening. Polymeric emulsifiers/stabilizers may
help in this respect through the formation of a thick steric barrier at the oil/water interface
which may hinder the passage o f the oil molecules to and fi-om the droplets. The efficiency of
this method is uncertain and a potentially much more reliable method is the use of two
component droplets, where one component (the additive) has a substantially lower solubility
in the medium than the main constituent of the droplet

This method is attractive

since the rate of ripening can be reduced by several orders of magnitude, provided a suitable
additive is chosen, using only small concentrations of the additive.
The mechanism by which the addition of a less soluble additive to an oil droplet reduces the
rate of ripening is based on the fact that the two components in the droplet show different
rates o f transfer between droplets as a result o f their differences in solubility

Initially

the concentration o f additive is equal in all droplets, however, as ripening proceeds the more
soluble component (referred to as component 1) difiuses fi"om the smaller droplets to the
larger droplets. The rate o f ripening in this stage is close to that in an emulsion component 1
alone. The less soluble component (component 2) cannot transfer at as high a rate as
component 1 and is essentially trapped in the droplet at this stage. The concentrations of both
components vary between drop size with the concentration of component 1 being greater in
the larger droplets and smaller in the smaller droplets, the converse applying to component 2.
As a result o f its higher concentration in the larger droplets, the chemical potential of
component 1 (due to mixing with component 2) is higher than in the smaller droplets where
its concentration is lower. This effect directly counters the chemical potential effect due to the
difference in radii of curvature. Eventually a point is reached whereupon the chemical
potential of component 1 is equal in all droplets as a result of the competition between the two
effects. When this point is reached there is no driving force for further transfer of component
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1 and any ripening can only occur through transfer of the less soluble component, which
occurs at much reduced rate. This rate is referred to as the pseudo-steady state of ripening.
Thus the presence of a less soluble component can significantly reduce the rate of ripening.

1.4

Gel Emulsions
The emulsions described in this section are highly concentrated emulsions which form

in either water- or oil-rich regions of water/surfactant/oil systems

These emulsions are

characterised by their large internal phase volume fi-action (as large as 0.99), low surfactant
content (as low as 0.5%) and gel-like consistency (the reason why they are referred as gel
emulsions). By appropriate selection o f composition variables and temperature, optically
transparent gel emulsions can be obtained. All these features make them of particular interest
for theoretical studies (i.e as models for foams) and for specific applications as formulation
and novel delivery systems in, say, the cosmetic and pharmaceutical fields. In recent years
highly concentrated emulsions have received a great deal of attention as novel reaction media
for polymerisation reactions in the continuous and/or dispersed phases to obtain materials
with improved properties such as solid foams, composites, etc.
Highly concentrated emulsions were described and became the object of study a long time
ago

The initial research focused on the geometrical packing

oil-in-water (OAV) type emulsions

and theology of

Lately, systematic studies about formation,

stability, structure and interfacial properties of both emulsion types (OAV and W/0) have
been undertaken [''''-^^''"''•^^^1
The internal phase volume fraction in a gel emulsion, ^, is larger than the critical value of the
most compact arrangement of uniform, undeformed spherical droplets <4

0-74 ^^^\

Consequently, the droplets in gel emulsions are deformed and/or polydisperse. Typically, the
droplet size of gel emulsions with water volume fraction above 0.95 range from submicrometer to about 10 jam, while the upper limit of those with volimie fraction of the order
of 0.90 is of about 1 \xm ^^'^\ However, depending on the gel emulsion-forming system and /or
the method of preparation, both droplet size and polydispersity can be reduced significantly.
The internal or dispersed phase in gel emulsions can be either polar or non-polar and, as
ordinary emulsions, they are classified in two types: oil-in-water (OAV) and water-in-oil
(W/0). Phase behaviour studies of gel emulsion-forming systems, i.e. water/polyoxyethylene
non-ionic surfactant/oil systems, indicated that at equilibrium they separate into two isotropic
liquid phases

In W / 0 gel emulsions the nature o f these phases are an aqueous phase

and a swollen reverse micellar solution phase (or W / 0 microemulsion) ^^^l Considering the
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nature o f the phases at equilibrium, the emulsions are water (or oil)-in-microemulsion
emulsions.
The structure of the equilibrium oil phase of W/0 gel emulsions was confirmed by Fourier
transform pulse gradient spin-echo (FT-PGSE) NMR determinations

It was found that at

high oil/surfactant weight ratios the values of the self-difiusion coefficient for water and
surfactant are very low, whereas the corresponding values for oil are high. This means that the
continuous phase is non-aqueous and water is confined. Therefore the structure corresponds to
a reverse micellar solution or W / 0 microemulsion. At low oil/surfactant weight ratios, when
gel emulsions are extremely imstable or cannot be formed, the self difiusion coefficient of
water was found to approach that of the oil, indicating a bicontinuous structure. From these
results it was concluded that the continuous phase of W/0 gel emulsions should be a reverse
micellar solution or W/O microemulsion.
The equilibrium and also the non-equilibrium structure of W/0 gel emulsions was also
determined by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) ' ^ " l The SAXS spectra obtained were
explained by the superposition of two spectra: a peak at values of the scattering vector, q, of
the order of 0.07 A'^ corresponding to the continuous phase, and an asymptotic part at lower
values of q, proportional to q''*, corresponding to the scattering due to the interface between
water droplets and the continuous phase ' " ^ l Comparison of SAXS spectra of gel emulsions
with those of the continuous phase separated out by centrifugation, indicated that no
significant differences exist between the structures of the microemulsion under equilibrium
and non-equilibrium conditions ' ^ ^ l However, theoretical considerations

"''^ suggest that

the number of microemulsion droplets is decreased as the volume fraction of dispersed phase
increases. Consequently, at values of water volume fraction close to unity, most of the
surfactant molecules would be adsorbed at the interface of water droplets. By comparison of
calculated intensities, determined according to the Porod-Auvray equation '"^^ with
experimental absolute intensities, the specific surface and mean droplet radius of gel
emulsions was calculated. The droplet size was found to increase on increasing the volume
firaction o f dispersed phase, oil/surfactant ratio, salinity and temperature. These results were
interpreted on the basis of surfactant availability and interfacial tension ^^*\
The non-equilibrium structure of gel emulsions was also investigated by electron spin
resonance (ESR)^"^'

The change in apparent order parameter, S, and the isotropic

hyperfine splitting constant, a^, of two amphiphilic and water insoluble spin probes (5- and
16-doxylstearic acids)

were determined in gel emulsions, and single oil phases

(microemulsion). This type of spin-probe molecule is incorporated with the surfactant
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aggregates or in the surfactant molecular layer (water-oil interface). The order parameter
provides information regarding the degree of organisation of the surfactant molecules and the
hyperfine splitting constant, a^f, is used as a measure of the polarity of the spin label
environment. The variation of S and
system

water/Ci2E03/cyclohexane

and

with water concentration in compositions of the
water

CieEOA/cyclohexane with

a

constant

oil/surfactant weight ratio follow the following behaviour: up to the solubilization limit, S and
au increase with increasing water content, indicating that the environment of the spin label
changes from an apolar one (surfactant and oil mixtures) to a more polar one (existence of
reverse micelles). At water contents higher than the solubilisation limit, W/0 type emulsions
are formed due to the separation i f an excess water phase. I f the spin probe is in the same state
in a single reverse-micellar solution phase or in a gel emulsion, the order parameter should be
equal. The apparent order parameter, S, and the isotropic hyperfine splitting constant, an, of 5doxylstearic acid increase slowly but continuously in an ordinary emulsion region beyond the
solubilisation limit and then increase abruptly in the gel emulsion region. However, in the
system with 16-doxylstearic acid, both S and a^f remain unchanged over a wide range of water
concentrations except in the gel emulsion region. The difference in order parameters at the
water droplet film in gel emulsions and the inside of the reverse micelles in the single
isotropic phase indicated that the surfactant molecules at the water droplet film are more
tightly packed compared to those in reverse micelles. The observed difference in the apparent
order parameter between the ordinary emulsions and the gel emulsions suggested that, when
the fraction of water in the system is around 0.99, most of the surfactant molecules are
adsorbed at the oil-water interface and no reverse micelles are present in the continuous oil
phase
In the water rich region, as the water content increases, the water-oil interfacial area increases
and the surfactant molecules are preferentially adsorbed at the water-oil interface.
Consequently, the number o f micelles would decrease and the spin probe would move from
reverse micelles to the water-oil interface with the increase in water concentration. The ESR
studies

suggested that the positions of the spin probes are different in ordinary and highly

concenfrated emulsions. The surfactant molecules are distributed between the interface and
reverse micelles. In the non-equilibrium state, the number of reverse micelles decreases with
increasing water content and finally no reverse micelles are present in the continuous media at
very high water content. With 5-doxylstearic acid as the spin probe, the order parameter for
the longer chain surfactant, C16EO4, is higher than that of the shorter chain surfactant, C12EO3,
an indication that it is more tightly packed at the interface.
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Gel emulsions are kinetically stable systems, which break into two liquids phases with time.
The time taken for separation, which may vary from minutes to months, can be significantly
retarded by the appropriate selection of composition variables and temperature.
A relationship between the stability of gel emulsions and the HLB (hydrophilic lipophile
balance)

temperature

of

the

corresponding

surfactant/aliphatic hydrocarbon system was observed

water/polyoxyethylene

non-ionic

The stability of 0/W gel

emulsions decreases with increasing temperature, experiencing a pronounced coalescence rate
at a temperature approximately 25 °C lower than the HLB temperature

The stability of

W/0 gel emulsions first increases with temperature, reaching a maximum at 25-30 °C above
the HLB temperature, and then decreases
PGSE NMR studies

This fact was explained on the basis of FT-

Self-diffusion measurements of the continuous phase of W/0 gel

emulsions of the water/C]2E04/decane system as a fimction of temperature showed that the
microemulsion structure changed from bicontinuous, at temperatures close to the HLB
temperature of the system, to W/O-type at higher temperatures. Therefore, the change in
structure of the continuous phase strongly affects gel emulsion stability. As described above,
a change in microemulsion structure from bicontinuous to W/O-type was observed in the
same system with an increase in the oil/surfactant ratio ' ^ ' l Since the bicontinuous structure is
highly permeable to the dispersed phase, it cannot stabilise the emulsion. However, when the
structure of the continuous phase is of the droplet type, the stability can reach optimum
values.
Stability studies of gel emulsions formed with the surfactants CisEO and C12EO3 (which have
similar HLB values) and the same oil, cyclohexane (therefore showing the same HLB
temperature), revealed that for low and middle-internal phase emulsion the stability is higher
in the system with the longer chain surfactant '"^l
The presence of additives may influence the stability. In the context of gel emulsions, the
effect of electrolytes on gel emulsion stability has been studied in some detail

^'

In

general a considerable increase in the stability and the viscosity of gel emulsions is produced
with the addition of inorganic salts. Those with a large salting out effect, decreasing the cloud
point in binary water/nonionic surfactant/oil systems, are the most effective stabilisers. The
stability of emulsions as a function of NaS04, CaCh, NaCl and K I concentration, as
determined by visual observation, showed that Na2S04, CaCh and NaCl stabilised the gel
emulsions significantiy while KI did not improve gel emulsion stability

The former

elecfrolytes depress the HLB temperature of the system while KI slightiy increases it. ESR
measurements

showed that the apparent order parameter in gel emulsions increased with
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the addition of electrolyte.
The increase in the apparent order parameter means that the packing of the surfactant
molecules at the interface changes significantly with the addition of salt. The enhanced
stability produced by electrolytes might be due to the dehydration of the hydrophilic part of
the surfactant

The surfactant-surfactant interactions would increase and consequently the

interfacial films become more rigid. Results of theological studies as well as interfacial
tension measurements agreed with these hypotheses ^^^\
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L I T E R A T U R E REVIEW
Chapter 2

2

LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter, advances in PolyHEPE polymers science and technology published

since 1995 are reviewed. For papers published previously, reference is addressed to the
review by Cameron and Sherrington
This chapter is subdivided into four sections:
2.1. Recent advances in PolyHIPE science.
2.2. PolyHIPE high performance materials.
2.3. PolyHIPE materials as supports for chemical synthesis and separation media.
2.4. PolyHIPE materials in technological applications.

2.1

Recent advances in PolyHIPE science
N.R. Cameron et al have investigated the formation of the interconnected morphology

of open cell S/DVB PolyHIPE copolymers by scanning electron microscopy on frozen HIPE
samples at different stages of polymerization, a technique known as cryo-SEM ' ^ l The
transition from discrete emulsion droplets to interconnected cells was observed to occur
around gel-point of the polymerizing system. This suggested that the formation of holes
between adjacent cells was due to the contraction of the thin monomeric films on conversion
of monomer to polymer, as a result of the higher density of the latter.
A novel method for the production of porous foams and PolyHIPEs has been proposed by
Cooper and collaborators

It involves templating high internal phase emulsions containing

supercritical carbon dioxide. The main advantage of this approach is that it does not involve
any organic solvent either in the synthesis or in the purification steps. On the other hand it
requires the employment o f surfactants with fluoroalkyl or fluoroether tails. This method
appears to be particularly suitable in applications where solvent residues are undesiderable
(e.g. biomedical applications).

2.2

PolyHIPE high performance materials
Porous foams possessing the property of heat resistance have potential in applications

for acoustic or thermal insulation within engine compartments and enclosures. With the aim
of developing low density, rigid high temperature polyHEPE foams Hoisington et. al. '"^^
copolymerized styrene with N-ethylmaleimide in the presence of either DVB or bis(3-ethyl-5methyl-4-maleimide-phenyl)methane (BMI-70)(Scheme 1). The preparation of styrene-DVBethylmaleimide emulsions in which increasing concentrations of styrene were replaced by
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ethylmaleimide produced more and more viscous emulsions and when the concentration of nethylmaleimide in the monomer phase reached 50% wt. a HIPE could no longer be obtained.
When BMI-70 is used in conjunction with styrene (see Scheme 2.1), emulsions could be

CH2CH3

N-ethylmaleimide

bis(3-ethyl-5-methyl-4-maleimide-phenyl)methane

CH2CH2CH2CH3

N-propylmaleimide

N-butylmaleimide

N-cycloexylmaleimide

Scheme 2.1. N-maleimide monomers and crosslinkers.
obtained but the corresponding foams were represented by disconnected or poorly connected
structures. The influence of ethylmaleimide content on foam morphology showed a tendency
to be composed more of a cormected strut configuration with larger interconnecting holes.
Addition of N-ethylmaleimide appeared to be changing the interaction between the oil and
water phase during processing, and therefore, the structure of the final foam cellular structure.
The same effect was observed for a combination of ethylmaleimide and BMl-70. The authors
ascribed the effect of maleimides on foam morphology, to the partial solubility of Nethylmaleimide in water (5% wt.). The disconnected morphology was indicative of a high
emulsifier concentration. Typically, as the emulsifier concentration was increased in the HIPE
process, the foam structure began to break down and produced a disconnected polymer
system.
Dynamic mechanical analysis allowed the Tg of the series of foams before and after curing to
be determined. The Tg's of the foam samples increased directly with N-ethylmaleimide
concentration. The post-cure Tg's were 25-40° C above the pre-cured Tg's and this is probably
due to reaction occurring during the curing process and as a consequence of the removal of
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SPAN 80 which is known to act as a plasticizer in the polymeric foams. For every 10%
increase of ethylmaleimide concentration, a corresponding increase of 20" C was observed in
the foam Tg. When BMI-70 was used as a crosslinker the Tg's were approximately the same
and independent of the BMl-70 concentration in the emulsion.
The thermal stability was examined by thermogravimetry (TGA). The degradation curve of SDVB consisted of two steps. When the N-ethylmaleimide modifier was added, a decrease in
the size of the first degradation step and a shift to the higher T in the overall curve was
observed. Therefore, N-ethylmaleimide inhibited the first degradation step and improved the
overall thermo-oxidative stability of the foam system. When the thermal stability in nitrogen
was examined, a one step degradation was observed v^dth an increase in thermal stability with
increasing N-ethylmaleimide concentration. When BMI-70 was used as a crosslinker only one
step degradation curve was observed in air. This suggested that the first degradation step in
the oxidative degradation in the DVB crosslinked samples was oxidative chain scission on
both ends of the DVB crosslinker, which allowed the DVB blocks to volatilize. In the BMI-70
crosslinked systems and as N-ethylmaleimide was incorporated into the DVB crosslinked
foams the isolation of the crosslinking molecule was prevented by the higher thermooxidative stability of the maleimide-DVB and of the styrene-maleimide bonds at both ends of
the crosslinks. Therefore, the first weight loss step was eliminated with the incorporation of
maleimide modifier.
The compression moduli of N-ethylmaleimide foams tended to increase slightly with the
increase of its concentration. Conversely, the values for foams obtained fi-om BMI-70
decreased a little when the concentration of this crosslinker increased, and this was the result
of the effect observed on the foam morphologies, which were less uniform.
As one of the main problems in incorporating large quantities of N-ethylmaleimide was
represented by the partial solubility of this monomer in the aqueous phase, the authors in their
attempt to incorporate in the emulsion larger quantities of the maleimide monomers and thus
improve their thermal and mechanical properties turned to three other N-substituted
maleimides (see Sheme 2.1) with lower water solubility than N-ethylmaleimide: Npropylmaleimide, N-butylmaleimide, and N-cyclohexylmaleimide ' ^ l These monomers have a
solubility in water which decreases with the length of the alkyl chain and for the same reason
increases in styrene.
In all cases emulsions containing 50% by weight of maleimide monomers crosslinked v^th
DVB could be prepared without water phase separation. The content of cyclohexylmaleimide
that could be incorporated depended on the solubility in styrene which is lower than the other
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two monomers. When BMI-70 replaced DVB as the crosslinker agent the total quantity of the
combined BMI-70 and maleimide monomers that could be incorporated amounts to 50 % by
weight.
One advantage presented by these monomers over N-ethyknaleimide was the reduction of the
viscosity of the resulting emulsions which represented an advantage in processing.
The morphologies of the foams presented the behavior already met in the previous paper
that is, as the amount of maleimide monomers and crosslinker increased the waUs of the
foams become thinner with some sign of break-up in the cell structure. The cells contained
less of a wall and more of a strut configuration. Nevertheless, it seemed that the quality of the
cell structure improved as compared with that of the N-ethylmaleimide derived foams and the
authors stress the importance of using water insoluble monomers.
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Hybrid PolyHIPE foams which combine an inorganic polysilsesquioxane network with an
organic polystyrene network have been synthesized by Sergienko et al

The monomer

which has been used as a precursor of the polysilsesquioxane network consisted of a
methacryloxypropyltrimethoxy silane (MPS). The MPS/styrene copolymerization proceeds
via the vinyl group using a typical radical mechanism with a water soluble initiator. The
combination of vinyl radical polymerization and condensation in a HIPE yields an organicinorganic hybrid foam possessing higher thermal stability than a conventional S-DVB
polyHIPE.
The reactions are illustrated in Scheme 2.2. The radical copolymerization and hydrolysis are
likely to occur simultaneously. The morphology of the foams is heavily influenced by the
content of MPS, in the sense that an increase of MPS concentration in the organic phase
causes an increasing reduction in size of both cavity and interconnecting windows. The
authors argued that this may reflect a reduction in interfacial tension on incorporation of the
more hydrophilic MPS. The co-adsorption of MPS at the interface in the emulsion with the
highest concentration of MPS increased the viscosity to a point that the shear stress of mixing
was not able to break up the large droplets making it difficult to generate a uniform fme
dispersion of the aqueous phase, yielding large droplets in the last stage of HIPE synthesis.
Foams produced without the addition of DVB are less stable mechanically, undergoing
shrinkage on diying to a degree which is dependent on MPS concentration. Higher
concentration of this monomer causes the collapse of the original HIPE yielding an
inhomogeneous structure. This effect may again be ascribed to the reduction of interfacial
tension to the point that the concomitant reduction of the wall thickness makes the foams
prone to collapse. The stability introduced by the formation of a DVB crosslinked network
prevents this catastrophic collapse.
Thermal dynamic mechanical measurements show that the Tg increases wdth the content of
MPS. Also, the foams containing higher quantities of MPS are increasingly more rigid and
stiff at high temperature. Above the Tg, the organic network is soft and rubbery, while the
polysilsesquioxane inorganic network is stiff and rigid.
Studies on thermal degradation showed that when tests were carried out in a N2 atmosphere
the temperature of decomposition (Ta) decreases with an increase of MPS content. The Ta in
air is lower than the Ta in N2, since the presence of oxygen reduces the activation energy for
degradation. As opposed to the trend seen for the Ta in N2, the Ta in air increases with MPS
content. The presence of the inorganic polysilsesquioxane network thus increases the stability
of the foam in air. The oxygen reacts v^th the inorganic network to yield silica, imparting
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thermal stability.
The preparation of elastomeric PolyHIPE foams have been described and their properties
have been studied

The emulsion of 2-ethylhexyl(meth)acrylate in S-DVB foams results in

materials whose glass transiton temperatures, as determined by DSC, were found to vary in a
non-linearfeshionwith acrylates content. It was proposed that the (meth)acrylate comonomer
imits influence Tg in three different ways: first, they introduce significant amounts of free
volume due to their bulky side-groups; second, the high flexibility of the side-groups results
in increased segmental motion; and third the introduction of EH(M)A units dilutes the
concentration of sterically unfavorable styrene-styrene diads. The shape of the individual
curves have been explained qualitatively by considering the comonomer unit diad sequencing,
which can be predicted by the corresponding reactivity ratios.
Conventional S-DVB PolyHIPE foams are inherently brittle and possess low thermooxidative stability. For this reason investigations into the production of more thermally stable
materials using suitable monomers and crosslinkers have represented the efforts of many
researchers. The preparation and characterization of poly(aryl ether sulfone)(PES) PolyHIPE
materials has been described

A maleimide-terminated aryl ether sulfone macromonomer

was copolymerized with S-DVB or a bis(4,4'-isopropylidene diphenoxyethyl)vinyl ether
(BVE) in the continuous phase of a HIPE in a non-aqueous HIPE system since only dipolar
aprotic solvents were able to co-solubilize the polymeric precursor and surfactants. HIPEs of
petroleum ether dispersed in a dipolar aprotic solution of maleimide-terminated PES, PEOPPO-PEO block copolymer sxufactants, comonomer, and AIBN, were successfully prepared
and polymerized. The open-cell morphology of the PES PolyHIPE materials was confirmed
by SEM, which also showed the presence of a porous structure within the polymer walls.
Surface areas of the PES PolyHIPE polymers, as determined by BET treatment of N2
adsorption were moderate for the materials copolymerized with either S or DVB and higher
for the PES/BVE nmterial. Pore size distributions were investigated by mercury porosimetry.
The results confirmed the cell sizes observed by SEM, which were in range 10-200 |im, and
also the presence of small pores within the polymer walls. The thermo-oxidative properties of
the materials were investigated by TGA. The PES-containing porous polymers possessed
higher themo-oxidative stabilities than conventional poly(S-DVB) PolyHIPE materials,
although somewhat lower than that of poly(aryl ether sulfone) precursor.
S-DVB PolyHIPE foams doped with titania were obtained by Miele-Paiot et al

by

including in the oil phase of a water/oil emulsion titanium alkoxides bearing unsaturated
ligands (see Scheme 2.3). These foams were low density microcellular materials and were
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OH
OH
cis-but-ene-l,4diol

3-allyloxypropane-l,2-diol

2-(methacryIoyloxy)ethyl acetoacetate

(APO 2H2)

(HAAEMA)

Scheme 2.3. Bidentate O-donor ligands used for the formation of Ti(OPr')4.
characterized by SEM, FTIR and compressibility measurements. The presence of a titanium
precursor in the organic phase was shown to destabilize the emulsion and required
optimization of the experimental conditions by use of the correct amount of surfactant (SPAN
80), the presence or otherwise of an additional solvent such as toluene and the presence of
electrolyte (Na2S04) in the aqueous phase. In the latter case more mechanically resistant
foams with smaller cells were produced. The best foams (cell size, thickness of the film,
homogeneity

of

the

sample,

dispersion

of

the

metal)

were

obtained

with

[Ti4(OPr')8(OCH2=CHCH20)4] as the source of titania, probably as a result of therigidityand
limited lability of the bridging diolate ligand.
The foams obtained with HAPO2H2 and HAAEMA have poor mechanical properties and
display irregular porous structures with ill-defined cells despite adjustment of the parameters
to obtain stable emulsions. While their unsaturated functionalities are more accessible for
homo and co-polymerization reactions, in comparison to n-OC4H60 ligands, a drawback is
their high flexibility. Alkoxides for which the ligands bear pendant polymerizable functions
such as AAEMA or APO2H2 are less favorable for the elaboration of foams than those with
the unsaturated moiety in a more rigid surrounding as observed for cw-but-2-ene-l,4-diol.
This flexibility added to a higher lability toward hydrolysis might be responsible for the poor
quality of the resulting foams.
The open cellular morphology of PolyHIPE polymers makes them good candidates as
damping materials. The effectiveness of PolyHIPEs in such applications depends on their
chemical composition. Individual homopolymers are effective damping materials over a
limited temperature range. A wider temperature range for damping materials can be obtained
using a polymer blend. To this end Sergienko and co-workers

produced PolyHIPEs with

broad damping peaks through the synthesis of interpenetrating polymer networks (IPN). The
technique used involved synthesizing a PolyHIPE foam (polymer 1), swelling it with
monomer H, crosslinking comonomer and monomer soluble initiator, enhancing diffusion and
swelling by imbibing water at elevated temperature and then polymerizing and crosslinking
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monomer H. The morphologies, thermal and mechanical properties of the foams were
investigated. The damping properties of IPN foams were tailored through changing
copolymer composition and monomer composition.
Sergienko prepared a series of copolymer foams fi-om S, EHA, perfluorooctylethyl acxylate
(FMA) and DVB and studied their thermal and mechanical properties as a fiinction of foam
composition.

They also evaluated the water adsorption performances of the foams and

discovered that washing the EHA PolyHIPE in water at 70 °C removed the salt from the
PolyHIPE and increased the water adsorption to 500%. Attempts to increase the amount of
water adsorbed by coating the internal wall of the foam with polyacrylic acid were
unsuccessful because the polyacrylicfreatmentdisrupted the open cell structure and prevented
water from penetrating inside the foam.

2.3

PolyHIPE

materials as

supports

for chemical synthesis and

separation media.
The morpholo^ of PolyHIPE materials presents some undoubted advantages over
more conventional gel and macroporous beads. Gel resins, usually lightly crosslinked S/DVB
beads, do not have a permanent porosity and therefore are usable only in solvents effecting a
good swelling of their polystyrenic structure, such as toluene and THF. The scale-up for
preparative purposes may be problematic as the soft beads used are difficult to manipulate in
batches as well as in continuous-flow column devices. The use of macroporous beads with a
permanent porosity can be an alternative but is not completely satisfactory. The drawbacks
most commonly encountered are: poor reactive site accessibility; some sites may be hidden
inside the beads particles; channelling of the reagent solution around the macroporous beads;
slow reactions; flow of reagents into beads is limited by the diffusion process ^ ' ^ l The
approach consisting of synthesizing macroporous monoliths in a colunrn shape has been
successfiilly proposed ^'^1 However, the poor permeability of these materials requires the use
of high- pressure column operations and reduces their use for organic synthesis. PolyHIPEs
on the contrary are characterized by a high permeability to solvents which makes them usable
in low-pressure, continuous flow methods.
Based on these assumptions several attempts have been made to employ polyHIPEs as
areactive support media in solid phase synthesis or as separation media.
Monolithic

samples of S-DVB PolyHIPE polymers were subjected to a number of

elecfrophilic aromatic substitutions

Reagents and experimental conditions (nature of the
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solvents, polarity of the reagents and compatibility between the reagents and the polymeric
matrix) were tailored in order to obtain as much quantitative and uniform substitution of the
aromatic rings as possible. The particular reactions chosen were sulfonation, nitration and
bromination. Sulfonation was carried out with lauryl sulfonic acid in cyclohexane, nitration
vAth tetrabutylammonium nitrate-trifluoroacetic anydride in dichloromethane and bromination
with bromine-stannic chloride in dichloromethane. An average degree of sulfonation of 2.4
mmol-g'' was achieved, with a fall in sulfonic acid content of approximately 1 mmol-g'' fi-om
monolith surface to center. Nitration occurred to a lesser extent, with similar differences in
substitution between surface and center being observed. PolyHIPE monolithic samples were
brominated to an extent of 3.6 mmol-g'', and this time bromination was uniform across the
entire substrate.
Mercier and co-workers ^^^\ have tried to functionalize S-DVB foams following two routes:

Bromination
Br'

^..^

,

BrH

KX)
LiBr + McjSiCl
HBr

McjSiBr

^

HBr

Br.

Hydroboration and Hydrolysis
NaOeiLO

BH3-THF

Free Radical Addition of Thiol
H-^SR
HSR, ATON

^

SR

R = CH3CH2,2HNCH2CH2,

Scheme 2.4. Reactions of functionalization of DVB 80% PolyHIPE supports.
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using batch and continuous flow fiinctionalization. In the first method a small cube of
PolyHIPE is freeze dried under vacuum to evacuate air followed by impregnation of the
PolyHIPE cube with the mixture of solvent and reagents. In the second method the mixture of
solvent and reagents is forced through a column filled with a polymeric rod and thus allowed
to be impregnated and react in the appropriate conditions. Results in terms of degree of
functionalization are in general better for the first method. The functionalization reactions
carried out are schematized in Scheme 2.4.
In an attempt to broaden the fimctional groups incorporated on the polyHCPE resin the same
authors ^'^^ have carried out the derivatization of DVB 80% poIyHIPE foams with several
thiol based reagents. The basic reaction used for such purposes is the regioselective P-addition
of RSH to residual vinyl double bonds shown in Scheme 2.4. The PolyHIPE bound thioethers
were subsequently chemically modified in order to obtain a wide range of ftjnctional
PolyHDPEs. Some examples are shown in Scheme 2.4. Degrees of functionalisation between
0.5-2.0 mmol-g'^ were obtained.
Free radical reactions such as dehalogenation of alkyl, vinyl or aryl halides, often followed by
intra- or intermolecular C-C bond formation are in increasing use in organic synthesis since a
large variety of functional groups is tolerated, avoiding laborious protection and de-protection
sequences. However the toxicity of tributyltin hydride has limited the development of its use
in the synthesis of pharmaceutical derivatives. A possible way around this problem could be

HIPE polymerization

NaBH

Scheme 2.5. Preparation of PolyfflPE-supported organofin hydride.
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the use of polymer-supported organotin hydrides. Mercier et al

have described the

preparation of an emulsion derived foam from 4-ethyl-(2-dibutylchlorostannyl)styrene and
DVB (Scheme 2.5).
Another route to foam functionalization '^^^ involves the addition of thioacetic acid to the
pendant vinyl groups, followed by aminolysis, leading to supported SH fiinctionalities
(Scheme 2.6). These porous supports showed a good activity towards dehalogenation and

+

HS-COCH3

AIBN
toluene

1) BuNH2,NaBH4
2) HC1

SH

Scheme 2.6. Preparation of PolyHH*E-supported organo tiol.

radical cyclisation.
VBC-DVB PolyHIPE foams were employed as precursors of monolithic polymer supports
and scavengers via nucleophilic displacements of chlorine ^ ' ^ l Reaction of monolithic
PolyHIPE with tris(2-aminoethyl)amine, 4-aminoethanol, tris(hydroxymethyl)aminoethane,
morpholine and hexamethylenetetramine, led to functionalized polymers with amino and
hydroxyl functionalities with high degrees of conversion. The functionalization was carried
out both in bulk or flow-through conditions. While the degree of functionalization was
comparable in both cases, theflow-throughmethod was significantly faster. 4-chlorobenzoyl
chloride was efficiently and rapidly scavenged from solution by the tris(2-aminoethylamine)
derivative

of

poly(4-vinylbenzylchloride-co-divinylbenzene)

PolyHIPE

at

ambient

temperature. The excellent flow through properties of PolyHIPE were exploited in the
hydration of cyclohexene^^^l For this purpose a sulfonated PolyHIPE was prepared following
different approaches and its performance was evaluated in different experimental conditions.
For the hydration of cyclohexene in a 90 mol % sulfolane-water solution, the results obtained
with sulfonated PolyHIPE were an order of magnitude lower than that with ionic-exchange
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resin beads. For the hydration of cyclohexene in a separate aqueous phase, sulfonated
PolyHIPE appeared to perform comparably to conventional ion-exchange resin beads. In the
latter system, mass-transfer limitations between the organic and aqueous phase do not occur.
The conversion per m^ of reactor in the three-phase system is about a factor of 10 smaller than
that for the conventional resin beads, mainly because of the low density of the PoIyHIPE.
The open cell structure of the foams allows massfransportthrough a monolith to be mainly
convective over the interior surfaces of the cell, minimizing diffusion. In conventional resin
beads, most of the surface area available for solute sorption exists in the pores where the
liquid medium is essentially stagnant, so here diffusion is the dominant mechanism for mass
fransport. Diffusion is the slow step that causes elution curves of individual components to
broaden and overlap, making separation difficuh. Industry's solution to this problem has been
to make smaller and more uniform sized resin beads. Smaller resin beads resuh in higher
pressure drops across the column, lower throughput rates and increased chances of
channelling. The open cell structure of foams also allows novel functionalization chemistry of
the surface with ligands and ion-exchange groups that is not practical in resin beads.
A 4-vinylpyridine functionality has been incorporated into VBC-S copolymer foams by graftpolymerization of vinylpyridine with the aim of rendering it effective in separating heavy
metals '^^^Scheme 2.7). The performance of these foam columns in removing iron and
platinum from aqueous solutions was studied and compared to equally functionalized beads.
The open structure of the foam and the flexible graft-polymerized ion-exchange chains resuh
in improved kinetics in metal uptake. Iron uptake kinetics were greatiy increased in the
grafted foam over resin beads of similar structure. Plutonium uptake kinetics were moderately
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Scheme 2.7. Reaction of functionalization of VBC-S PolyHIPE foams with pendant
poly(vinylpyridine) chains.
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increased in the foams.
The functionalization of VBC-DVB polyHIPE foam with trialkyl phosphite and
tetralkylvinylpyridine diphosphonate allowed to widen the number and type of metals which
could be scavenged from aqueous solutions ^ ^ ^ l The performances of the polyHIPE
functionalised foams were again compared with those of equivalently functionalised resins
and gels in metal ion complexation from dilute solutions. Enhanced complexation kinetics
were attributed to the foams greater porosity and water content relative to beads. The foams
showed a greater advantage in solutions of high ionic strength, where the decrease in
hydration of the ligands caused the collapse of the polymer network in the gels. An increased
crosslinking of the foams results in a lower metal ion uptake relative to less crosslinked
foams, but the foams still maintain a greater accessibility than beads.
A

patent

filed

by

Pharmacia-Biotech

describes

the

use

of

S-DVB,

hexadecafluorodecylmethacrylate/DVB, octadecylmethacrylate/ethylenglycoldimethacrylate
monoliths as stationary phases in liquid chromatography. The preparation procedure can be
schematized as follows: the emulsion is polymerized in either a Teflon coated mould or
HDPE column. The polymerized continuous matrix was taken out of the polymerization
container and fransferred to a column with rubber tubing along the wall. By applying
pressurized air the tubing was inflated and was pressed against the continuous matrix. The
matrices in general showed very good flow properties together with high plate number (the
height of a plate ranged between 20 to 60 )Lim). These columns were tested in the separation of
peptides and proteins showing moderately good performances.
PolyHIPE foam modules were sulfonated with concenfrated sulfonic acid in order to obtain
ion exchange resins and their performance were compared to those of a commercial ion
exchange resin '^''l The sulfonation was difficult due to a combination of the small sizes of
windows that connect larger cells and the high viscosity of concenfrated sulfuric acid. The
harsh condition of derivatization also caused damage to the foam structure. The extended
surface area and high permeability, together with the low mass of adsorbent material that
arises as a result of the cellular structure of the media, are properties that make PHP atfractive
as a potential adsorbent. Although the total capacity of the PHP was rather lower than that for
the commercial cation resin the far superior hydrodynamics of the PHP structure ensured
better contact between the adsorbent and fluid. This led to PHP being capable of freating
larger volumes of liquid before breakthrough of ions at the downsfream end of the bead,
resulting in higher breakthrough capacities for the PHP even though its degree of sulfonation
was much lower.
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2.4

PolyHIPE materials in technological applications.
The preparation of blocks of PolyHIPE materials presents some problems:

1. the complete removal of unpolymerized emulsion components is quite difficult to achieve
by inexpensive and simple means.
2. the blocks have a skin that forms at the interface between the HIPE and the container
(depending on the material the container is madefrom)used for polymerization. To produce a
permeable block, the skin must be removed.
A patent filed by Biopore Corporation ^^^^ describes a new methodology for the preparation of
porous polymeric beads whose morphology resembles closely that characteristic of
PolyHIPEs. The procedure consists of the preparation of a conventional inverse emulsion of
water dispersed in an oil phase comprising a water insoluble monomer (S, VBC), a
crosslinker (DVB) and a porogen (dodecane, trichloroethane) stabilized by a surfactant
(SPAN 80). Once formed the HIPE is added to an aqueous suspension medium in the
presence of a suitable suspension stabilizer (polyvinyl alcohol, acacia gum, gelatin plus
colloidal silica, clay) and subjected to a sufficient shear agitation to form a stable suspension.
The poIyHIPE beads and derivatives obtained by fimctionalization, are claimed to be suitable
for application in the chromatographic separation of proteins, solid phase synthesis,
immobilization of antibodies or enzymes and microbial and mammalian cell culture. In a
development of tiie previous patent Kitagawa ^^^^ succeeded to produce hydrophilic PolyHIPE
microbeads by polymerizing acrylic acid (pH = 5) with methylen-bis-acrylamide dissolved in
water. The discontinuous phase was represented by toluene and the emulsion was stabilized
by the surfactant TritonX405. The hydrophilic monomer phase also included a stabilizer that
reduces loss of the oil discontinuous phase from the emulsion and helps in preventing
coalescence. When producing hydrophilic polymers in microbeads form, a suitable stabilizer
is capable of forming a boundary between the oil discontinuous phase of the emulsion and the
oil suspension medium when these two media interface in the microdroplet suspension. The
stabilizer can be a film forming compoimd that is soluble in the hydrophilic monomer phase
and sufficiently hydrophobic to stabilize the interface with the oil discontinuous phase of the
emulsion. Stabilizers used were methylcellulose, acacia or guar gum, ethylcellulose and PVA.
The microbeads exhibited an exfremely rapid rate of saline adsorption capacity within 20
seconds and half maximal saline adsorption within 5 seconds.
Novel applications of PolyHIPE materials in the field of scaffolds fortissueengineering have
been described in both the patent and academic literature. A patent ^^^^ describes the
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preparation of PolyHIPE foams based on S, EHA and DVB. The dimension of cavities and
intercormecting holes is tailored for specific growth applications. In general, pore size and
interconnecting holes are selected according to the type of cell to be grown and the type of
growth, i.e. with or without penefration into the bulk of the matrix. Pore sizes in zones
intended for growth of the cells should be 2-3 times the diameter of the cells to be grown.
This goal was achieved through four different mechanisms:
1. Basic pores: This is the basic pore structure the size of which is determined at the
emulsification stage of the PHP formation. Therefore, the pore size is mainly determined by
the deformation (flow) history of the emulsion and on the chemistry of the oil and aqueous
phase, phase volume and the polymerization conditions
2. Coalescence pores: This type of pore architecture is obtained through the confroUed
coalescence of the type I pores during polymerization. The dispersed phase droplets in the
emulsion of the PHP are coalesced by the addition of water soluble polymers into the aqueous
phase, or by adding slightly hydrophilic oils (such as styrene oxide) to the oil phase. The size
of the interconnected holes in this case is the same as that of type 1 pore which form a matrix
incorporating the coalesced pores.
3. It is possible to obtain a network of microcapillaries within the type I or 2 pores. These
microcapillaries are formed using a specially constructed mould, in which rods orfinefibers
are inserted. The PHP emulsion is pumped into the mould and polymerization is carried out.
After polymerization, these inserts are removed either by pulling them out or by dissolving
the inserts in acid or suitable solvent. The minimum diameter of these micro capillaries can be
as low as 10 ^im (using glass, carbon or polymeric fibers). Metallic fibers can be used to
obtain microcapillaries in the range 50-1000 |xm.
4. The walls of the cavities can be made nano-porous by using a suitable solvent in the oil
phase which are usually chosen among good solvents for either the monomer and the
polymer. This allows the creation of a very fine porous structure which is comprised within
the walls of the cavities.
The uses claimed for the material were the manufacture of contact lenses, dental fillings,
cochlear implants, vascular supports including heart valves, cardiac pacemakers and drug
delivery skin patches.
The route followed by Busby and Cameron

^ consisted of synthesizing an acryloyl

terminated poly(8-caprolactone) (PCL) macromonomer and its polymerization in the
continuous phase of high internal phase emulsions either alone or with a comonomer (S or
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methyl methacrylate). Subsequent drying yields low density foams with cell diameters of
around 10 ^m. Foam morphologies as determined by SEM depends on the type of diluents (S,
methyl methacrylate, or toluene) added to the emulsion organic phase and on the PCL
content. Increasing the latter increases the continuous phase viscosity to a point where
emulsion formation is impeded. Foam swelling in toluene, 2-propanol and water was
investigated by solvent imbibition and increased with increasing solvent hydrophobicity.
Furthermore, it was found generally to decrease with increasing PCL content, due to
increasing cross-linking. Swelling generally increased when higher molar mass PCL
macromonomer was used due to the formation of a lesstightlycross-linked network.
A foam consisting of a copolymer of PCL and S was used as a support for the growth of
human fibroblasts and results indicated that the material is sufficiently biocompatible to
support cell fijnction and growth.
PolyHIPE foams obtained from S/DVB/EHA were used as a template for the production of a
granular interconnected Ni structure with a specific surface area of about 50 m^g"' ' ^ ' l Two
routes were followed to this end. In the first one, named elecfroless plating, Ni ions in
aqueous solutions reacted with a reducing agent also present in solution and were deposited
onto catalytic sites of the substrate to be plated. The overall deposition reaction, occurring at

Nio + H2 + 4H^ + 2HPO3"

2H2P02" + 2H20 + N i '

-

H2PO2' + H2O
•++

(2)

Nio + H" + H2

2H- + N i '

H^ + H-

2H^ + H" + HP03"

(1)

H,

Scheme 2.8. Ni deposition reaction occurring inside PolyHIPE foams.

93°C , is described in Scheme 2.8. A side reaction between protons and hydride ions (Scheme
2.8, reaction (2)) also leads to hydrogen evolution. The evolution of hydrogen gas poses a
severe limitation in substantial plating of the interior of the microporous sample since the gas
frapped in the pores after the deposition has been initiated prohibits further deposition by
blanketing-diying out the interior of the polymer. Photographs of the cross-sections showed
that the Ni coating was not uniform throughout the sample: the Ni content fades out as one
moves from the outer surface into the core of the sample. SEM micrographs of the interior
showed that the foam retained significant porosity, isolated nuclei of Ni being dispersed
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randomly. The other route consisted of Ni elecfrodeposition. A disk of foam was incorporated
into an electrolytic devices and immersed in a solution of Ni ions. The SEM micrographs
showed a closed, filled-in structure. Still a gradient in Ni concenfration is observed from
going from the surface toward the interior but this time was much less pronounced than
before. The burning out of the polymeric matrix produced a granular structure with some
honeycomb features. Overall, the structure is not very regular and this was attributed to
uneven current distribution in the pores during elecfroplating. SEM images taken at higher
magnification showed Ni globules of 10-20 |xm diameter interconnected by smaller granules
of 1-5 ^m. This reflects the matrix-metal deposit relationship.
A development of the previous study '^^^ was aimed at the production of porous Ni coatings
onto Ni or stainless steel elecfrodes. A Ni cathode (together with a Ni anode) is immersed into
the precursor emulsion and finally entrapped in the PHP body after polymerization. The Nicathode/PHP/Ni-anode composite cell is then used in a Ni elecfroplating bath, and Ni is
deposited through the polymer pores onto the cathode. Burnout of the polymer matrix
produced a coating on the cathode represented by a cauliflower structure organized in near
spherical interconnect aggregates of 50-150 ^m diameter, which consists of smaller spherical
deposits. Variation of the electroplating time and current density showed that the structure of
the Ni coating is determined by the local distortions of the electric field inside the tortuous
microporous body of the insulating polymer.
With the aim of increasing the adsorption capability of PolyHIPEs towards aqueous body
fluids researchers of Dow Chemical ^^'^ copolymerized vinyl monomers (EHA, S, DVB) with
chemically modified surfactants in which a vinyl moiety was infroduced to make them prone
to polymerization. The surfactant were either ionic, bearing an ammonium functionality
capped with a vinylbenzyl group or non ionic (polybutylenoxide-polyethylenoxidepolybutylenoxide triblock copolymer) capped with an acrylate or methacrylate group. The
combination of elastomeric properties due to the employment of the rubbery monomer EHA
and of the hydrophilic character due to the surfactant chain bound to the matrix allows the
adsorption of relatively large quantities of water.
The preparation, properties and performance of a novel membrane system based on PolyHIPE
were described by Bhumgara et al.

It was shown that a skin/core structure (asymmetric

membrane) could be achieved in these polymeric foams through the epitaxial polymerization
at the interface with a suitable subsfrate. The porosity of the skin is confrolled by the
difference {AS = 4 - ^ ) between the solubility parameters of the subsfrate {d,) and the
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monomer (Sm) which constitutes the continuous phase of a high interaal phase emulsion. The
porosity of the skin layer decreases with decreasing AS. If AS is positive and high, the surface
porosity is identical to the bulk porosity. The thickness of the skin layer is equal to the wall
thickness of the porous polymer which can be controlled through the processing or phase
volume of the emulsion. A number of self-supported porous channel (SPC) filtration modules
were prepared and used in the cross flow filtration of calcium carbonate (aragonite) and
surfactant suspension. Effects of membrane skin porosity and surface modification on the
filtration characteristics o f SPC modules were evaluated. The solute deposition mechanism
during aragonite suspension filtration were deduced.
In the patent WO 0238657 A2 ^'^^^fiberswere included in PolyHIPE foams with the aim of
increasing their strength and to confer them specific abilities such as the capability of
retaining malodors from air. This goal was reached by the inclusion of carbon fiber possessing
very high surface areas.
Another application disclosed in ^^^^ regards PolyHIPE foams suitable in adsorbing and
storing body fluids, even when opposed to by significant hydrostatic pressures.
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
OF POLY(DVB) PolyHIPE FOAMS.
Chapter III

3

PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF POLY(DVB)
PoIvHIPE FOAMS.

3.1

Introduction
Many application o f porous materials, such as reverse-phase HPLC and solid-phase

extraction, require high surface areas. Moderately porous monolithic polymers with suflBcient
surface areas for such applications have been prepared and described extensively by Svec,
Frechet and coworkers ^ ' l PHPs have significantly higher porosity but tend to posses low
surface areas (around 5 m'^-g"') due to their relatively large cell size (5-100 i^m), which has
hampered their performance in such appUcations. Hainey et al.

reported that the surface

area o f PHPs could be increased up to 350 m^-g"' by a combination of three factors: an inert
diluent (porogen) added to the monomer phase; a high crosslinker level; and a high surfactant
concentration (33 wt% relative to total organic phase). The highest surface areas were
obtained when a solvating porogen, such as toluene, was used in conjuction with a crosslinker
level of 80%.
As part of our work on the preparation o f novel PHPs for materials applications, we required
materials o f high surface area together with sufficient mechanical strength to allow their use
in appUcations involving, for example, the flow of liquids. An initial investigation of the
materials described by Hainey et al. indicated that their mechanical properties were
insufficient for our needs, and were only improved at the expense of surface area when the
surfactant level was dropped. For this reason, we decided to investigate fully the influence of
the porogen type on the porous characteristics, morphology and mechanical properties (in a
qualitative sense) o f the resuUant PolyHIPE foams.

3.2

Experimental Section

3.2.1

Materials
Divinylbenzene (Aldrich; 80% vol. m- (55 vol.%) and />-divinylbenzene (25 vol%), the

remainder being m- and p-ethylstyrene) was purified by passing through a column of basic
alumina (Brockmann I) to remove the inhibitor (p-/err-butylcatechol). Toluene (T),
chlorobenzene (CB), (2-chloroethyl)benzene (CEB), 1,2-dichlorobenzene (C2B), l-chloro-3phenylpropane (CPP) (Aldrich), potassium persulfate (Aldrich) and calcium chloride
dihydrate (Avocado) were used as supplied. The surfactants used (all supplied from Aldrich),
are listed in Fig. 3.1.
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Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB)

Dodecytbenzensulfonic acid, sodium salt
(DDBSS)

Fig. 3.1. Structures of the surfactants used.

3.2.2

PolyHIPE Preparation
The foams prepared were nominally 75, 85, 90 and 92% porous, based on aqueous

phase content.

Attached to meclianicai
overliead stirrer

nitrogen inlet

nitrogen ontlet

pressure equalising
dropping funnel
containing irater,
potassium
persul&te and
calcium chloride

3-necked round bottom
flask containing S, DVB, porogen
and SPAN gOAnixtnre of
snrfactants

Fig. 3.2. Equipment for foam synthesis.

The emulsions were obtained by adding dropwise an aqueous solution of CaCh (1.11% wt.)
and potassium persulfate (0.22% wt.) to the organic phase, made of DVB 80% and either
SPAN 80 (20% vol. relative to total monomer plus porogen volume) or a mixture of SPAN20,
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DDBSS and CTBA (6.3, 0.4 and 0.3% wt., respectively, relative to total monomer plus
porogen weight), imder stirring (Fig 3.2).
The polymerization was carried out at 60°C in an oven for 48 h. The foams were extracted
with water then isopropanol for 24 h each in a Soxhlet apparatus. Foams were dried under
vacuum at 50°C.

3.2.3

PolyHIPE Coding System
The PolyHIPE materials are classified by a code which is dependent on the monomers

and crosslinker used to prepare the polymer, its crosslink density and pore volume.
The codes for the basic poly(styrene-DVB) systems have the general form XaPVb(zPor)Surf,
where X is the nominal crosslink density which corresponds to the actual concentration of
DVB contained in the commercial products used (55 or 80%), PF is the pore volume as
percentages, For indicates the porogen which is present in the organic phase of the emulsion
whose concentration is referred to the volume of the monomer plus crosslinker (z) and Surf\s
the surfactant employed in emulsion preparation. Thus X20PV90(1T)S80 would represent a
poly(styrene-DVB) PolyHIPE material of approximately 20% crosslinker content, 90% pore
volume, containing toluene as the porogen (1:1 vol:vol, monomer plus crosslinker to porogen)
and prepared using SPAN80 as the surfactant. The mixture of surfactants will be designed
S20AD, where S20 represents SPAN 20, A stands for Adogen which is the commercial name
for cetyltrimethylamonium bromide and D is the initial o f dodecylbenzensutfonic acid,
sodium sah.

3.2.4

Bulk Polymerization
The polymerization of DVB 80% was carried out in the presence of toluene,

chlorobenzene, 1,2-dichlorobenzene, (2-chloroethyl)benzene and l-chloro-3-phenylpropane
respectively, as diluents (monomerrporogen, 1:1 (v:v)). The polymerization reactions were
carried out at 60 °C in 30 ml glass vials in a temperature-controlled oil bath for 24 h. AlBN
was used as initiator (1 % wt. relative to DVB 80%). The prepared bulk samples were crushed
into powders and washed in a Soxhlet apparatus for 24 h each with THF and acetone. The
polymers were dried in a vacuum oven for 48 h at 50°C. The samples were analyzed by
mercury intrusion and N2 adsorption porosimetry and SEM.

3.2.5

Surface Area/Pore Size Distribution
Nitrogen adsorption/desorption measurements were performed at 77.3 K on a
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Micromeritics TriStar 3000 model. Samples were degassed at 100°C overnight under vacuum
prior to data collection. Surface area measurements utilized a nine points adsorption isotherm
collected over 0.05 to 0.20 P/Po and analyzed via the BET method

For each sample a

minimum of sbc determinations were carried out and results are expressed as averages with
the associated standard deviations. The average pore size distributions utilized a 53-point
adsorption isotherm and were analyzed via the BJH method in accordance to British
Standards Institution

3.2.6

Micropore volumes and areas were evaluated with the t-Plot method.

Mercury Porosimetry
Mercury porosimetry analysis was performed by using a Micromeritics AutoPore I I I

9420. Samples were outgassed under vacuum at room temperature for 30 min. before
intrusion. Intrusion and extrusion mercury contact angles of 130° were used; measurements
were conducted according to the set-time equilibration mode.
Penetrometers with a stem volume of 1.1310 ml were used. The intrusion volume was always
comprised between 50 ^ 85 % of the stem volume. Intrusion pressures never exceeded 200 psi
in order to avoid any specimen compression.

3.2.7

Electron microscopy
A Hitachi S2400 electron microscope operating at 25 kV was used for studies of the

morphology of the samples. Prior to analysis, specimens were sputter coated with a thin layer
of gold to enhance conductivity.
Samples for TEM were fixed in 1% aqueous OSO4 solution and dehydrated in a graded series
of alcohols, then embedded in Emix (medium) Resin T028 (TAAB Laboratories Equipment
Ltd.). Curing of the resin was carried out for 36 h. at 60 °C. Ultrathin sections (90 nm) of the
resulting composite were cut using a Diatome 45 diamond knife (TAAB Laboratories
Equipment Ltd.) on a Ventana (RMC) MT-XL Ultramicrotome (Ventana Medical System
Inc.). The sections were moimted on imcoated 400 mesh copper Gilder grids G400, of 3.05
mm diameter. The grids were examined using a Philips CM 100 (compustage) Transmission
Electron Microscope (TEM) operated

at

100 kV. Micrographs were recorded at

magnifications of 380, 4600 and 10500 x. Micrographs taken at 380 x were used for the
evaluation o f the average cavity and interconnecting window diameters. Such a measurements
were carried out with a ruler and making reference to the scale bar on a significant number of
cavities (typically, at least one hundred) in order to give statistical relevance to the figures
produced. Speciments preparation

and TEM observations were carried at Electron
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Microscopy Unit at the medical School o f the University o f Newcastle.

3.2.8

Solid-state '^C NMR
Solid-state '^C NMR were recorded on a Varian Unity Inova spectrometer with a 7

mm rotor (Doty Scientific MAS probe). The spectra were obtained using a direct polarisation
experiment with proton decoupling during acquisition at afi-equencyfor '^C of 75.43 MHz. A
90° excitation pulse (duration 5 (j,m) was used with a 30 s recycle delay, at a spin-rate of 7800
Hz. 2200 repetitions were accumulated. The acquisition time was 15ms. Spectral referencing
was respect to an external sample of (CH3)4Si. Data were supplied by the solid state NMR
service within the Department of Chemistry of the University of Durham.

3.2.9

Determination of the diffusion coefHcient of water in emulsions using *H NMR
The self diSusion o f water was measured using a 500-MHz Varian Unity Inova 500

narrow bore spectrometer equipped with a Performa 11 gradient pulse amplifier and an
actively shielded 5 mm indirect detection probe capable o f producing up to 30 G cm'' z field
gradient pulses. Automated z gradient shimming based on deuterium spin echoes was used.
The temperature for all measurements was 25 ± 0.1 °C. Water difliision coefficient were
measured using a pulse sequence incorporating pulsed-field gradients such as the bipolar
pulse /?air stimulated echo (BPPSTE) pulse sequence. Diffiision coefficients are obtained
fi-om BPPSTE spectra by monitoring signal attenuation as a fimction o f the applied magnetic
field gradient amplitude and fitting Eq. 1 to the experimental results
/ = /oexp[-D(/^)'(A-J/2-r/3)]

(1)

where / is the resonance intensity measured for a given gradient amplitude, G, h is the
intensity in the absence of the gradient pulse, y is the gyromagnetic ratio, 5 is the duration of
the bipolar gradient pulse pair, A is the difiusion delay time, and r is a short gradient recovery
delay time during which relaxation and spin-spin coupling evolution are not significant. Data
were supplied by the solution state NMR service within the Department of Chemistry of the
University of Durham.

3.2.10 Surface pressure-area {n-A) curves
Surface pressure vs. molecular area were obtained using a Langmuir film balance supplied by
N I M A Technologies. Measurements were carried out as follows: 30 ml o f a Span 80 solution
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(2.33 X 10'^ raol dm'^) either alone or including porogen (1.17 x 10'^ nrol-dm'^) in chloroform
was spread on an aqueous solution containing 6.1 x 10'^ mol dm'^ of CaCl2-2H20. Surfece
pressure was recorded immediately after the deposition of the organic solution as the
porogens show some tendency to dissolve in the aqueous phase. Barrier closing speed was
adjusted to 200 cm^ min"' to minimise the dissolution of porogen in the water phase during
measurements.

3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Foams obtained by using SPAN 80
The surfactant most commonly employed in the production o f W/0 HIPEs is sorbitan
monoleate (SPAN 80, HLB = 4.6), which is insoluble in water (low HLB value surfectants are
hydrophobic) so, it was natural to use this surfactant in the production o f our foams.
The HIPEs were prepared with 20% (v/v) surfectant concentration relative to the continuous
phase (minus surfactant), using procedures described in the experimental section (§ 3.2.2). No
difficulties were encountered, and all HIPEs were stable up to the point of gelation. Therefore,
the changes in structure discussed in the forthcoming section are not due to emulsion
breakdown. A difference in viscosity was noted between emulsions containing T, CB and C2B
and those containing CEB and CPP as a porogens. The former were viscous fluids, the latter
had the consistency o f toothpaste and as a result flowed only slightly imder gravity stress. As
the morphology o f the materials is quite cort5)lex, it is worthwile at this point to define some
o f the terminology that will be used in the subsequent discussion. The foams are open-cell,
therefore the large (on the order o f microns) spherical cavities in the materials (see Fig. 3.3)
are termed cells. The circular holes connecting adjacent cells are referred to as windows.
Finally, the use o f inert porogens in the nwnomer plrase results in the formation of pores
within the polymer phase. These may be micro-, meso- or macropores, according to their size
as defined by lUPAC'^l

3.3.2

Single component porogenic solvent
Examination of SEMs at low magnification (Fig. 3.3) indicates an influence o f the

porogen type on the foam morphology on a large scale. Changing from T (Fig. 3.3a) to CB
(Fig. 3.3b) causes a marked decrease in cell diameter. It is well known that droplet size
decreases with increasing emulsion stability since the surface energy per unit area is lower. A
decrease in emulsion droplet size leads to a decrease in PolyHIPE cell size since the foam is
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1

Fig. 3.3. SEMs of PHPs prepared with porogens: (a) T; (b) CB; (c) C2B; (d) C E B .
effectively a replica of the emulsion structure immediately prior to gel formation. Futher
evidence to support this general hypothesis is provided in Fig. 3.4, which shows the results of
spreading and compressing solutions that mimic the HIPE continuous phases employed in this
work. Again, this clearly demonstrates that the adsorption of solvent with SPAN 80 at the
interface increases as the solvent is varied fi-om T to CB to C2B to CEB (CEB and CPP TT-A
curves coincide) and implies a decrease in interfacial tension. The data also correlates well
with the difference in cell size between foams prepared with T and CB. It is worth pointing
out that these JT-A curves were all reproducible (six times), and that steps were taken to
prevent dissolution of the solvents in the aqueous phase (see experimental § 3.2.9). We
believe this has been successfiil, since the curve of C2B is shifted to the right of CB, despite
the former being less hydrophobic and therefore more likely to be removed from the
monolayer by dissolution. Furthermore, the curve for CB is shifted to the right of T. Similarly,
with the possible exception of T, we would anticipate that minimal evaporation of each
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solvent would occur over the short timescale of each experiment. Fig. 3.3d provides futher
information on the influence o f porogen on foam morphology, and suggests that the
characteristic open-cellular PolyHIPE structure is absent when the porogens are CEB and
CPP. The morphology of this material resembles more closely that of monoliths prepared by
Svec and Frechet

albeit with higher porosity. It is conceivable that the HIPE has collapsed

prior to polymer gelation, resulting in a non-cellular structure, however no evidence of

Molecular Area ( A )
Fig. 3.4. Tc-A curves of films containing (from left to right) SPAN 80 alone (17 mol%
relative to total oil phase) plus T, C B , C2B and C E B {= CPP).

emulsion breakdown such as separated aqueous phase was observed. On the contrary, the
trough evidence (Fig. 3.4) seems to suggest the opposite, that CEB and CPP increases
emulsion stability (more condensed interfacial layer). We wondered whether this morphology
transition could be due to an influence of the porogen on the size of the windows connecting
adjacent pglls, in addition to an influence on cell size. I f the window diameter increased to a
sufficient high extent, only polymer struts would remain giving the impression of a loss of
cellular structure. This hypothesis is supported also by Fig. 3.3c, referring to a PHP prepared
by mcluding C2B in the organic phase. Its morphology represents a transition between those
of X80PV90(1CB)S80 and X80PV90(1CEB)S80. The typical PolyHIPE open ceUular
morphology is still evident but the walls have lost some of their structural integrity resulting
in the appearance of some strut structure.
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WilUams and coworkers

observed a loss of cellular structure at very high surfactant levels

(75% relative to total oil phase including surfactant) for poly(S-DVB) PHPs, although this
was not rationalised fully. Also reported in that work, and separately by workers at Unilever
was an increase in window size as the concentration of electrolyte in the aqueous phase
was increased. Both these observations imply that window size increases as the interfacial
tension decreases. The explanation is that as the interfacial tension decreases, the fihns
separating
experiments

adjacent emulsion droplets become thiimer. Previously, using cryo-SEM
it was shown that the point at which the windows appear coincides with the

polymerisation gel point, implying that shrinkage due to the conversion of monomer to higher
density polymer is the probable cause of window formation. Thinner film undergoing
shrinkage would result in a larger window, and one can imagine that i f the windows were very
large the cellular structure would not be obvious. The lowering of interfacial tension inferred
from the TT-A curves shown in Fig. 3.4 is indeed greatest with the solvent CEB and CPP,
which seems to support our hypothesis. Further evidence is provided by TEM at low

Figure 3.5. Transmission electron micrographs of PolyHIPE materials, scale bar 10 or
20 ^m: (a) X80PV90(1T)S80; (b) X80PV90(1CB)S80; (c) X80PV90(1C2B)S80; (d)
X80PV90(1CEB)S80.
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magnification of the foams prepared with C2B, CEB and CPP (Fig. 3.5c and d), which
indicates that the cellular morphology has indeed been retained, and that the original spherical
droplets merge to a greater extent when the solvent is C2B, CEB or CPP.
This TEM shows much more clearly the retention of the cellular structure than the
corresponding SEM (Fig. 3.3d), and proves that the HIPE has been stable up to the gel-point.
Therefore, these data seem to confirm the suggestion that the apparent loss of cellular
structure is due to extremely large interconnecting holes appearing due to excessive thinning
o f surfactant films between adjacent emulsion droplets, as a result o f a progressive lowering
o f interfacial tension as the solvent become a better cosiufactant. The high levels of surfactant
required by Williams et al.

to achieve a similar effect rules out the possibility that the

results here reported are due to small changes in SPAN 80 concentration due to experimental
technique.
TEM micrographs taken at a low magnification (x 380) are usefiil in providing quantitative
information regarding the average dimension of cavities (D) and interconnecting windows {d).
In Table 3.1 these data are reported together with the values of their ratio {d/D). By changing
the porogen from T to CB, D decreases by about 15 %, while d increases by 10%. When C2B
replaces CB, D and d decreases by about 25% and 9%, respectively. The value of the d/D
ratio increases constantly along the first three foams listed in Table 3.1 indicating that cavities
tend to overlap to a larger and larger extent. It was not possible to evaluate D and d for foams
prepared with CEB and CPP porogens because of the extensive overlapping (Fig. 3.5d)
Table 3.1. Characterisation of PolyHIPE foams.
SAMPLE
DC^m)*
rf(lim)'
d/D
Sample characteristics
SINGLE POROGEN
1 X80PV90(1T)S80
2

X80PV90(1CB)S80

3 X80PV90(1C2B)S80

10.0

3.5

0.35

chalky; moderately tough

8.5

3.9

0.46

chalky; moderately tough

6.4

3.2

0.50

chalky; less tough than entry 2

4

X80PV90(1CEB)S80

not determinable

crumbles easily into fine powder

5

X80PV90(1CPP)S80

not determinable

crumbles easily into fine powder

MIXED POROGEN
6 X80PV90(0.5CB+0.5CEB)S80
7 X80PV90(0.5CB+0.5CPP)S80

6.4

3.0

0.47

chalky; moderately tough

6.5

3.0

0.45

chalky; moderately tough

8 X80PV90(0.5T+0.5CEB)S80
9 X80PV90(0.5T+0.5CPP)S80

5.0

2.6

0.51

chalky; moderately tough

5.2

2.7

0.53

chalky; moderately tough

^ average cavity diameter
^ average interconnecting window diameter
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among cavities which rendered difficult reliable measurements. These data offer further
support to the hypothesis outlined above, regarding the progressive thinning of the film of the
continuous phase surrounding the droplets when the porogen is changed from T to CB, CzB
and, presumably, CEB and CPP.
In Table 3.1 is also given a qualitative assessment of macroscopic foams visual and
mechanical characteristics. All materials were chalky under shear stress. While the
coiisistency of the first two foams was reasonably good to allow their manipulation without
causing them any damage, foams prepared with CEB and CPP were very fragile and crumbled
easUy under the application o f small compressions and this is clearly the result of poor wall
coimectivity as evident from SEM (Fig. 3.4c) and TEM (Fig 3.5c) micrographs. Mechanical
characteristics of X80PV90(1C2B)S80 were somewhat midway those of foams of entries 2
and 3 (Table 3.1).
The surface areas and porosity data (plus associated errors in their measurement) for the first
five foams listed, are reported in Table 3.II. In Fig. 3.6a a representation of the N2 sorption
isotherm and hysteresis loop encountered with these foams is displayed. All foams exhibit a
type I I isotherm and type H3 hysteresis loop. Pore size distribution curves are shown in Fig.
3.6b. AH distributions are quite broad, spanning a range in pore diameter of two orders of
magnitude, and all exhibit a significant proportion of macropores (> 50 nm). DiSerences
between foams prepared with T and CB consist mainly of the relative proportion of macro and
mesopores (2-50 nm). The distribution of the former rises above that of CB in the lower side

E
400

10

100

Average Diameter (nm)

Fig. 3.6. (a) example of N2 isotherm and hysteresis loop encountered with foams Usted in
Table 3.II and (b) pore size distributions (BJH) of X80PV90(lPor)S80 PolyHIPE foams
calculated from the adsorption branch of the isotherms.
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of the Utesopore region and 17% of its surfece area is due to the presence of micropores, while
the latter is characterised by a higher amount of macropores and as a result possess a higher
pore volume (Table 3.II). Foams prepared with CEB and CPP are each other superimposable
and characterised by pore volumes similar to that of X80PV90(1CB)S80.
The pore size distribution of the foam prepared with C2B, is characterized by a higher content
of both macro and mesopores as compared to the previous foams and as a result its surfece
area and pore volume are the highest. The combination of a narrow hysteresis loop and
broadpore size distributions is indicative of good pore connectivity ^ ' l
This is further supported by TEM micrographs taken at higher magnifications (Fig. 3.7, right
column).
The solubility parameters (d) values of the five solvents are also given in Table 3.II1.
Comparison o f the values with that o f the polymer gives an idea of the extent of interaction
between the two; the smaller the difference, the greater the interaction and so the better is that
solvent at solvating the polymer chaiDs. This is expressed quantitatively in eqns. (2) and (3),
known as the Hildebrand solubility parameter approach:
^

= {S,-SJM2

(2)

AG„=AH^-TAS„

(3)

where AHm, AGm and ASm are the enthalpy,fi-eeenergy and entropy of mixing, respectively, V
is the molar volume of the solvent, and S and ^ are the solubility parameter and volume
fraction, respectively, o f the solvent ( I ) and polymer (2). Thus, when Si and <^are similar,
AHm is small and AG„ is negative.
Polymer resins are generally divided into two classes; gel-type and macroporous ^ " ' l The
former are lightly crosslinked (<2%), are prepared without added diluents and have a porosity
only in the swollen state, whereas the latter are more highly crosslinked (>5%), are prepared
in the presence o f porogenic solvents and possess permanent porosity in the dry state. The
class o f resins obtained is a function o f several factors, including crosslinker content, nature
and concentration o f diluent and temperature. The morphology and surfece area of
macroporous resins is profbtmdly influenced by the nature of the porogea

If a

thermodynamically good solvent is employed, phase separation of the polymer gel phase is
delayed until late in the polymerisation. This produces a large number of small microparticles,
which remain discrete until con^lete conversion since the residual monomer level is low, and
results in a material of high surfece area (if the polymer is sufficiently crosslinked).
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preparation ol rPolyHIPEs and in the bulk polymerization of DVB 80%.
JA(MPa)'''
&(MPa)*'^
Porogen

do

T'

18.2

18

1.4

2

8.3

CB'

19.4

19

4.3

2

6.5

C2B'

20.5

19.2

6.3

3.3

5.6

CEB^

20.3

18

7.7

3.9

3.8

CPP^

20.0

18.1

6.8

3.5

4.3

T-CEB

19.4

18.0

4.8

3.0

5.4

T-CPP

19.2

18.1

4.5

2.9

5.7

CB-CEB

19.9

18.4

6.2

3.1

5.0

CB-CPP

19.8

18.5

5.8

2.9

5.4

PolyDVB(80%/

20.5

17.5

7.5

7.6

J.

UllUlVU ^J^,

l^.li. ....11^—j,v.., ^

, - _

Values calculated by the method of Hoftyzer-Van Krevelen and Hoy, and average taken (D.V. Kevrelan,
Properties of Polymers, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1991).
^values calculated by the method of Hoy.

A thermodynamically poor solvent, however, causes precipitation of polymer microparticles
at an earlier stage when monomer levels are higher. The residual monomer will be partitioned
between the porogen and polymer gel phases and cause "filling in" of the gaps between
microparticles as it polymerises. The result is a lower surface area material. Poly(styrenedivinylbenzene) (PDVB) macroporous resins have been prepared using a wide range of
porogens, including swelling and non-swelling solvents (as individual components or
mixtures) f'^''^^ and linear polymers

The value of solubiUty parameter (S) for PSDVB

quoted in the literature "^'^^ is 18.6 (MPa)'"^; comparison of this value with those in Table 3.III
where the three dimensional solubility parameters for the various solvents are reported,
indicates that there is not a good correlation between differences in S and polymer surface
areas. All solvents are very good solvents, their solubility parameters being between 18.2 and
20.5 (MPa)"'^, According to the values o f S, T should be the best solvent and as a consequence
when used in preparing foams produce materials with the highest surface area. Surface area
results, on the contrary, indicate that the highest surface area is obtained in conjunction with
C2B whose solubility parameter (Table 3.Ill) is the most distant fi:om that of PSDVB. In
practice the level o f crosslinker employed also influences the onset of phase separation and
for some commercially produced S-DVB resins, the ElVB level is adjusted upwards such that
even with toluene, a thermodynamic^lly good solvent for polystyrene as a porogen, phase
separation occurs eventually, since pure |>oly(DVB) is less compatible with toluene than is
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(d)

Fig. 3.7. SEMs (\efi column, scale bars = 2 and 1 ^m) and TEMs (right column, scale
bars = 1 and 0.8 ^im) of PHPs prepared with porogens: (a) and (b)T; (c) and (d) C E B ; (e)
and (f) C2B.
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polystyrene itself. Thus, it is to be expected that the real value o f 5 for Poly(DVB 80%) to be
higher than 18.6 (MPa)''^ quoted for polystyrene. This point will be fiirther illustrated and
commented in a later section of this chapter. The values of the three dimensional cohesion
parameters and of its constituents, dispersive 5d, dipolar 5p and hydrogen bonding 5h,
interactions o f T, CB and C2B were taken fi-om the literature

those of CEB and CPP were

caculated by applying a group contribution method according to Hoftyzer-Van Krevelen and
Hoy

Both methods are of the same accuracy, and it has been suggested that these should

be averaged ^ ' ^ l As can be seen fi-om the data reported in Table 3.Ill (breaches its maximum
value with C2B. Furthermore, 5p as well as 5h increase steadily fi-om T to CEB and CPP.
The increase in polarity and hydrogen bond forming ability maches well with the interfacial
behaviour o f the solutions containing these molecules as evidenced by n-A measurements. In
the literature ^^^^ it has been reported that aromatic molecules have the capability of
penetrating the surfactant monolayer at the interface and that this property is enhanced by the
polarity and hydrogen bond formation ability of these molecules ^ ' ^ l
Further evidence to suggest that C2B and CEB are better porogens than T is provided by high
magnification SEMs and TEMs o f the various foams (Fig. 3.7). It can be seen quite clearly
that the size of the microparticles comprising the foam decreases as the solvent is changed
fi-om T (Fig. 3.7a) to CEB (Fig. 3.7b) to C2B (Fig. 3.7c) (there was not discemable difference
in microparticle size between PHPs prepared with CEB and CPP). This indicates that C2B and
CEB are solvating the polymer network until late in the polymerisation, resulting in small
microparticles. This trend is more evident fi-om high magnification TEM pictures (Fig. 3.7.
right column). The decrease in both microparticle size (dark regions) and interstitial voids
(light/white regions) as the solvent is changed from T to C2B (Fig. 3.7a and b) is indeed
marked. These findings are in direct agreement with pore size distributions reported in
Fig.3.6b.
One o f our initial goals was to increase surface area without compromising mechanical
stability. Table 3.1 gives an indication o f the mechanical stability o f the various foams and,
imfortunately, a few among those with the higher surface areas prepared with single porogens
(CEB or CPP) are extremely fragile and so imlikely to be of much practical use. However, the
foam pepared with C2B has a surface area 30% higher than that prepared with T, together with
similar handling properties. This is due mainly to the presence in the former of smaller
polymer microparticles and, to a lesser extent, a smaller cell size.
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3.3.3

Mixed porogenic solvents
The results from foams prepared with single porogens indicate that varying the solvent

can increase the siuface area, arguably as ^ of the solvent approaches that of the polymer.
However, there is also an influence o f foam morphology on a larger scale; the cell size
decreases and the relative window size increases. In two cases, this latter parameter increases
to such an extent that the cellular morphology is apparently lost and poor mechanical
properties result. We wondered i f it could be possible to strike a balance between these factors

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.8. SEMs of PHPs prepared with a 1:1 (volume ratio) mixture of porogens: (a) CBC E B ; (b) C B - C P F ; (c) T - C E B ; (d) T-CPP. Scale bar = 20 ^m.

(porosity and cellular structure), by using mixed porogenic solvents to prepare PHPs. In
particular, it was hoped that we could prepare foams of very high surface area but that
retained aPolyfflPE morphology. SEMs at low magnification demonstrate clearly that each
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foam prepared from mixed solvents has a recognisable PolyHIPE cellular structure (Fig. 3.8).
This suggests that the mixed porogens have a different effect on HIPE interfacial behaviour
than the single components. The jt-A curves of films of the various mixed solvents, shown in
Fig. 3.9, appear to confirm this. Curves for aU mixed solvents are shifted to the right of the
curve o f SPAN 80 alone and are more or less coincident, indicating that each solvent pair
produces a monolayer packed to a similar extent. In addition a comparison of Figs. 3.4 and
3.9 indicates that the mixed porogens do not have a great cosurfactant effect as CEB and CPP
alone. This correlates well with the differences in morphologies of the various materials; CEB
and CPP have the greatest influence on n and also produce the non-cellular morphology,
whereas the mixed solvent have less of an influence on TI and retain the PHP structxire.
Further differences compared to foams prepared from single components can also be observed
in Fig. 3.8. For example, there appears to be an influence on interconnects size, as shown by
the presence o f regions where the foam structure is more closed-cell (Fig. 3.8c). In addition,
the cell size distribution is more polydisperse with mixed porogens. These observation are
confirmed by the analysis of TEM micrographs taken at low magnification (Fig. 3.10a and c)
o f foams prepared with the mixture CB-CEB and T-CPP (similar considerations apply for
foams prepared with CB-CPP and T-CEB mixture of porogens). The porogen mixture

Molecular Area ( A )

Fig. 3.9. n-A curves of films containing (from left to right) SPAN 80 alone (17 mol%
relative to total oil phase) plus mixed porogens (50:50 volume ratio): T - C E B , T-CPP,
C B - C E B and CB-CPP.
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produce a foam with an higher average diameter (D) than the couple T-CPP (Table 3.1). The
respective interconnecting windows average diameters (d), on the other hand, are very similar,
independently o f the mixture o f porogens employed. A direct consequence of this imbalance
between D and d is that the ratio d/D is higher for the latter foams. This implies that the film
of continuous phase surrounding the droplets in the precursor emulsion is thiimer when T is
used in conjuction with CEB/CPP in the porogen mixture. TEM images (Fig. 3.10) confirm
also the observation made by the examination of SEM micrographs (Fig. 3.8): the cavity size
distributions for the foams prepared by using the porogen mixture CB-CEB/CPP tend to be
more polydisperse than foams were T replaced CB as the co-porogen. These are all
indications that HIPEs prepared with mixed porogens are less stable, i.e. the solvent mixtures
do not lower the interfacial tension to the same extent as smgle solvents such as CEB and
CPP. These conclusion are supported by surface pressure experiments (Fig. 3.9).
The influence of the cellular structure on foam mechanical properties is evident from Table
3.1, in a qualitative sense. A l l of the foam samples prepared with mixed porogens were much
tougher and less brittle than those prepared with either CEB or CPP single solvents.

J:-.

}

(a)

Fig. 3.10. TEMs of PHP at two magnifications prepared with (a, b) C B - C E B and (c, d)
T - C E B (50:50 volume ratio) mixture of porogens. Scale bars: 10 and 1 \im.
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We ascribe this to the retention of the PolyHIPE cellular morphology with these mixed
porogns, which imdoubtedly leads to materials with greater mechanical strength
The surface area values of foams prepared from mixed porogens (Table 3.II) are also rather
interesting: T with CEB produces a material whose surface area is below those of both the
individual components; whereas T with CPP gives a surface area similar to CPP alone; CB
with CEB resuhs in a very high surface area, the highest one among foams prepared with

tic

0.8

10

100

Average Diameter (nm)

Fig. 3.11. Na B J H adsorption pore size distribution of PolyHIPE foams (PV 90) prepared
using SPAN 80 as a 1:1 mixture of solvents as porogens. (
0.5T+0.5CPP; (

) 0.5T+0.5CEB; (

) 0.5CB+{).5CEB; (

)

) 0.5CB+0.5CPP.

SPAN80 as a surfactant; and CB with CPP leads to a value lower than that of either
component. In Fig. 3.11 the pore size distributions of foams obtained by using the mixture of
porogens are reported. It can be seen that all distributions are coincident in the macropore
region but differ considerably in the mesopore one. Differences in surface areas and in the
average pore diameters (Table 3.1) are a direct consequence o f this feature. The distribution
relative to X80PV90(0.5CB-K).5CEB)S80 is extending to some extent in the micropore region
as evidenced by the contribution (13%) to its total surface area due to micropore (Table 3.II,
entry 6).
The lvalues of the mixed solvents

(<5inix)

were calculated according to Eq. 4

where Xi and

Vi are the mole fraction and molar volume of component /, respectively; these are also
reported in Table 3.III.
X)F,^i +X2V2S2
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(4)

For entry 9, in Table 3.II, there is a good correlation between J and the surfece area obtained
as both parameters lie between the values of the individual components. However, the surfece
areas o f entries 6-8 do not relate simply to the calculated S vahaes of the mixed solvents. It
would appear that in these cases either the solubility parameter o f the nuxture is not a single
fimction of the values of the individual components, or the surfece area is influenced by some
other unforeseen parameters. A fiirther possibility is the presence o f errors in the calculation
of <J o f CEB and CPP (±10%). However, TEM (Fig. 3.10b and d) clearly demonstrates the
presence o f pores within the PHP walls, which are responsible for the high surfece areas (the
micrographs shown are representative of the foams prepared). Examination of the S values
reported in Table I I I reveals a close similarity between the sohibility parameters and of its
components between C2B and CB-CEB with which foams with the highest surfece areas were
prepared (Table 3.3, entires 3 and 8). This observation aUows the inference that the
tridimensional solubility parameter of polyDVB 80% should be close to those of these
porogenic solvents. Another i n ^ r t a n t observation is that values of & for the various solvents
and mixture o f solvents are comprised in a narrow range, variations being less than 6%.
Coversely, ^ and particularly ^ vary to a much larger extent and this may indicate that
polarity could play a fimdamental role in the solvation of the polyn»ric network.
It should be pointed out that all o f the materials prepared in this study were derived from
HIPEs containing 20% surfectant, as opposed to 33% used by previous workers

The high

surfectant content o f materials in the latter case reduces their mechanical stability. By varying
the porogen type and maintaining surfectant level at 20%, we have achieved an increase in
surfece area of almost 100% without compromising mechanical stability

3.3.4 Influence of Pore Volume on foams characteristics
The effect o f pore volume (PV) on the morphology (cell size, interconnecting
windows size and degree o f cell packing) of PolyHIPE foams obtained from DVB 80% and
with CB as a porogen (monomer: porogen = 1:1) is illustrated by SEM and TEM micrographs
in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13, respectively. It is evident that thickness of the cavities walls depends
strongly on PV and as a result the size o f the interconnecting windows vary inversely with
PV. This is the consequence of the layer o f continuous phase surrounding the droplets, in the
precursor emulsion, being thicker. As a consequence, the monomer phase shrinkage, which
vinyl monomers undergo during polymerisation,

will produce a smaller window size. Both

SEM and TEM micrographs show that at a 75 and 85% PV (Fig. 3.12, and 3.13, a and b), the
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.12. Scanning electron micrographs of PolyHIPE foams characterised by
increasing

pore

volume

(a)

X80PV75(1CB)S80,

(b)

X80PV85(1CB)S80;

(c)

X80PV90(1CB)S80; (d) X80PV92(1CB)S80. Scale bar = 20 ^m.

average cell size is relatively large. Due to the high organic/aqueous phase ratio the degree of
overlapping among cavities is limited (Fig. 3.13a and b) and the size of the intercormecting
windows, especially in X80PV75(1CB)S80 is relatively small (Fig. 3.12 a). In the case o f
X80PV85(1CB)S80, windows size distribution seems to be more polydisperse (Fig. 3.12b).
When the PV is 90 (X80PV90(1CB)S80, (Fig. 3.12c) the size of the cells is smaller than in
the other members of the series and as a resuh the cell packing is denser. X80PV92(1CB)S80
morphology (Fig 3.12 and 3.13, d) is characterised by both large cells and windows. The
increase in PV is accompanied by the thinning of the interfacial fihn separating emulsion
droplets. On polymerisation, shrinkage is more significant causing larger windows to appear.
Examination of TEM micrographs (Fig. 3.13) confirms the observations made on SEM
micrographs and reveals some interesting additional features. For instance, the comparison
between foams characterised by PV 75 and 85 shows that cavities in the latter are on the
average more separated than in X80PV75(1CB)S80 and tend to be grouped in clusters.
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4

V
Fig. 3.13. Transmission electron micrographs of PolyHIPE foams characterised by
increasing

pore

volume

(a)

X80PV75(1CB)S80, (b)

X80PV85(1CB)S80, (c)

X80PV90(1CB)S80, (d) X80PV92(1CB)S80. Scale bar = 20 ^m.
leaving zones of the foam free of cavities. This wiU turn out to be an important observation.
TEM micrographs were used for the evaluation of the average cavities (D) and
interconnecting holes {d) diameters. Results are reported in Table 3.IV. With exception of
X80PV75(1CB)S80 both Dandd

increase with PV. Values o f the ratio d/D increase steadily

along the series of foams indicating that overlapping is occurring to a greater and greater
extent as PV is increased. Pore size distributions were measured by intrusion mercury
porosimetry and data of the relative average diameters (indicated with A in order to
distinguish it from the analogous data determined by TEM, D) are also shown in Table 3.IV.
Comparison with the values determined from TEM micrographs shows that the agreement
between the two series o f values, with the exception of entry 1, is very good. The
disagreement regarding X80PV75(1CB)S80 is judged to be due to an overstimation of D in
the method based on TEM micrographs caused by the shape of larger cavities that (Fig 3.13a)
tend to be more ellipsoidal than spherical. In this particular case the main axes of the

75

ellipsoids were measured and averaged. This process inqplies that spheres of radii equivalent
to this average were considered. This ^proximation is considered to te the source o f the
discrepaiKy between v a h i ^ o f the cavity average dian^ters provided by the two techniques.
For the other two loams were such a comparison can be made (Table 3.IV, entry 2 and 3) that
is X80PV85(ICB)S80 and X80PV90(1CB)S80, it can be seen that values of J

are

consistenlly smaller than D. This differem^ is negligible in the fi>nner case but larger in the
latter. This difference is probably due to compression suffered by these two foams when
analysed by intrusion n^rcury porosimetry. This conqiression is more consistent when the PV
is 90 than 85 because of the thinner walls of the former. For this reason intrusion mercury
porosimetry results were judged not reliable in the case of X80PV92(1CB)S80. Pore size
distributions determined by intrusion irercuiy porosimeter of the first three foams listed in

Table 3.IV. Characterisation of PolyHIPE foams.
Polydispersity

SAMPLE
1

X80PV75(1CB)S80

7.1

2.5

0.34

5.2

0.95

2

X80PV85(1CB)S80

6.3

2.5

0.40

6.2

2.60

3

X80PV90(1CB)S80

8.5

3.9

0.46

8.1

n.i

4

X80PV92(1CB)S80

9.1

4.6

0.51

—

—

6

X80PV75(1CB)S20AD

3.4

1.1

0.32

3.3

2.0

7

X80PV85(1CB)S20AD

2.3

1.0

0.43

2.4

3.6

8

X80PV90(1CB)S20AD

3.8

2.0

0.53

4.1

2.4

9

X80PV92(1CB)S20AD

6.0

3.7

0.62

—

JO X80PV90{1T)S20AD

4.1

2.5

0.60

—

—

11

5.7

3.1

0.54

—

—

X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD

—

' average cavity diameter (determined by TEM);
^ average hole diameter (determined by TEM)
^ relative average pore diameter (determined by intrusion Ug porosimetry)

Table 3.IV, are shown in Fig. 3.20. All distribution curves span over a diameter range of
about one order o f magnitude and their polydispersities are expressed as the 10 - 90% size
distribution width divided by the median pore diameter. All foams analysed are characterized
by a long tail extending towards the low diameter side. PV 90 foam differentiates from the
others by the presence o f such a tail also in the high diameter side. For this reason
polydispersity of X80PV90(1CB)S80 is much larger than the other two foams with lower PV.
The increase in polydispersity may reflwit, ejqjecially for the foam of entry 3 of Table 3.IV,
the occurrence o f coalescence ptenonMna in the precursor emulsion prior to reachment of the
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gel point. In feet as the PV increases, droplets are more densely packed and the layer of the
continuous phase surrounding them tecomes thinner enhancing the probability of the
occurrence o f coalescence phenomena. Aronson and Petko ^^'^ showed that emulsions
deterioration starts immediately after their preparation and that this phenomena manifests
itself on the droplet size distribution which begins tailing towards larger droplet sizes.
Data obtained by N2 adsorption about surfece areas, pore volumes and average pore diameters
in the range between 1.7 and 200 nm (Table 3.V, entries 1 and 2), show that for the first two
foams characterised by a lower PV, (75 and 85%) these quantities are constant within
experimental error. About 10% o f the surfece area is due to the presence of micropores
(diameter < 2nm). A l l isotherms are of type I I and exhibit type H3 hysteresis loop. BJH
adsorption dVMogD pore size distributions, where D is the pore diameter (Fig. 3,14), are
quite broad spanning over two order o f magnitude in diameters and show that the proportion
of mesopores increase progressively with the decrease of PV. Accordingly, the surface areas
increase in the same fashion and the average pore diameter decrease (Table 3.V). As it can be
seen in Fig. 3 J 5, which relates surfece areas to PV, when the PV is increased beyond 85%, a
transition takes place: the surfece area tends to decrease progressively (Fig 3.15, filled line
and Table 3.V). As the composition of the organic phase in the precursor is exactly the same
for the first four foams shown in Table 3.V, the physical variables responsible for the
transition described above must be related to PV. The variables on which the volume of the

?

0,8

Average Diameter (cm /g-nm)

Fig. 3.14. N2 B J H adsorption pore size distribution of PolyHIPE foams prepared by
using SPAN 80 as a surfactant and C B as a porogen and characterised increasuag pore
volume. (

) PV92; (

) PV90; (-

) PV85; ( — - ) PV75.
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dispersed phase exerts an influence are the droplets dimensions, degree of packing (Fig. 3.13
and Table 3.IV) and presumably the surfectant interfece excess.
High internal phase emulsions consist of two isotropic liquki phases: one is a submicellar
surfectairt solution in water, and t t e other is a swollen reversed solution or water-in-oil (w/o)
microemulsion

P^"^'I.

Since the surfactant aggregates formed are microemulsions, the critical

concentration of surfectant required for their formation is referred to as critical microemulsion
concentration (c.jx-c.). For non ionic surfactants the c.jix. in oil is typically of the order of 0.1
M whereas the value in the corresponding aqueous phase is o f the order of 10'^ M. The oilwater interfece tension (y) reaches a virtually constemt value above the c.p..c.
The surfactant molecules present in tte organic phase are distributed between the interfece
and reverse micelles. As the aqueous/oil phase ratio increases, the water-oil interfecc area
increases and some o f the surfectant molecules present in the bulk of the organic phase will be
adsorbed at the interface to cover the newly created interfece areju As a consequence, the
number of reverse micelles decreases with iiKreasing water content ami as the water fraction
approaches 1 no reverse miceUes are present in the continuous phase. Also, the absolute
amount o f surfectant present in the dispersed phase in the form o f sub micelles wiU increase
with the PV. O. Foyeke et al. ^^^^ showed that the effect o f SPAN 80 bulk concentration above
C.M.C. on the interfecial tension at the mineral oil/water interfece seem to indicate the
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occurrence of multilayer adsorption/association. Their study also indicated that excess
surfactant may be advantageous for emulsion stability as the interfacial elasticity and hence
film strength increase with surfactant concentration. This effect has also been observed in
different systems, for instance asphaltene dissolved in heptol ^^^1 Binks et al.

showed that

when the polarity o f the medium in which the surfactant is dissolved is changed from apolar,
such as heptane, to more polar, such as a 1:1 volrvol mixture o f heptane and medium chain
length triglyceride, the surfactant c.\i.c. increased from 3.0 to 10.3 wt. %. They have also
discovered a strong dependence of post c.|a,.c. tension (yc) on temperature, a variation of about
10 °C, causing a two-fold increase of yc.
In the Ught of the findings exposed above it is possible to make a reasonable hypothesis about
the mechanism through which the PV affects foam microstructure. The concentration of
SPAN80 in the oil phase is close to 0.5 M (20 v^. % based on monomer plus porogen used).
Because o f the presence o f a high level o f CB (a relatively polar molecule, see Table 3.Ill),
the polarity of the organic medium is expected to be high and as a consequence SPAN80
c.fx.c. might be of the same order of magnitude as the actual concentration of SPAN80 in the
organic phase. The constancy of surface area and porosity data between X80PV75(1CB)S80
and X80PV85(1CB)S80 might indicate that the surfactant concentration is, at the temperature
of polymerisation (60 °C), at or above

In such a situation the interface is completely

C.(J,.C.

coated by a mono/multilayer fibn o f surfactant and the interface tension is at its minimum.
When PV is increased to 90 and 92 % it can be envisaged that because of the larger surface
over which the surfactant has to spread and taking into account that the amoimt of surfactant,
dissolved in the aqueous phase increases with PV, the surfectant concentration in the oil phase
at 60 °C is below c.p.c. In this situation the interface is not completely saturated with
surfactant molecules and the interface tension is above its minimum value.
We tried to measure the interfacial tension between the pre-equiUbrated aqueous and organic
phases by using the spinning drop method

to provide experimental support to the

hypothesis of a change of interface excess with PV. It turned out that the densities of the
aqueous and organic phases were very close to each other differing less than 1% and this
prevented the successfiil application of this technique.
Further insight into the behaviour outlined above regarding the influence of PV on the
morphology and microstructtire o f foams can be obtained by examining the nitrogen
adsorption results for a foam in which the porogen(CB)/monomer ratio has been reduced to
0.5. Results are reported in Table 3.V (entry 5). Surprisingly, the surface area of
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X80PV90(0.5CB)S80 is, within experimental error, the same as X80PV90(1CB)S80 (Table
3.V, entry 3). Tbs values of surface areas of this two foams are very similar to that (~ 350
m^/g) found for X80PV90(1T)S80 (Table 3.II), where tohiene (T) is the porogen used

T

and CB are very good swelling liquid for macroporous resins obtained from DVB 80%
Surface areas in excess of 500 m^/g with a narrow distribution of very small pores (10 nm) are
obtained by eiiq>loying such solvoits as porogens. When the nmnomer to porogen ratio is 1:1
the surfece area is expected to he higher than when this ratio is 1:0.5, because the growing
polymeric network is better solvated and phase separation occurs at later stages of
polymerisation. When phase separation occurs, most of the monomer has already reacted and
tlK; fine (in the mesopore, 2^50 nm and micropore < 2 nm, regions) porous structure is
preserved. On the contrary when the porogen induces polymer network phase separation at
much lower monomer conversion, macroporous resins characterised by lower surface areas
and broad pore size distributions are obtained

The experimental evidence reported,

concerning the efiect of PV and monomer to porogen ratio on DVB 80% PolyHIPE
microstructure, shows that the actual composition of the organic medium in the corresponding
emulsions has changed from the initially prepared organic phase solution. Nitrogen adsorption
^ t a (Table 3.V) show that the surface areas are relatively low in spite of the good quality of
the porogenic solvents employed and the pore size distribution is broad (Fig. 3.14), which
indicates that the organic medium has poor solvating properties toward the polymeric matrix
^Tabl? 3.V and Fig. 3.13). When CB ^^"^ is used as a porogen in the bulk polymerisation of
DVB 80%, a resin with a surface area as high as 850 m^/g and a narrow pore size distribution
can be produced. It is reasonable to assume that tte eflFect exerted by variation of PV and
monomer/porogen ratio on foam microstructure has a common origin.
In Table 3.V are reported nitrogen adsorption results for foams containing CEB as a porogen,
at a monomer to porogen ratio of 1:0.5 and 1:1 vol:vol (entry 6 and 7, respectively) and at two
different nominal PVs, 75 and 90% (entry 7 and 8). The comparison of surfece area data
between these foams with the corresponding ones prepared by employing CB as a porogen,
reveal a completely different behaviour. When CEB is med, the surface areas of the foams
characterised by a constant PV (90%) but at different monomer to porogen ratios, 1:1 and
1:0.5, X80PV90(1CEB)S80 and X80PV90(0.5CEB)S80, are approximately in a 1:0.35 ratio
as opposed to the approximately 1:1 ratio exWbited by the same kind of foams prepared by
using CB. At constant monomer to porogen ratio but at two different PVs, 75 and 90%,
X80PV75(1CEB)S80 and X80PV90(1CEB)S80, the relative surfece areas are close to each
other, the surface area of the latter being shghtly higher. The influence of the PV on surface
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area is just opposite to that occurring in the series X80PVN(1CB)S80. These results allow the
inference that it is the nature of the porogen, which is responsible for the dependence of foam
microstructure on PV and on monomer to porogen ratio. In § 3.3.2 we have provided some
evidence that CEB has the tendency to be co-adsorbed at the interface together with the
primary surfactant SPAN 80 increasing the interface excess and reducing the interfacial
tension. This eflTect might be responsible for the preparation of a PolyHIPE foam possessing a
high surface area, X80PV90(0.5CB+0.5CEB)S80 (Table 3.II, entry 6), from an emulsion
containing a porogenic mixture of CB and CEB in a 1:1 vol:vol ratio.
The set of results detailed so far is coherent in indicating that the phenomenon mainly
responsible for the dependence of foam microstructure on PV and on monomer to porogen
ratio is Ostwald ripening. Ostwaldripeningis the process by which large droplets grow at the
expense of smaller ones due to the difference in their chemical potential. In Ostwald ripening
the growth occurs by difiusion of the dispersed through the continuous phase. The kinetics of
Ostwaldripeningis most often described in terms of the LSW theory t^^"^*!;

dt

9RT

^ ^

where a^is the critical radius of a drop which at a given time is neither growing nor
decreasing in size, C(QO) is the solubility of the dispersed phase in an infinite sized drop, i.e. at
a planar interface, / is the interface tension, V„ is the molar volume of the dispersed phase, D
is the difiusion coefficient of the dispersed phase in the continuous phase, and f{(^) reflects
the dependence of the rate ofripening,a? on the dispersed phase volume fraction ^ .
Analysis of Eq. (5) is of help in the interpretation of the results obtained in the series of
PolyHIPEs so far presented. For instance, as stated above, it is expected that the siuface area
of X80PV90(1CB)S80 would be higher than that of X80PV90(0.5CB)S80, because a higher
level of porogen is more effective in solvating the growing polymeric network during
polymerisation. The results obtained (Table 3.V, entry 3 and 5) contradict this expectation. A
reasonable explanation is a correlation with the term c(ao) in Eq. (5). A higher concentration
of CB in the organic phase should favour the dissolution of a higher amount of water, because
the affinity of the continuous phase towards the dispersed phase should increase. As shown in
Table 3.Ill, CB as a solvent combines a relatively high polarity (4.) with some hydrogen
bonding capability (4). For this reason the value of c(oo) should be higher for the emulsion
characterised by a l . i than a 1:0.5 monomer to porogen ratio. Hence the rate of ripening
should be faster for the former ratio

Because of water diffusion, there is a balancing
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effect between the amount of porogen which favours the creation of high siu^ce area foams
and the amount of water dissolved in organic phase which tends to turn the porogenic medium
into a poor one for the polymer. As a result, X80PV90(1CB)S80 and X80PV90(0.5CB)S80
have comparable surfece areas.
The rate of ripening depends also on the interfacial tension, y. The presence of a surfactant has
itself a stabilising effect towards Ostwald ripening because of the reduction of interfacial
tension and the creation of a barrier which opposes to diffiisioa If a co-surfectant capable of
inserting among the primary surfactant molecules adsorbed at the interfece is present, an
additional stabilising force results. This is the case of the emulsion containing the mixture of
CB and CEB. The further lowering of interface tension thanks to the co-adsorption of CEB
molecules at the interfece, slows down the diffusion of water through the continuous phase
and a PolyfflPE with a much higher surface area is obtained, X80PV90(0.5CB+0.5CEB)S80
(entry 6 of Table 3.11).
The same kind of phenomenon is probabfy occurring when the PV is changed in the series
X80PVN(1CB)S80. At low PV, 75 and 85% and at 60 °C, the surfactant interfece excess
might be higher than at 90 and 92% PV and as a consequence, the interfacial tension could be
lower and the density of the interfacial film less penetrable by water molecules. Another
possibility is represented by the influence of PV on /((^)- Interdroplet diflRisional interactions
will affects the dynamics of Ostwaldripeningto an extent which is dependant on PV.
The discussion so far presented shows that a porogenic solvent may play multiple roles in
determining the final foam microstructure. These are:
(1) The compatibility (with a solubility parameter similar to that of the polymer) of the
porogenic solvent with polyDVB 80%.
(2) The siuface activity of the porogenic solvent used. It is well known that shorter chain and
polar molecules tend to penetrate to a larger degree between the chains of a surfectant
monolayer, creating a wedge effect on the oil side of the monolayer and increasing the
spontaneous curvature ^ ' ^ l As argued above the lowering of interfecial tension and possibly
the creation of a more coherent film, reduced the rate of difiusion of the dispersed through the
continuous phase, thus preserving the swelling property of the porogen towards the polymer.
(3) The polarity of the porogen. Arguably, the higher the polarity of the solvent and the
greater its ability to form hydrogen bonds with water, the higher will be its ability to
incorporate larger and larger quantities of water. In other words, the weight of the term, c(oo),
in Eq. (5) becomes more and more pronounced. In a similarfeshionthe amount of porogen
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which partitions with the aqueous phase should increase with porogen polarity. This property
also affects the surfactant c.ji.c. and consequently the degree of covering of the oil/water
interface. In this respect the polarity of the porogen influences surfactant c.|i.c also through an
indirect mechanism: the diffusion of water (whose magnitude depends on porogen polarity)
confers an even higher polarity to the organic phase contributing in this way to shift c.^.c to
higher values.

3.3.5 Macroporous monoliths from DVB 80%
The superimposition of all the effects described above makes it difficult to establish,
for a given porogen, their relative contribution in determining the final macro and micro
morphology of a foam. With the aim of establishing an order of solvent quality towards
polyDVB 80%, we carried out the bulk polymerisation of DVB 80% in the presence of the
five porogenic solvents listed in Table 3.VI and investigated the structure of the obtained
resins by SEM, nitrogen adsorption and intrusion mercury porosimetry. The values of surface

DVBSOfT)

DVB80(CB)

DVBSOClCzB)

DVB80(1CPP)

DVB80(1CEB)

Fig. 3.16. SEMs of DVB 80% macroporous resins obtained by bulk polymerisation and
using different porogens. Scale bar 1 ^m.
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areas of the macro porous resins are also useful in another respect: they allow us to establish
an upper limit in PolyHIPEs surface area values reachable with a porogen when it enters as a
constituent in an emulsion. The comparison between surface areas of a resin and that of the
corresponding polyHlPE foam, both obtained using the same porogen, can give an indication
of the extent of the cumulative effects exerted by partitioning and diffusion occurring in the
latter.
SEM images (Fig. 3.16) of the bulk polymers show clearly the particle structure of the
materials.
For the first two resins reported in Table 3.VI, polyDVB(T) and polyDVB(CB), there are
already data available in the literature (9). Our values of surface areas are within less than 10
% of the published ones. Regarding the influence of the other three chlorinated solvents. CjB.
CEB and CPP, on the microstructure of polyDVB as far as we know, no data have been
published so far. As can be seen, all solvents represent very good porogens for polyDVB

Mi
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1,4

0,1

0,001

10

1000

Average Diameter (nm)

Averse Diameter (jim)

(b)

(a)

Fig. 3.17. Cumulative pore volume and pore size distributions determined by intrusion
mercury porosimetry of DVB 80% resins obtained by bulk polymerisation in the
presence of different porogenic solvents. (
DVB(CB2); ( -

) DVB(CEB); ( -

) DVB(T); (

) DVB(CB); ( -

)

) DVB(CPP).

80 %, porous resins with surface areas exceeding 700 m^/g being produced. It is evident from
the data reported in Table 3.VI that surface areas pass through a maximum in the case of
polyDVB(C2B). This indicates that C2B is the best porogen. Pore volume increases steadily
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along the series of macroporous resins reported in Table 3. V I , and reaches its maximum value
in correspondence of polyDVB(CPP). This resin possesses the same surface area of
polyDVB(CB) but its pore volume is about 25% higher. The pore volume behaviour of the
resins prepared is illustrated by both intrusion mercury porosimetry and N2 adsorption results.
(Fig. 3.17a and Fig 3.18a, respectively). The amoimt of mercury intruded or of N2 adsorbed
by the resin, which is given by the differences of the extremes of the ordinates of the
cumulative pore volume increases in the following order: T <CB < C2B < CEB < CPP. Pore
volumes follow the same trend.
The N2 sorption isotherm are complete and are of type IV

with a type H2 hysteresis loop'''.

The adsorption and desorption branches get closer when the porogen employed in resin
preparation is changed from T to CPP and this is clearly an indication that the adsorption and
evaporation processes take place in pores of increasing diameters as evident in Fig.3.18a.
In Fig. 3.18b, BJH adsorption dV/dlogD pore size distributions and isotherms are reported.
The pore size distributions of resins obtained by using as porogens T, CB and C2B cover the
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Fig. 3.18. N2 adsorption (a) and BJH pore size distributions of DVB 80% resins obtained
by bulk polymerisation in the presence of different porogenic solvents. (
(-

) DVB(CB); ( -

- ) DVB(C2B); ( -

) DVB(CEB); (

) DVB(T);

) DVB(CPP).

same diameter range. As can be seen, the position of the peaks is the same, the differences
consisting of the relative heights in each case. In the case of resins obtained by using CEB and
CPP as porogens, the pore size distributions become increasingly broader and as a result, the
position of the peaks shifts towards higher diameter values, the proportion of lager pores
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increases while that of the mesopores remains at level comparable to that of polyDVB(CB).
The set of N2 adsorption results shown, indicate that C2B is, among the solvents studied here
the one with the best swelling properties towards polyDVB 80%.
The correlation between 5 and surface area data indicates that the solubility parameter of
poIyDVB(C2B) should be very close to 20.5 (MPa)"^.
N2 adsorption results for macroporous resins indicate that solvent quality is not responsible
for the differences encoimtered among the polyHIPE foams obtained by using the same
porogens. In fact in the former samples, surface areas differ less than 10% from each other
while in the latter variations are much more pronoimced.
The large differences between surface area values and porosity data of the macroporous DVB
80% resins reported in Table 3.VI and the corresponding PolyHIPE foams obtained from
emulsions containing CB, C2B and CEB as porogens, seem to indicate that difiusion of the
dispersed phase through the continuous one and possibly partitioning of the porogen between
the two phases are the dominant processes in determining the microstructure of foams.
In terms of the extent to which these phenomena occur, the nature of the surfactant should
play a fimdamental role. SPAN80 as a swfactant presents some drawbacks: the oleic tail is in
the CIS conformation and this prevents to some extent an efficient packing of surfactant
molecules in the interfacial film ^^"^^1.
In order to prepare more stable emulsions and to exploit as much as possible the porogenic
properties of T, CB and C2B, we searched in the literatiu-e for a surfactant system more
efficient than SPAN 80.
The effectiveness of a mixture of an anionic, or cationic, surfactant with an amphiphilic
compound for emulsion stabilisation has been known for a long time ^^^l The interfacial film
made by this mixture of surfactants shows an increased ability to withstand the pressure of
droplet contacts (to prevent coalescence) and to act as a barrier to the passage of the dispersed
phase into the continuous phase (to limit Ostwaldripening).It has been discovered that the
two surfactants together reduced the interfacial tension to very low values (~ 0.1 mNm"'),
much lower than each of them separately

Emulsions containing this surfactant and co-

surfactant system remain mobile at low total concentration of the siufactants, but become
semi-solid at higher concentration (~ 10% or less of the total weight of the emulsion). The
surfactants, in fact, associate into a mixed bilayer and form a lamellar phase, which co-exist
with oil and water in a three-phase equilibrium. This process, whereby the agent, which
stabilises the emulsion also controls the consistency over a wide range of values, is referred to
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as self-bodying action. The essential feature of this self-bodying action is the introduction of a
significant viscoelastic component into the reological behaviour
Hallworth et al.

as early £is 1972, recognised that long parafiin chain may be associated

with the hydrocarbon chain of alkyl sul&tes and thus be held in the interfece. Due to this
association the film will be very coherent and will prevent coalescence of oil droplets
The patent literature

describes the use of a mixture of non-ionic, anionic and cationic

surfectants: sorbitan monolaureate (SPAN 20), dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid sodium salt
(DDBSS) and cetykrimethylammonium bromide (CTBA). This mixture of surfactants is
claimed to stabilise emulsions more effectively than SPAN 80. For instance, using a
surfactant concentration of less than 10% it is possible to prepare HIPEs at elevated
temperatures (> 100 °C) without inducing any water phase separatioiL

3.3.6 PolyHIPE foams prepared with a mixture of surfactants
In order to compare the effectiveness of this surfactant system with SPAN80 the same set of
foams illustrated above was prepared again, this time employing the mixture of surfactants,
and characterization was carried out as previously. In Fig. 3.19 SEM micrographs of
X80PVN(1CB)S20AD foams are reported. They exhibit the same overall features already met
with X80PVN(1CB)S80 foams. One notable difference between the two sets of foams is that
in the former case both cell and window sizes are, on the average, smaller than in the latter.
This observation is confirmed on a quantitative basis by intrusion mercury pore size
distributions in the macropore region (> 2^m) for the two sets of foams. Fig. 3.20. Again, the
distribution curves referring to X80PV92(1CB)S20AD foam has been omitted on purpose
because the materials was not sufficiently tough to survive the analysis and did not produce
any reproducible results. All distributions referring to members of X80PVN(1CB)S80 series
are positioned to the right of those of X80PVN(1CB)S20AD. Values of the average pore
diameters together with the relative polydispersities are reported in Table 3.IV. It can be seen
that the average diameters of the X80PVN(1CB)S20AD foams type are about one half those
of the corresponding foams prepared with SPAN 80. Polydispersities do not exhibit any major
differences and any trend on variation of PV and the lack of the tail extending towards the
high diameter side may be an indication that coalescence has been suppressed or greatly
reduced. This may be a consequence of a more rigid interfacialfilmformed at the interface by
the mbdure of surfactants as compared to that formed by SPAN 80. Quantitative data
provided by TEM about average diameter D and the size of intercoimecting windows d (Table
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Fig. 3.19. Scanning electron micrographs of PolyHIPE foams characterised by
increasing

PV

(a)

X80PV75(1CB)S20AD;

(b)

X80PV90(1CB)S20AD; (d) X80PV92(1CB)S20AD; (e)

X8GFV85(1CB)S20AD;

(c)

X80PV90(1T)S20AD; (f)

X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD, Surfactants used: SPAN 20 plus DDBSS and CTABr. Scale bar
= 20 \im.
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Fig. 3.20. Intrusion mercury porosimetry of DVB 80% PolyfflPE foams prepared using
CB as a porogen^ SPAN 80 (dashed lines) or the a mixture of SPAN 20, CTABr and
DDBSS (soHdfine)as surfactants and characterised by increasing pore voiome.
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3.IV) confirm the excellent agreement with the values obtained by intrusion mercury
porosimetry, A. Furthermore, comparison with the d values referring to foams belonging to
X80PVN(1CB)S80 series, shows that the size of the interconnecting windows are
proportionally larger relative to cell size and the degree of overlapping as expressed by the
ratio d/D indicate that the film of continuous phase surrounding droplets in the precursor
emulsions is thirmer. All this observations point to a more pronounced reduction of the
interfacial tension caused by the mixture of surfactants than that promoted by SPAN 80.
N2 adsorption results for the series of foams characterised by an increasing PV are reported in
Table 3.VII. Two features are immediately evident: the values of surface areas are twice as
high as those of X80PVN(1CB)S80 foams and are subject only to minor differences as the PV
is changed (Fig. 3.15). For instance, surface area decreases only slightly when PV exceeds
90% and those referring to 85 and 90 PV are the same. That corrsponding to PV 75% is about
10% lower than PV.
The difference between the surface areas of X80PV90(1CB)S20AD with that of poly
DVB(CB) (Table 3.VI) is about 12%. In Table 3.VII the surface area for a foam characterised
by a monomer to porogen ratio of 1:0.5 (X80PV90(0.5CB)S20AD, entry 5) is also included.

•o

0,5

0,2
100

10

1

Relative Pressure (P/Po)

Average Diameter (nm)

(a)

(b)

1000

Fig. 3.21. N2 adsorption and desorption isotherm (a) and BJH adsorption pore size
distribution (b) of X80PV90(1CB)S20AD.
Its surface area is about half that of X80PV90(1CB)S20AD (monomer to porogen ratio of
1:1) (entry 3). These results indicate that diflftision of water has been drastically reduced and
that the interfacial film made of the mixture of surfactants effectively screens the organic
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medium from the aqueous phase, independently of the polarity of the former.
Table 3.VII includes the surface area data of a foam (entry 6) obtained by using DVB 55%.
The comparison of the surface areas between X80PV90(1CB)S80 (Table 3.II, entry 2) and
X55PV90(1CB)S20AD shows how influent are partitioning of the porogen and in particular
water diSusion through the continuous phase, in altering the quaUty of the organic medium in
which polymerisation is taking place. In spite of a lower crosslinking density, the surface area
of X55PV90(1CB)S20AD is 20% higher than that of X80PV90(1CB)S80.
An

example

of isotherm type and of pore size distribution encountered

with

X80PVN(1CB)S20AD foams are displayed in Fig. 3.21a and b. All said distributions are very
close to each other which is indicative of imiformity of microstructure. Isotherms are all of
type IV and exhibit a H2 hysteresis loop type as opposed to the type 2 isotherm and H3 loop
exhibited by foams belonging to the X80PVN(1CB)S80 series (Fig. 3.6a). In that case, the
adsorption and desorption curves are parallel over almost all range of gas uptake whereas in
the case of X80PVN(1CB)S20AD foams the isotherms show a wider hysteresis loop instead
of nearly retracing the adsorption curve. The occurrence of a wider, more-pronounced
hysteresis loop indicates that evaporation from a pore is a distinctly different process from
condensation within it. When gas condenses in a pore, the condensate builds from the wall
inwards towards a central core of decreasing diameter. However, it must evaporate from a
hquid surface with a quite different curvature. This inhibits the evaporation and causes the
decreasing portion of the loop to lag behind until all pores have emptied ''*''l Thus, the width
of the hysteresis loop is related to the size of pores: the smaller the pores the higher is the
radius of curvature of the Uquid/gas interface and the higher is the difference of pressure
across the interface. The wide hysteresis loops exhibited by X80PVN(1CB)S20AD foams are
in accordance with the size distributwns being shifted more towards a lower pore size than
those of X80PVN(1CB)S80 foams. In Table 3.VII are also reported the surface area data
regarding foams prepared with T, C2B, CEB and CPP porogens. The surface area of
X80PV90(1T)S20AD (entry 8, Table 3.VII) is the highest and this is a striking resuh,
expecially i f this data is compared with the surface area of the resin obtained by bulk
polymerisation of DVB 80% in the presence of T. The difference in their surface areas is 5%
only. The same comparison for the other foams and corresponding resins shows that this
difference increases in the foUowing order: CB(12%) < CEB = CPP (16%) < C2B (48%). In
the case of the 1:1 mixture of CB and CEB porogens, the inclusion of the mixture of
surfactants (Table 3.IV, entry 7) inproves only to a little extent the surfece area (~ 50 m^g'')
over X80PV90(0.5CB+0.5CEB)S80 (Table 3.II, entry 6) proving that CEB is itself a good
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co-surfactant.
SEM micrographs of X80PV90(1T)S20AD (Fig. 3.19e) show that cavities tend to be more
polydisperse and interconnected by larger holes than X80PV90(1CB)S20AD (Fig. 3.19c).
X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD morphology (Fig. 3.191) is better textured than that of
X80PV90(1C2B)S80 (Fig. 3.3c), the continuity of the walls of the former foam being retained
without any significant sign of walls break up. This is remarkable because the value of the
d/D ratio is, for this foam, the highest among the PV 90 foams listed in Table 3.IV. This
implies that droplets in the precursor emulsion are relatively more compressed but the film of
continuous phase surrounding them retains its structural integrity. The observations made
with SEM are confirmed by TEM microscopy. Micrographs shown in Fig. 3.22 are
representative. Clearly, cavities are, on the average, separate by a thiimer layer of polymeric
material than m X80PV90(1T/CB)S80 (Fig. 3.5a and b) and quantitative estimation of die
ratio d/D confirm this observation (compare values of entries 8, 10 11 of Table 3.rV with
those of entries 1, 2, 3 of Table 3.1). Also cavity, D, and interconnectii^ window, d, average
diameters are systematically lower than those of the corresponding foams obtained with
SPAN 80.

Fig. 3.22. TEMs of PolyHIPE foams obtained from emulsions prepared with the mixture
of

surfactants

and

with

different

porogens.

(a)

X80PV90(1T)S20AD (b)

X8ePV90(lCB)S20AD. Scale ban 20 yaa.

The combined evidence of smaller droplet sizes and of a thinner layer of polymeric material
separating adjacent droplets in foams prepared by using the mixture of surfactants indicate
that the interfacial tension in the precursor emulsions is lower than m the corresponding ones
prepared using SPAN80. The decrease in droplet size is not as dramatic as that caused by the
addition to the organic phase of CEB or CPP in X80PV90(1CEB/CPP)S80 emulsions. From
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this we can infer that it is not the lowering of interfacial tension which is mainly responsible
for the attenuation of Ostwaldripening.It sounds more reasonable to attribute this behaviour
to the creation, by the mixture of surfectants, of a compact barrier which opposes the
exchange of molecules (water and porogen) between the two phases. In the literature f"^''*^' it
has been reported that the presence of an adsorbed gelatin layer reduces the rate of transfer of
diethylphthalate across the hexadecane/water interfece by a fector of approximately 10**
compared to the difiiision controlled rate. Kabalnov and Shchuckin

have given equations

describing the retardation effect of a membrane at the interfece. We have observed
ejq)erimentally that i f an aqueous layer is deposited carefully on top of an organic one
containmg the mixture of surfactants, a solid membrane develops at the interfece, while in the
case of SPAN80 the interfecial fibn of surfectant remains fluid.
Because the mixture of surfectants has proved to be effective in isolating the organic phase
from the aqueous one we would expect, singly from a consideration of the solvating power of
the porogens used, that the surfece areas of X80PV90(0.5CB-H).5CEB)S20AD and
X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD would be higher or at least equal to that of X80PV90(1CB)S20AD.
As can be seen, the surfece area of the X80PV9G(0.5CB+0.5CEB)S20AD deviates slightly
from that of X80PV90(1CB)S20AD whfle that of X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD is much lower
(Table 3.VII, entries 3, 7 and 9). Also, the difference in surfece area between
X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD and DVB(C2B) (Table 3.VI, entry 3) is particularly marked (about
50 %) which indicates that in the presence of this porogen the mixture of surfectants feils to
prevent, with the same effectiveness, both difiusion and partitioning. This hypothesis finds
some support from the result concerning the use of T as a porogen. In this case a foam,
X80PV90(1T)S20AD (Table 3.VII, entry 8), with the highest surfece area is obtained. From
these results we infer that the nature of porogen and its interaction with the surfectants is
again determinant as fer as the final foam microstructure is concerned.
In Fig. 3.23 the microstructures as determined by electron microscopy of X80PV90(1CB)S80,
X55PV90(1CB)S20AD and X80PV90(1CB)S20AD are reported. SEM micrographs (left
column of Fig. 3.23 A-C) at 30000 x magnification clearly show that the average dimension
of the microgel particles composing the walls of the above foams decreases markedly down
the series. In particular, X55PV90(1CB)S20AD particles are significantly smaller than those
of X80PV90(1CB)S80. TEM micrographs taken at a 10500 x magnification (right column of
Fig. 3.23, D-F) provide a direct image of the porosity inside the materials. In accordance with
SEM picture (Fig. 3.23 A) and vnth dV/dlogD nitrogen adsorption results of Fig. 3.21, the
porous structure in X80PV90(1CB)S80 (voids among particles agglomerates) is rather
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• g-'

(C)

(F)

Fig. 3.23. Scanning {A, B, C) and transmission (D, E, F) electron micrographs of
PolyHIPE foams. (A, D) X80PV90(1CB)S80; (B, E) X55PV90(1CB)S20AD; (C, F)
X80PV90(1CB)S2»AD. Scale bars are 1 and 0.8 ^m, respectively.

heterogeneous, pores diameters being comprised in a wide range. The micromorphology as
evidenced by electron microscopy of X80PV90(1CB)S80 is compatible with a polymerisation
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taking place in a less thermodynamically favourable porogen.
When the polymerisation in the emulsion starts in the presence of a poor solvent for the
polymer, the porous texture formation follows a three-stage mechanism

The

agglomeration of polymer chains to give nuclei (5-20 nm) takes place at first followed by the
formation of microspheres (60-500 nm), and finally agglomerates (10,000-100,000 nm). Very
small pores (50-150 A) are located in tetween the nuclei, and these pores are mainly
responsible for the high surface area. In between the micropores, there is a secondfemilyof
intermediate pores (200-500 A). A third family of large pores is located between the
agglomerates. The resulting porous structure is characterised by a large pore volimie with a
relatively large-pore diameter. During the polymerisation, the solvating power of the Uquid
medium is continuously decreasing because the monomer is consumed, and at a certain point
tlie solvent medium does not solvate the polymer formed which precipitates. The separated
nuclei preferentially "extract" the monomer fi-om the surrounding liquid polymerisation
mixture containing the less compatible solvent because the monomer favours the more
thermodynamically fevourable enviroment within the nuclei. The enlarged nuclei can also
attract and coalesce with the newly precipitated chains and fiirther increase their size. As a
result, both large microglobules and large pores are formed.
In the case of X55PV90(1CB)S20AD and X80PV90(1CB)S20AD (Fig. 3.23 B and C), the
microgel particles are quite small, especially in the latter where they are at the edge of the
resolution limit of the SEM used and are hardly discemable. Their porous structures are
therefore much more homogeneous and uniform across the materials. These features are
consistent with polymerisation in the precursor emulsions occurring in an organic medium
which is a good solvent for the polymeric network. In fact, when the polymerisation-is run in
the presence of an inert diluent that is a good solvent for the polymer, two levels of particle
substructure instead of three, as discussed previously, are formed. The polymer texture is built
up of rather large nuclei (20-50 nm) and agglomerates but not microspheres. The quality of
the solvent medium does not change much during the course of polymerisation. Because the
polarity within the separated nuclei is not very differentfi-omthat of the surrounding solution,
monomers are not forced to adsorb preferentially into the nuclei and the polymerisation
proceeds with formation of nuclei that remains individualised. As a result, a larger number of
individual nucW coa^^te for the remaining monomers. This leads to a large nmnber of small
microglobules that aggregate thus forming the macroporous structures with Sue individual
microglabefes. This leads to an increased microporosity that enhances the internal surfece
area. The employment of an increasing fi-action of crosslinking monomer generally leads to
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porous structures with larger surfece areas and smaller pore sizes. The phase separation takes
place at a lower monomer conversion for systems with a high fraction of crosslinker. Both the
adsorption of monomers and the coalescence of nuclei are limited as a result of their
crosslinking. Thereby, the number of smaller individual nuclei remains large and smaller
microspheres persist.
Since the real level of cross-linking is known to be an important parameter in the generation
of the porous morphology of resins,

contributing substantially to controlling the point of

phase separation of the growing polymer matrix from the porogen, it was thought important to
assess the level of unreacted C=C bonds in the foams. We have already pointed out how the
swelling properties of the reaction nwdium in the continuous phase depended on the nature of
the surfectant system en^loyed. When the mixture of surfectant was employed Ostwald
ripening was successfiilly hampered as compared to the situation in which SPAN 80 was used
as a surfactant. We wondered if the quality of the solvent medium had an effect on the degree
of conversion of DVB double bonds, which would then influence the gel point and hence
contribute to the differences in surfece areas observed in pairs of foams differing only in the
surfectant system used (for instance X80PV90(1T)S80 and X80PV90(1T)S20AD) and
similars). To this end, quantitative

solid state NMR was employed in order to obtain an

estimation of the level of unreacted double bonds. An example of the spectra obtained is
shown in Fig. 3.24a and b. In (a) is reported the experimental spectrum showing the ppm
position of peaks. In (b) the deconvoluted peaks and the calculated spectra are reported. The
peak assignements are illustrated together with the chemical structure in Fig. 3.25. The degree
of imreacted double bonds resulted to be about 30% independently of surfectant system and
nature of porogen used. This means that the quality of the solvent medium determines pore
structure directly through the point of gelation and not via the degree of conversion of double
bonds. Quantitative estimation of the degree of crosslinking in polyHIPE foams made from
DVB 80%, allowed the calculation of its cohesion solubility parameter and of its components
by employing the Hoy approach

and Eq. 6
s,=^A+M2^+

^A,

(6)

where ^ represents the vohimefractions,and the index /, the type of dispersive interaction (d,
p and h)

The solubility parameter <Jresulted to be 20.5 (MPa)''^. Even if this data must be

considered with caution because of the uncertainty inherent in the method of calculation it is
striking the match of this value with that referring to the solubility parameter of C2B (Table
3.III). A much better correlation may be provided by three dinrensional cohesion parameter 4
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Fig. 3.24. SoBd state '^C SPE NMR of dry poly(DVB 80%)HIPE. In (a) is shown the
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shown.
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Fig. 3.25. Peak assignements of the " C soBd state NMR spectra of poly(DVB 80%).

which considers the contributions fi-om fix)m dispersive,

dipolar, 5p, and hydrogen

bondmg, dh, interactions:
(7)
In a three dimensional diagram the porogen and polymer can be represented by two points,
and the pofymer-porogen affinity can be described by the distance do between the two points:
dl = 4 f o - 5,^ y + {5,, -5,,f+

{5,, - 5,, y

(8)

The indices 1 and 2 represent the polymer and porogen, respectively.
The calculated polymer (poIy(DVB))-porogen aflBnity are reported m Table 3.III. Tbe
correlation between do and surface areas is strictily applicable only to the resins obtained by
bulk polymerisation because as it has been pointed out in the case of foams otherfectorsare
intervening in determining their porous structures. For the resins the correlation with surfece
areas results show that do decreases when the progen is changed &on T to CB and C2B
indicating that quality of these solvent improve towards poly(DVB) in the same order. From
do values regarding CEB and CPP, it seems that these solvents are even better porogens than
the previous ones but this forecast is contradicted by surfece area resuhs which indicate that
these solvents are slightly worse than C2B. The origin of this discrepancy is probably due to
the approximation inherent in the calculation of the solubility parameters of CEB and CPP
and of poly(DVB) which are presimiably higher than differences in the surface areas of the
corresponding resins. This finding confirms that this porogen is the best for poly(DVB 80%)
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and that the solubility parameter of this polymer is very close to20.5 (MPa)"^.
TEM micrographs, Fig. 3.26, at a magnification of 4600 x, jwovide a direct evidence that the
porous structure of the walls of the foams is determined mainly (partitioning of the porogen
between aqueous and organic phases can also, to some extent, play a role) by difllision of
water through the continuous phase.
In a a finite volume fraction systems, the detail of the spatial distribution of the particles plays
a role in determining the ripening behaviour of the system. This is seen by considering the
difference in interfecial concentration between two particles of different size, as expressed by
the Gibbs-Thomson equation (chapter 1, §1.4, Eq. 16), and the distance between these two
particles. For example, i f a small particle is located near a large particle, it will have a larger
dissolution rate than when it is located at the same distance from a particle of nearly of the
same size, since in the former case the interfacial concentrations of the particles are quite
different, whereas in the latter case the interfacial concentrations of both particles are nearly
the same. In a finite volume fraction system, particles of the same size will coarsen at
different rates depending on the local distribution of the other particles in the system.
Interparticle diffiisional interactions can also influence the morphologies of the coarsening
domains. Even under the assumption of isotropic interfacial energy, the particles may not
possess the spherically symmetric morphology assumed in the LSW theory

but rather a

shape that is related to the strength of the local interparticle difiusional interactions.
In the present case it must be remembered that the morphology of the foams is a replica of the
emulsion structure at the gel point and its features result fix)m processes taking place in it.
Hence, small droplets imdergoing the ripening process are surrounded by a diBusion layer
characterised by a concentration gradient feding out as the distance from the droplet surfece
increases. As the concentration of water is higher in the layers of continuous phase adjacent to
the droplets surface, the porosity of the foam near the surfece of cavities should be locally
coarser than in the bulk because there, the quality of the solvent is worse.
From TEM micrographs reported in Fig. 3.26a and b it is evident that the symmetry of the
small droplets shown (diameters of about 1 p,m) deviate remarkably from a spherical one,
showing the presence of branches protruding out from the cavity surface. On the contrary,
much larger droplets have much smoother surfeces. The rate at which Ostwald ripening
occurs, is affected by the distance between the droplets since the dispersed material must be
transported between them. Hence, this process will be accelerated when droplets are more
densely packed

The volume fraction dependence is included in LSW theory simply as a
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig, 3.26. Transmission electron micrographs showing details of droplets morphology of
polyHIPE

foams:

X80PV90(lCB)S80;(d)

(a)

X80PV75(1CB)S80;

X80PV92(1CB)S80;

(b)
(e)

X80PV85(1CB)S80;

(c)

X80PV90(1CB)S20AD;

(f)

X80PV90(1T)S20AD. Scale bar 1 and 5 ^m.

multiplication factor / ( ^ ) . A number of theoretical studies have examined / ( ^ ) ^^^"^'l
Analytical solutions are not availaible, hence only numerical solutions have been proposed.
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The most discussed of these has been the theory of Enamoto et al ^^^1 The rate is predicted to
increase by a factor of 2.5 in the range of ^ = 0.01 to 0.3.
The difference in surfece areas encountered in the series X80PVN(1CB)S80 may reflect the
dependance of difiusion rates on /{(/>). To what extent this phenomenon is responsible for the
differences in surface areas is difficult to evaluate. In the literature there are neither theoretical
studies nor experimental results concerning the influence of the volume fi-action of the
dispersed phase on Ostwald ripening rates in the range of the high values of ^ characteristic
of concentrated emulsions (^ > 0.74). Anyway, the comparison of the details in the
morphology of small droplets and of the porous structure in the portion of the foam
surrounding small cavities between foams characterised by 75 or 85% PV and those at 90 and
92%

PV allows some differences to be discerned. For instance in the case of

X80PV90(1CB)S80 (Fig. 3.26c) and particularly in X80PV92(1CB)S80 (Fig. 3.26d) the
porosity of the foams in the proximity of the surfece of small cavities tends to be coarser and
to span longer distances when compared to those of X80PV75/85(1CB)S80 (Fig. 3.26a and
b). This is likely to be the result of an increased interaction between difiusion spheres of
neighbouring droplets. When the mbcture of surfectants is used, as in the case of
X80PV90(1CB)S20AD, (Fig. 3.26e) which is characterised by a very high surface area,
cavities of about 1 fim appear spherically symmetrical and the difiusion layer across the
droplet boundary is much thinner. This is unequivocally the resuh of much less intense
dififtisional fluxes originating fi-om smaller droplets. When T is used as the porogen in
connection with the mixture of surfactant, no sign of difiusion is discemable around small
droplets (Fig. 3.26Q). The surfiice area of X80PV90(1T)S20AD is slightly higher than that of
X80PV90(1CB)S20AD and considering that it differsfi-omthat of polyDVB(T) by about 5%
only, it can be concluded that difiusion is almost completely stopped.
In order to test the possibility that temperature of polymerisation exerts an influence on the
surfactant c.fi.c, the polymerisation of a few foams was carried out at 100 °C and the values
of their surface areas as determined by nitrogen adsorption were compared with those of
foams of the same composition but obtained at 60 °C. Results are reported in Table 3.VIII. As
can be seen, for both X80PV90(1CB)S80 and X80PV90(1CB)S20AD (entries 1 and 2) foams
the values of surfaces areas obtained either at 60 (Table 3.II and 3.6, entry 3) or 100 °C are the
same within experimental error. This is not a surprising result considering the chemical
structure of the surfactants used in the present study. Usually, a strong dependance of c.|i.c.
on temperature is expected for those surfactants containing a poly(ethylene oxide) moiety in
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their structure capable of undergoing chain contraction or expansion (a phenomenon
accompanied, in appropriate conditions, by phase inversion) with temperature variatioiL The
surface area of X80PV90(0.5CB-K).5CEB)S20AD seems to exhibit a slight dependance on
temperature (compare entry 3 of Table 3.VIII with entry 7 of Table 3.IV). From results
obtained for X80PV90(1CB)S20AD, the nature of the primary surfactants can be ruled out as
the cause of this small temperature effect. Therefore, it seems more reasonable to ascribe it to
the composition of the porogenic mixture and in particular to the presence of CEB. It is
impossible at this stage of the investigation to assess whether this temperature dependance is a
consequence of a variation in the interfecial surfectant/co- surfactant structure or reflects the
influence of temperature on the partition coefBcient of CEB In any case the effect of
temperature is modest.
As has already been pointed out, when CiB is used as a porogen together with the mixture of
surfactants, a foam, X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD, with the lowest surfece area (among foams
prepared with the mixture of surfectants) is obtained in spite of the fact that it is the best
porogenic solvent for DVB 80% (Table 3.VI, entry 3). On the contrary when C2B is used
together with SPAN 80 the foam produced has, among single porogen foams, the highest
surface area (Table 3.II, entry 3). The set of data presented indicate that the interaction
between surfectants and porogens is the major fector in determining the final foam
characteristics. Another important fector is represented by the intrinsic physical properties of
the porogens, in particular we believe that their polarity and hydrogen bonding capabilities
play afimdamentalrole. Data reported in Table 3.1 show that when surfece areas of foams of
the X80PV90(1P)S80 type are arranged according to porogen polarity a maximum is reached
in correspondence of C2B which is characterised by a value of 4? and dh (see Table 3.Ill)
midway those of CB and CEB. This may means that C2B presents the best compromise
between a few effects working in opposition with each other:
1. its ability to be adsorbed at the interface thus reducing Ostwald ripening through its
contribution in lowering the interfecial tension,
2. its polarity and hydrogen bonding formation c^abiUty, on the contrary, promote water
dissolution in the organic phase and the extent of its partitioning between the two phases;
3. its influence on surfectant c.^.c. and as a consequence on tte degree of covering of the
interfecial layer by the surfectant molecules.
CB has (similar considerations apply for T), among the porogens examined here, a relatively
low polarity and shows limited interfacial activity. This means that because its ability of
penetrating the surfactant layer is limited, the reduction of the interfecial tension is also
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relatively low. At the same time it is a suflBciently polar molecule to confer to the organic
phase the capability of dissolving a relatively large amount of water. This baiartce is clearly
shifted towards the latter contribution because as shown by N2 adsorption data (Table 3.II,
entry 2) and images of microstructure (Fig. 3.23, panels A and D), the organic medium in the
precursor emulsion is a relatively thermodynamically poor solvent for polyDVB 80%.
At the other end of the polarity scale there are CEB and CPP which as has been shown
previously, exhibit a good ability to penetrate the surfectant monolayer and reduce the
interfacial tensioiL At the same time their values of ^ and ^ are high enough so that the
equilibrium concentration of water dissolved in the organic phase

(c(oo))

and its

aqueous/organic phase partition coefficient are the highest. This argument is coherent with
values of surfece areas of the two foams X80PV90(0.5CEB)S80 and X80PV90(1CEB)S80
(entries 5 of Table 3.V and 4 of Table 3.II, respectively). The lower surfece area of the former
could be attributed to the relevant tendency of CEB molecules of being adsorbed at the
interfece, depleting the bulk of the organic phase of porogen and thus e)q)lainii^ why the
surfece area is less than half that of X80PV90(1CEB)S80. The action of CEB molecules
adsorbed at the interfece seems to be only to lower the interfecial tension and not to contribute
m forming a physical barrier against the transfer of molecules through the interfece. The
difference in values of surfece areas between DVB(CEB) (Table 3.V, entry 4) and
X80PV90(1CEB)S80 is relevant and can be explained only by assuming that difllision and
partitioning of CEB molecules are still taking place extensively.
When the 1:1 mixture of CB and CEB is used, the polarity of the organic medium (Table
3.Ill, entry 8) is lower than the case in which the porogenic solvent is composed completely
by CEB. The aqueous phase is probably saturated by the more soluble CEB, which is also
being adsorbed at the interface partially preventing Ostwaldripening.In this condition, CB
and thefi^action^ofCEB left in the bulk of the organic phase produce the expected porogenic
activity of such solvents. C2B is a molecule which in terms of polarity and hydrogen bond
capability is midway between CB and CEB. Its behaviour resembles closely that of the
mixture of CB and CEB. The morphology of the foam obtained by employing C2B as a
porogen slightly resembles that of X80PV90(1CEB)S80 (Fig. 3.3d). In feet it is characterised
by a partially collapsed structure as evidenced by SEM (Fig. 3.3c) and the TEM micrograph
(Fig. 3.5c) shows that the degree of overlapping is higher than in X80PV90(1CB)S80 but less
than those of X80PV90(1CEB/CPP)S80. In other words, the drop in interfecial tension caused
by the adsorption of C2B molecules at the interfece is high enough to provoke a substantial
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thinning of the interfacial layer which is responsible for the partially collapsed structure that
characterises this foam.
We can conclude that when SPAN 80 is used as a surfectant the structure of the final foams is
dictated by the physical properties of the porogens employed. The polarity of porogens shown
in Table 3.Ill increases steadily from T to CPP, while the interfecial tension due to the
adsorption at the interfece decreases. As a consequence, it can be inferred that a situation of
best compromise will be reached for that porogen which is polar enough to exhibit good
interfecial activity, thus limiting diERision of water through the organic phase, but at the same
not too polar to greatly increase the solubility of water in the organic phase. When C2B or the
1:1 mixture of CB and CEB are used, the combined influence of f and c(ao) on aj(t) is at its
minimum and the foams prepared &om such porogens are characterised by the highest surfece
areas.
When the mixture of surfectants is used, a completely different behaviour is observed in
connection to the nature of the porogens used. When the surfece areas are considered as a
fimction of the values of 4» and <^ of the porogens used (Table 3.Ill) no clear trend is
discernible. Conversely, when differences between the surfece areas of the resins and foams
prepared with the same porogen are arranged according to the polarity of the porogen
employed, it can be seen that with the exception of C2B, as the polarity of the porogen
increases, the said difference in surface areas increases, indicating that the solvent quality
decreases in the samefeshion.When the 1.1 mixture of CB and CEB is used the surfece area
of the corresponding foam is slightly lower than that of X80PV90(1CB)S20AD but
significantly higher than X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD. This effect can again be explained in term
of insertion of polar additives molecules between adjacent surfectant molecules. Clearly a
high polarity of the porogen corresponds to a decreased interaction between ionic surfectants
molecules. This effect was described a long time ago by Winsor ^^^^ and is responsible for the
dramatic variation of the CMC of ionic surfectants when present in polar solvents. As a result
of this "spacing" of the ionic groups, attractive interactions among head groups, which are
probably responsible for the formation of a compact interfecial film, are subdued and contact
between the aqueous and exposed organic phase is enhanced. As a result of these openings
through the interfecial surfectant film, water and porogen molecule can difiuse worsening
substantially the quality of the reaction medium. There is no simple explanation about the
peculiar behaviour exhibited by C2B which deviates dramatically to the trend described
above. Clearly, the effect of this porogen on the surfectant interfecial layer is somewhat
disruptive as evidenced indirectly by the large difference in surfece areas between
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polyDVB(C2B) and X80PV90(1C2B)S20AD. A possible explanation may be related to the
chemical structure of this molecule which in comparison to the other porogens employed is
sterically bulkier and its insertion in the interfacial surfactant layer may partially break down
the continuity of the surfectant film It was shown that the orientation of substituents on the
aromatic ring is important

in afiecting the geometry of surfectants aggregates and the

value of surfectants CMC.
The evidence oflfered by TEM images (Fig. 3.26) which seem to point to a more efficient
barrier effect exerted by the mixture of surfectant as compared to SPAN 80 alone, is further
supported by measurements of the NMR self-dififiision coefficient of water in the emiilsions
(^=0.9) containing SPAN 80 or the mixture of surfactants (Fig. 3.27). The value of the selfdifiusion coefficient of water results to be of about 4.5x10 '^'m^ sec'' in the presence of the
mixture of surfectants and 7x10'"' m^ sec'^ in the presence of SPAN 80. This means that the
transfer of water out of the dispersed aqueous phase and its difiusion throtigh the continuous
one is hampered more effectively when the mixture of surfectants is employed instead of
SPAN. An interesting feature, which ensuesfi-omthe comparison of the difiusion coefficient
vs. time curves, is the behaviour of the portion of the curves close to the y axis. In the case of
the SPAN 80 curve (see Fig. 3.27), with the exception of the first, all the points of the curve
are parallel to the x axis, which means that the diffiision coefficient is constant with time. In
the case of the mixture of surfectants, on the contrary, the first portion of the curve is
characterised by a small positive gradient. The diffiision coefficient of water grows slightly
during approximately the first five hours. This might mean that as the mixture of surfactants is
more effective in preventing the passage of waterfi-omthe dispersed to the continuous phase
the time for the attairmient of the stationary stage is longer.
While the experimental evidence offered by NMR diffiision coefficient measurements in the
two surfectant systems give a quantitative evaluation of the difference in permeability to
water molecules of the two surfectant films, it must be remembered that measurements were
carried out at 25 °C. This is very different fi-om the conditions experienced by emulsions
during polymerisation, which is carried out at 60 °C. The difiusion coefficient is strongly
dependant on temperature in the sense that it increases with ten:q)erature and we do not know
how the two surfectant fihns respond, as far as permeabihty is concerned, to variation of
temperature. It might be that differences in permeability of the two surfectantfihnsto water
molecules increases. On the other hand resuhs of surface areas of foams prepared at different
temperature do not seem to show to be influenced by temperature.
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Fig. 3.27. Self-diffusion coefficient of water, at 25 "C, in two emulsions of the same
composition of the continuous and dispersed phases (DVB 80% and CB) but
incorporating two different kind of surfactants: ( • ) SPAN 80; (O) mixture of SPAN 20,
DDBSS and CTABr.
The measurement of the water diffusion coefficient was carried out also for emulsions
characterised by differentfractions,^, of the dispersed phase, that is 0.75, 0.85 and 0.92 for
both the surfactant systems. Difiusion curves at different <f) were coincident for both sets of
emulsions. This implies that for the emulsions containing either SPAN 80 or the mixture of
sxufactants and CB as a porogen, no difference in the surfactant excess at the interface should
be expected, as the extent of difiiision is the same for all emulsions having different ^. The
difference in surface areas, which as already pointed out previously depends on the quality of
the solvent medium, should then be ascribed to differences in the extent of interaction among
droplets of the dispersed phase (the parameter f(<j>) in Eq. 5). Fig. 3.26a and b show that in the
case of foams characterised by a pore volume of 75 and 85, droplets are on the average more
separated than in the case of foams with higher pore volume (90 and 92%, Fig. 3.26c and d).
As a consequence, the superimposition of diffusion spheres is less pronounced and the
worsening of the quality of the solvent medium is less marked. As the volumefractionof the
dispersed phase increases, water droplets come closer and closer and their difiRision domains
superimpose to a greater extent. As a consequence, the local concentration of water molecules
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3.3.7 Conclusions
The influence of different aromatic porogens used singularly or as 1:1 mixture on the
morphology of DVB80% polyHIPE foams were studied.
The porogens affect the morphology and porosity of foams through the interplay of two
mechanisms:
1. the porogens used tend to be co-adsorbed to a different extent at the oil-water interface
together with the primary surfactant contributing to lower proportionally the interfacial
tension;
2. the difilision of the dispersed phase through the continuous one (Ostwald ripening).
Effect 1 determines the morphology of the pofyHIPE foams in terms of cavities and
mterconnecting windows diameter and the thickness of wall cavities.
Effect 2 determines the level of porosities of foams walls and as a consequences their surfece
areas.
It was shown that the physical paranKter of porogen molecules relevant to the described
behaviour is represented by their three dimensional cohesion parameter. In particular the
values of the polar and hydrogen bond conponents affects both to what extent porogens are
adsorbed at the interface and the overall polarity of the continuous phase. This last feature
determines the bulk solubility of water in the organic phase and as a consequence the
magnitude of difRision of water through the organic phase. The concentration of water in the
monomer + porogen phase affects the quality of the reacting medium, determining the point at
which the growing polymeric network phase separates and the final porous structure of the
foam.
It was shown that the chemical structure of the surfectant used to stabilise the emulsion has a
relevant influence as fer as effect 2 is involved. When SPAN 80 was used, partitioning of
porogen and water difiusion through the continuous phase is relatively high. This has been
monitored for the different porogens used through measurements of N2 porosimetry of the
resulting foams. When the surfectant system was turned to a mixture of surfectants, that is
SPAN 20, dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid, sodium salt and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide,
partitioning and water difiusion were drastically reduced and surfece areas resulted twice
higher than those obtained for the same porogen vAien using SPAN 80.
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PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
BVB AND 4-VINYLBENZYL CHLORIDE
PolyHIPE MATERIALS
Chapter 4

PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

OF DVB AND 4-

VINYLBENZYL CHLORIDE PoIyHIPE MATERIALS
4.1

Introduction
During the course of our work in developing novel PolyHIPE materials we undertook

the preparation of species containing 4-vinylbenzyl chloride (VBC). This monomer is
suflSciently hydrophobic to allow successful HIPE preparation, and results in material
possessing reactive chloromethyl functionalities that are amenable to functionaUzation,
potentially leading to a wide range of derivatized highly porous materials. VBC has been used
previously to prepare HIPEs where it was present in either the droplet ^''^^ or the continuous
phase ^'^'^^ leading to the production of agglomerates of particles or foams, respectively.
However, the influence of VBC on the emulsion and resulting polymer morphology was not
described. In general the initial properties of the emulsion-derived foam will depend most
strongly on the physical properties of the starting monomer and on the presence of additives
either in the organic or/and aqueous phase. For instance, in situation where water is the pore
forming phase, solutes in the water phase can be used to affect emulsion properties. These
solutes may take the form of solute salts or water phase miscible liquids. These materials
affect both the overall system interface tension and partition themselves along the surfactant
interface. On the other hand, additives in the organic phase such as aromatic compounds have
the tendency to be adsorbed at the oil/water interface. For micellar solutions there is evidence
that aromatic molecules are located in the polar interface layer in preference to the more
hydrophobic regions o f the aliphatic hydrocarbon chains o f the surfactant

The presence in

the molecule of a polar functionality tends to confer to these compounds a more pronounced
interfacial activity. When polar aromatic compounds bearing a chlorine atom are used as
additives (porogens) in the organic phase, the effects on the final polyHIPE foam are quite
dramatic (Chapter 3). The overall "openness" or interconnectivity and cavity dimension of the
emulsion-derived foams resulted to be strongly affected by the choice of these additives.
This functional polyHIPE can lead to chemically modified supports. Of great interest is the
ability to perform experiments by cross-flow through the polyHIPE structure without stirring
which can damage conventional resin by abrasion. It is then possible to automate reactions
with the help of a suitable pump which forces the medium to circulate through a monolithic
polyHIPE. In that way the conversion rate may be easily improved without resin deterioration.
Nevertheless cross-flow experiments remain quite expensive due to the large cell volume of
PolyHIPEs: the filling o f its voids by fluid phases involves a large amount o f solvent and
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components. Therefore it is of great interest to find a way to decrease the average cell size in
order to obtain a PoyHIPE with low volume uptake. Another field of application might be
represented by liquid chromatography. Also in this respa^t it is necessary to achieve a high
degree o f control over foam morphology. For instance, a wide distribution in window
diameter is to be avoided because it is likely to result in an inhomogeneous flow of the mobile
phase. This can be better understood by nKan of the Poiseuille equation:

1

V =

(1)

where Po - P l is the pressure drop along a tube, L its length and ; i is the viscosity of the
solvent. Tte summation is extended over aU interconnecting windows of radius J?„ and r is
the distance of a generic volume element of liquid fi'om the centre of the hole /. This equation
states that the velocity distribution for laminar incon^ressible flow in a tube is parabolic. I f
we imagine a chromatography column filled with a foam made o f VBC and DVB and a
solvent carrying a solute or a mixture o f solutes flowing through it, as in a chromatographic
separation, it is to be expected that a wide distribution in window size will cause band
broadening. This clearly represents a limitation to the possible applications of these materials.

4.2

Experimental section

4.2.1

Materials
4-vinylbenzylchloride (Aldrich), styrene (AJdrich), and divinyltenzene (Aldrich; 80

%vol m- and /7-divinylbenzene, the remainder being m- and /?-ethylstyrene), were purified by
passing through a column o f bask alumina to remove the inhibitor. Potassium persulfete
(Aldrich), sorbitan monoleate (Aldrich; Span 80, HBL=4.3), calcium chloride dihydrate
(Avocado) were used as supplied.

4.2.2

PolyHIPE Preparation
Ths experimental procedure followed for the preparation o f PolyHIPE foams has

already been described in the experimental section of chapter 3 (§ 3.3.2).

4J J

PolyHIPE Coding System
The content of 4-vinyltenzyl chloride and styrene monomers in the S-VBC polyHIPE

foams are specified before the crosslink density, with V representing 4-vinyltenzyl chloride
while S stands for styrene, for example V20S17.5X50PV90 is the code for a material
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containing 20% 4-vinylbenzyl chloride, 17.5% styrene relative to total monomer and
crosslinker content and X and PV represent the crosslink density and pore volume,
respectively, as described before.

4.2.4 Mercury Porosimetry
Mercury porosimetry analysis was performed by using a Micromeritics AutoPore HI.
Samples were outgassed in vacuum at room temperature for 30 min before intrusion. Intrusion
and extrusion mercury contact angles o f 130° were used, measurements were conducted
according to the set-time equilibration mode.
Penetrometers with a stem volume of 1.1310 ml were used. The intrusion volume was always
comprised between 50 ^ 85 % of the stem volimie. Intrusion pressures never exceeded 1000
psi in order to avoid any specimen compression.
Polydispersities of the distributions are expressed as the 10-90% size distribution width
divided by the median pore diameter ^^1

4.2.5 S E M
A Hitachi S2400 electron microscope operating at 25 kV was used for studies of the
morphology of the samples. Prior to analysis, specimens were sputter coated with a thin layer
of gold to enhance conductivity.

4.2.6

Surface pressure-area ( T C - A ) curves
Surface pressure vs. molecular area data were obtained using a Langmuir balance

supplied by NIMA Technologies. Measurements were carried out on films spread on an
aqueous solution of CaCli (1.11% Wt.). The aqueous and organic phases that mimic the
composition of the V-S-DVB HIPEs were pre-equilibrated by leaving them in contact
overnight. This procedure was followed in order to avoid the partial dissolution of the
components of the organic phase in the aqueous one. The organic phase was then dissolved in
chloroform and 40 |.il of this solution was spread on the water layer. Barrier speed was set to
200 cm/min.

4.2.7

Compression moduli measurements
Compression modulus measurements were performed on ~ 2-3 cm diameter x 3 cm

high cylinders by using an Instron Model 4483 at a platen speed of 0.127 cm/min. Densities
were determined by the ratio of weight to the volume of the cylindrical samples. The foam
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modulus is obtained by linear regression of the linear compression region at small strains in
the stress-strain region. The polyn^r nwdulus (Ep) has been related to the foam modulus (Ej),
foam density (/>/) as seen in Eq. 4.2. £/ and pf are measured experimentally, while pp is
expected to be in the neighborhood o f Ig/cra^ for the various polymers. The polymer
compressive modulus was calculated using Eq. 4.1, assuming Pp= I g/cm^
(2)
Pf
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Results and discussion
For the reasons given in the introduction, it wouM be desirable to have a better and

more predictable degree of control on both cell and window size and this control should be
achieved through the variation o f VBC concentration (the monomer carrying a fimctional
group amenable to chemical modification).
Previously, Williams

found

that increasing the DVB concentration in S-DVB PolyHIPE

fi-om 0 to 100% resulted in a decrease in average cell diameter by about 10 ^m. He reasoned
that D V B being more hydrophobic, was leading to more stable emulsions. To better study and
put into evidence any correlation between the concentration o f VBC and foam morphology
and properties o f the resulting polyHIPE foams three series of polyHIPE foams have been
prepared and characterized by SEM microscopy and intrusion mercury porosimetry. Their
mechanical properties were evaluated through the measurements of their compression moduli.
In each o f the series prepared, the amount o f DVB was kept constant (10, 30, 50% on total
volume o f organic phase) while the volume ratio of VBC to S was varied, to give a range of
foams in which the concentration of VBC increases gradually at the expense of S. This
approach should allow to better reveal the separate influences of VBC and DVB on foam
morphology.

4.3.1

Morphology

In Fig. 4.1 SEM micrographs o f the foams o f the VNSN'X10PV90 type are reported. They
clearly show that the replacement o f S with increasing amount of VBC in the formulation
causes a marked decrease in toth cell and interconnecting holes sizes. Foams containing a
lower concentration of VBC (Fig. 4.1a and b) are characterized by a narrower cell and
interconnecting average diameter distributions than those of foams with higher VBC content
(Fig. 4.1c and d).
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(b)

(d)

(c)

Fig. 4.1. Scanning electron micrographs of PolyHIPE foams prepared from S, DVB and
VBC.

(a) S87.5X10PV90; (b) V29.2S58.3X10PV90; (c) V58.3S29.2X10PV90; (d)

V87.5X10PV90. Scale bar 20 urn.

A similar trend in the morphology is encovmtered in the foams belonging to the other two
series, that is VNSN'X30PV90 (fig. 4.2) and VNSN'X50PV90 (Fig. 4.3). As the content of
VBC increases in the foams, both the average cell and interconnecting windows diameters
decrease. The qualitative comparison between the SEM micrographs referring to foams of
different series indicate that the extent of this decrease is more consistent on variation of VBC
concentration in foams prepared with a lower content of DVB. In foams prepared without
VBC (Fig 4.1a, 4.2a, 4.3a), the increase of DVB concentration causes a decrease in cell size,
in agreement with what has been observed by Williams

The comparison of the

morphology of the cells and interconnecting holes in foams belonging to the three series
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Fig. 4.2. Scaniniinig electron mkrograplis of PolyHIPE foams prepared from styrene,
divyrailbemizene and 4-vinylbenzylcliloride. (a) S62.5X30PV90; (b) V20S42.5X30PV90;
(c) V40S22.5X30PV90; (d) V62.5X30PV90. Scale bar 20 ym.

examined here, show some other interesting features. Cells of the foams of the
VNSN'X10PV90 type tend to be more markedly polyhedral, deviating considerably from a
spherical symmetry. Also the shape of the interconnecting holes tend be ellipsoidal and it
seems that deviation from a spherical shape is more accented for the larger holes. These
features tend to be less pronounced in X30 and eventually disappear m X50 foams containing
a larger concentration of DVB (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3). Thus, it seems that these characteristics in
the morphology of foams is connected with DVB content. This concentration variable
determines the time for the attainment of the gel point according to an inverse proportion
relationship.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
Fig. 4.3. Scanning electron micrographs of PolyHIPE foams prepared from S, DVB and
V B C . (a) S37.5X50PV90; (b) V20S17.5X50PV90; (c) V37.5X50PV90. Scale bar 20 ^m.

During the first stages of polymerisation when the emulsion is still fluid, because of their
close contact (which is determined by the high volume fraction of the dispersed phase), and
enhanced thermal agitation (the temperature of polymerisation is 60 °C), droplets collide with
each other and are subject to deformations which cause the creation of flat boundaries among
them. These deformations are

more pronounced, in emulsions belonging to the

VNSN'X10PV90 series, for larger droplets than for the smaller ones (compare micrographs a
with c in Fig. 4.1) because on the average larger droplets are surroimded by a higher number
of neighbouring droplets and the probability of suffering deformations will be, as a
consequence, higher than for the smaller droplets. A direct consequence of this is that near the
gel point when interconnect holes start to appear ^'^^ the holes at the edge of two such flat
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regions will assume a slit like symmetry. In emulsions whose organic phase contains a higher
concentration o f DVB the combined effects o f smaller average droplets diameters and a
shorter interval of time necessary for the attainment of the gel point will result in an
attenuation of the effect described above.

4.3.2

Intrusion mercury porosimetry results
The quaUtative observations made on SEM micrographs find quantitative support fi-om

the cell size distributions determined by intrusion mercury porosimetry (Fig. 4.4). It can be
seen that in each series as the concentration of VBC increases the distributions shift on the
whole towards lower diameters and as a result their average cell diameters decrease markedly
(Table 4.1). The most consistent decrease in the average diameter takes place upon the first
additions of VBC then, values of the average diameter tend to level off.
The closer examination o f the pore size distributions allow to discern a few trends inside each
series in connection with the concentration of VBC in the organic phase. For instance, within
VNSN'X10PV90 series it can be seen that distributions become broader and broader as the
concentration of VBC increases. This feature is expressed quantitatively by the polydispersity
index (Table 4.1). V87.5X10PV90 in this respect represents an exception as its polysispersity
is only higher than that of S87.5X10PV90. The increasing values of polydispersities reflect
the increasing contribution taken on in the distributions by the tails that are present in the low
diameter side. Both the range o f diameters spanned by the tails and their intensities seem to be
directly proportional to VBC content. Both S87.5X10PV90 and V58.3S29.2X10PV90
distributions are bimodal. In the former case the intensity of the peak positioned to the left of
the main one is negligible, while in the latter they are approximately o f the same intensity.
V87.5X10PV90 distribution presents a shoulder positioned to the left of the main peak. All
distributions have a small tail extending towards the high diameter side.
The same overall features are met with the foams belonging to the other two series. The
comparison among foams of the SNXMPV90 type ( M = 10, 30 ,50) show that as the
concentration of DVB increase the relative pore size distributions tend to shift towards low
diameters and as a result their average diameters decrease in the same feshion. These curves
are more bimodal m character as the weight of the low intensity peak grow in importance.
This is reflected in the polydispersities that passing fi-om S87.5X10PV90 to S37.5X50PV90,
doubles (Table 4.1). In foams with an increasing content of DVB (X30, X50), variations in the
concentration of VBC between adjacent members of the series is reduced. For instance in
VNSN'X10PV90 is o f about 30%, while in both VNSN'X30PV90 and VNSN'X50PV90
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S87.SX10PV90

60

V29.2S58JX10PV90

(a)

50

V58.3S29.2X10PV90
V87.SX10PV90

40
30
20
10
0
10

0,1

100

S62.5X30PV90
V20S42.5X30PV90
V40S22.5X30PV90
V62.5X30PV90

1

70
S37.5X50PV90
V20S17.5X50PV90"
V37.5X50PV90

(c)
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Mean Diameter ( ^ 0 1 )

Fig. 4.4. Pore size distributions determined by intrusion mercuri porosimetry of
PolyHIPE foams based on V B C , S sad DVB 80%. (a) VNSN'X10PV90; (b)
VNSN'X30PV90; (c) VNSN'X50PV90.
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is o f about 20%. In spite o f this the effect o f variation o f VBC concentration on pore size
distributions is more marked: shift apart among curves of X30 and X50 type is relatively
more pronounced as evidenced by the decrease in the average diameters (Table 4.1). On the
other hand, the comparison within each series of the lower diameter portion of the distribution
curves show that the range covered by the tails diminishes proportionally with the content of
VBC. The extent o f this contraction is more important in X50 and to a lesser extent in X30
series. The influence of VBC content on polydispersity in X30 and X50 series of foams is
more pronounced in a way which is clearly dependant on DVB concentration. For instance,
the polydispersities of the pore size distribution in foams characterised by a comparable
content

o f VBC as

V40S22.5X30PV90, V37.5X50PV90 and V20S42.5X30PV90,

V20S17.5X50PV90, polydispersities are 4.7, 14.5 and 3.4, 5.1, respectively. In spite of the
decreasing contribution taken on by the tails extending towards the low diameter side, the
polydipsersitiy index increase with crosslinker content. The increase in polydispersity in X30
and X50 series of foams is due to a tail which appears in the high diameter side and grow in
importance as the concentration of VBC increases within these series. For instance, i f we
consider the distribution curve referring to S62.5X30PV90, this tail is negligible but as the
amount of VBC that replace S increases it acquires more and more importance both as far as
range spanned and intensities are concerned (V62.5X30PV90). This trend is more pronounced
in the distributions of VNSN'X50PV90 type foams. Again, in the case of S37.5X50PV90 the
tail extending towards the high diameter side is negligible, but it becomes substantial in
V37.5X50PV90. As a consequence, the corresponding distribution is very broad and
characterised by a polydispersity index of 14.5 (Table 4.1).
Pore volumes (Table 4.1) tend to decrease within each series of foams as the concentration o f
VBC increases. This might be due to partial foam collapse during drying. The extent of the
decrease in intrusion volume is more relevant in foams in which the amount of VBC is higher
as for instance V87.5X10PV90, V58.3S29.2X10PV90 and V62.5X30PV90. This might be a
symptom of the increase thiiming that foam wall undergo as a result of the reduction of the
interfacial tension (see subsequent section). Foams density follow a behaviour which matches
according to an inverse relationship with intrusion volume data: the lower is the pore volume
of a foam the higher is its density.

4.3,3

Surface pressure measurements
It is well known that droplet size decreases with increasing emulsion stability since the
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surface energy per unit area is lower. A decrease in emulsion droplet leads to a decrease in
polyHIPE cell size since the foam is effectively a replica o f the emulsion structure
immediately prior to gel formation. In the present case increasing VBC concentration causes a
decrease in the average cell size of the resulting foam. This implies that increasing amount of
VBC leads to more stable emulsions.
The major differences between the molecules normally found in the oil phase are their
polarity and chain length. The interfacial tension at an oil-water interfece decreases as the
polarity o f oil molecules increases, which would be expected to influence droplet coalescence
and Ostwald ripening f'^'

The water solubility in a hydrocarbon medium increases as their

chain length decreases or their polarity increases

which would he expected to decrease the

rate of Ostwald ripening.
In order to find a correlation between the observed trend in morphology of foams as
evidenced by SEM and emulsion composition we have evaluated the three dimensional
cohesion parameter ^ which considers the contribution firom dispersive, ^ , dipolar, 4>> ^nd
hydrogen bonding,

interactions for the compounds used in this study:

Si':=S',+S'p+Si

(3)

With the exception o f styrene, data regarding three dimensional cohesion parameter for the
other molecules present in the organic phase o f the emulsions are not available in literature.
They were calculated by applying a group contribution method according to Hoftyzer-Van
Krevrelen and Hoy

Both methods are o f the same order of accuracy, aiKl it has been

suggested that these should be averaged ^^^K Both methods used alone yielded similar
relationships, but the scattering o f data points was significantly reduced using average values
fi-om both methods. The values of three dimensional cohesion parameter reported in Table
4.ni are in accordance with common physical sense. For instance, styrene which bears only
one vinyl group has a value o f the dipolar component, ^ , higher than those of both m-DYB
and p-DVB where there is a partial compensatory effect due to the inherent symmetry of the
molecules. On the other hand, the hydrogen bond component, 4 , of styrene is lower than mDVB and p-DVB tecause in the latter there are the contributions fit>m two vinyl groups
instead o f one. VBC as a molecule combines a relatively high polarity and hydrogen bonding
formation capabilities.
The data reported in Table 4.II were used in the calculation the average cohesion parameters
o f mbctures o f the same composition foimd in the organic phase of the emulsions precursor of
the foams studied here through the use of Eq. 4:
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Table 4.II. Three dimensional cohesion parameter ^,of the components used
in the preparation of PolyHIPE foams. The contribution due to dispersive
Sd, dipolar Sp and hydrogen bonding Sh, are included.
COMPOUND
6k
s,
VBC

19.9

17.7

7.4

3.8

Styrene

19.1

17.4

5.2

3.2

p-BYB

18.6

16.4

4.5

4.7

w-DVB

18.5

16.4

4.7

4.7

p/m-ES

18.5

17.1

4.4

3.1

k = t, d, p ,h

(4)

where (p is the volume fraction of the various components and the summation is extended
over the contributions to the cohesion parameter.

Table 4.in. Average cohesion parameters 8t and contributions due to dispersive
dipolar 8p and hydrogen bonding ^ A , of the organic phases of the emulsions
listed below.
SAMPLE

5,

V87.5X10PV90

19.7

17.6

5p
7.0

V58.3S29.2X10PV90

19.5

17.5

6.4

3.7

V29.2S58.3X10PV90

19.3

17.4

5.8

3.5

S87.5X10PV90

19.0

17.3

5.1

3.4

V62.5X30PV90

19.4

17.3

6.3

4.0

V40S22.5X30PV90

19.2

17.2

5.8

3.9

V20S42.5X30PV90

19.1

17.1

5.4

3.9

S62.5X30PV90

18.9

17.1

5.0

4.0

V37.5X50PV90

19.1

17.0

5.6

4.2

V20S17.5X50PV90

18.9

16.9

5.2

4.1

S37.5X50PV90

18.8

16.9

4.8

4.0

3.9

As can be seen in Table 4.III the polarity in each of the three series follows a trend which is
dictated by the concentration of VBC in the organic phase. Variation m polarity are more
pronounced down VNSN'X10PV90 series in which variation in VBC concentration between
adjacent members is of about 30%). As far as hydrogen bonding is involved, variation within
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each series are more limited. This is due to a "buffering" effect exerted by DVB. As shown in
Table 4.II DVB has the highest value of 5h among the chemical species considered in Table
4.II. In VNSN'X10PV90 series where the concentration of DVB is low (10% vol.), as the
concentration of VBC decreases, the values of 5h decrease as well but to a limited extent. In
VNSN'X30PV90 and VNSN'X50PV90 on the contrary, where the concentration of DVB is
relatively higher, 5h is constant.
Polarity and hydrogen bond forming capabilities are likely to be the features that confer to the
molecules reported in Table I I their interfacial activity.
In order to evaluate quantitatively the correlation between the emulsion concentration of VBC
and the lowering in the interfacial tension caused by its adsorption at an interface we tried to
measure the interfacial tension o f the pre-equUibrated organic and aqueous phases by mean of
the spinning drop method. Unfortunately the densities of the two phases are very close to each
other, differing less than 1%, and this drawback prevented the successful application of this
technique. For this reason we have resorted to a Langmuir trough. This technique is less
suitable than the spinning drop method because it allows measurements of the dynamic
surface pressure at the air/water interface. On the other hand, it provide a simple and reliable
method for investigating the adsorption o f organic liquid at the surface under compression, a
condition most likely to represent the condensed surfactant layer present at the oil-water
interface on the droplet surface in HIPEs. Since both air and oil are hydrophobic phases, we
felt we were justified in applying the trough data to emulsion interface. Steps, such as preequilibrating the two phases and carrying out the measurement at the maximum speed, were
taken in order to limit dissolution of organic phase components into the aqueous phase and
evaporation o f the organic components during measurements. Using the trough we measured
the surface pressvire against area {TI-A) curves of film of Span 80 alone, and of solutions that
mimic the HIPE continuous phase in emulsion of VNSN'X10PV90 types. The interfacial
behaviour of the various components can be inferred form their n-A curves (Fig. 4.5). Span 80
displays the behaviour of a typical surfactant: the surface pressure is low and constant until
critical

film

compression

is reached, whereupon

it increases drastically. The area

corresponding to this compression represents the area of the condensed interfacial film where
the surfactant molecules are densely packed. The adsorption of the other species (S, DVB,
VBC) at the interface will cause greater crowding and lead to an increase vsx nz\ higher area
(lower compression), which is indeed observed. From Fig. 4.5 it can be inferred that the
adsorption of VBC at the interface increases proportionally with its concentration in the
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Molecular Area (A)

Fig. 4.5. n-A curves for fUms containing SPAN 80 alone (-

), and SPAN 80 plus

divinylbenzene 80% (10% voL) and different % voL of 4-vinylben^l chloride and
styrene: S87.5 (

), V29.2S58.3 (

), V58.5S29.2 (

), V87.5 (

).

spread film. The coincidence between %-A curves corresponding to V58.2S29.2X10PV90 and
V87.5X10PV90 seems to indicate that the interface is close to saturation at a VBC
concentration in the HIPE of around 55-^60%.
The mechanism by which VBC may enhance stabilization in the emulsion here studied is not
known, but in the literature analogous system have been studied with some detail. It is known
that single-tailed surfactants usually form globular micelles in aqueous solution above their
critical micellar concentration (CMC). An increase in surfactant concentration may induce the
formation of wormlike micelles. Similarly, addition of organic or inorganic counterions,
imcharged compound such as aromatic hydrocarbon ^'^^ can transform spherical micelles into
wormlike micelles. In the case of cationic surfactant aggregates, upon changing the
counterions to aromatic ones which usually display higher counterion binding, miceUar
growth akeady occurs at low surfactant and counterion concentrations

' ^ l However, not

only high coimterion binding is a prerequisite for micellar growth, but also the orientation of
substituents on the aromatic ring is important

It was shown that the aromatic ring of

salicylate is located between the headgroups o f the surfactant molecules and that the OH and
COO" substituents protrude out of the micellar surface
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Theoretical studies showed that

wormlike micelles are long and flexible and that they undergo transformations on relatively
short time scales

The presence o f wormlike micelles in aqueous solutions is often

reflected by an increase in relative viscosity

Upon increase of the surfactant concentration

an entangling network of wormlike micelles is formed which displays viscoelastic behaviour.
We have observed during emulsification a marked increase of the viscosity and it seemed that
such an increase was correlated and proportional to the content of VBC in the organic phase.
Pore size distribution featiu-es are consistent with a morphology which was determined by
viscosity. A multimodal distribution is usually associated with the changing of the rheological
properties during the emulsification process. During the first stages of emulsification at low
water-to-oil ratio the viscosity is relatively low and this coupled with the low interfacial
tension favours the creation of a fine dispersion of droplets. The size of the droplets formed at
this stage correspond to the lower diameter portion of the pore size distributioa As the
volume ratio increases, following the addition of the aqueous phase, the viscosity of the
emulsions increase more and more. At high viscosities, the shear stress of mixing is not able
to break up the large droplets. It is thus difficult to generate a uniform fine dispersion of the
aqueous phase in those HIPEs that are highly viscous at high water/oil ratios

Thus, on

one hand, the increase in VBC content reduces interfacial tension, and thus reduce cell
dimensions. On the other hand, the increase in VBC content increases the viscosity at high
water-in-oil ratios and makes it more difficult to generate the mixing shear stress needed to
create a fine dispersion of the aqueous phase, yielding large droplets in the last stage of HIPE
preparation. The size o f the droplets formed at this stage correspond to the higher diameter
portion of the distribution. Viscosity thus plays an important role in determining cell size and
size distribution. This explains the presence of the tails positioned in the low diameter side of
the distributions and their relationship between extension, intensity and the content of VBC.
The presence o f a bimodal/multimodal type o f distribution at high concentration of VBC is
particularly significant symptom of the influence of viscosity in determining the pore size
distribution
The initial pore size distributions resulting immediately after emulsification is modified by
other phenomena such as coalescence ^^^'^^^ and Ostwald ripening I ^ ^ ^ ^ J . Coalescence is the
process by which two or more droplets fiise to form a single larger droplet. Emulsions begins
deteriorating immediately after their preparation. Although the number average droplet size
increase significantly, the distribution begins tailing towards larger droplet sizes. The tail
increases with time and the distribution broadens ^''^l Conversely, Ostwald ripening is the
process by which larger droplets grow at the expense of smaller ones due to differences in
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their chemical potential. In molecular difiusion, the growth occurs by diflfiision of the
dispersed phase through the continuous phase.
The stability of emulsions of aliphatic hydrocarbon (Ce - C12) in water in the presence of
surfactant has been studied in detail: in general the stability increases with an increase in
chain length of alkanes, and molecular dilRision rather than coalescence tends to occur for
droplets o f shorter chain alkanes and polar oils. In this respect, the mass transport rate of
molecules through an organic solution depends on their organic solubility, and therefore the
growth of droplets due to Ostwald ripening depends on the composition of the organic phase
[44^] jYiQ size distribution g(u) o f the droplets in the steady-state regime of the ripening
process, where u is the normalised droplet size, r/rc is governed by the following Eq.:

g(u) = ^ u \ 3 +
V32

1

ur"\\.5-ur"'Qxp
3

(5)
.

for u < 1.5 and
g(u) = O f o r u > 1.5
The normalised form of this distribution ^^^^ is represented by a curve characterised by a long
tail extending towards the low diameter side. The distribution is time invariant so that whilst
the critical radius increases with time, the form of the size distribution as a function of u does
not change. The asymmetry of the curve has been shown theoretically to depend markedly ^''^^
on the volume fi-action o f the dispersed phase: as this variable increases the maximum of the
distribution curve decreases and the distribution broadens becoming more and more skewed.
The rate of ripening will be affected by the droplet size distribution i f the steady state regime
has not been reached where Eq. 5 hold true. A wider distribution of sizes will lead to an
enhanced rate. Thus those emulsions characterised by a high overall polarity and possessing
hydrogen bond forming capabilities will imdergo a faster ripening process which tend to
increase the mean radius with time according to Eq. 17, § 1.4, chapter 1 and the distribution
will narrow with time. The effects of ripening on pore size distributions is partiaUy offset by
the reduction o f interfecial tension as evident fi-om Eq 17 o f chapter 1 and by the rate of
network gelation. In foams containing a higher concentration of DVB the attainment of the
gel point occurs after a shorter time interval from the beginning of polymerisation. As a result
the influence o f difiusion on the cell size distribution of the final foam will be less
pronoimced.
It is not clear why cell size of the foam series VNSN'X50PV90 are so broad. Also in this
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case we observed a marked increase in viscosity with VBC content but the overall
concentration of VBC in this series is lower than that in the other two series of foams. From
Table 3.Ill we can see that the organic medium becomes increasingly less polar as the VBC
content decreases and so relatively more hydrophobic. It is possible that a more hydrophobic
environment will enhance the transfer o f VBC molecules fi-om the bulk of the continuous
phase to the interface where the polar and hydrogen bond interactions with the dispersed
aqueous phase represent for VBC molecules a more energetically favourable situation.
We can conclude that the main variable affecting pore size distribution are interfecial tension
and viscosity of the emulsions.

4.3.4 Mechanical Properties
The mechanical properties o f the foam samples were evaluated as a compression
strength. Table 3.1 presents the compression strength results and includes the foam densities
and a specific compression value. The foam sample densities varies slightly due to variation
in volume shrinkages during the drying process. Therefore, to obtain a more accurate
comparison o f the foam performances, a specific compression strength was calculated by
dividing the compression strength with the foam density. The compressive strain-stress curves
(Fig. 4.6) are typical three stages foam compressive strain-stress curves: a linear elastic
region, a plateau region and a bulk compression region

Linear elasticity is controlled by

cell wall bending and Young's modulus is obtained fi-om the initial slope of the stress strain
curve. The plateau is associated with collapse of the cells - by elastic buckling in elastomeric
foams; by the formation o f plastic hinges in a foam which yieWs; and by hnttle crushing in a
brittle foam. When the cells have almost completely collapsed opposing cell walls touch, and
further strain compresses the solid itself, giving the final region of rapidly increasing stress.
Increasing the relative density o f the foam increases Young's modulus, raises the plateau
stress and reduces the strain at which densification starts. The initial linear elasticity is caused
by cell bending, plus stretching i f the cell is closed. In the elastomeric foam larger strains
rotate the cell edges towards the tensile axis, increasing the stiffiiess of the structure. The cell
walls in the plastic foam, too, rotate towards the tensile axis (by plastic bending), giving a
yield point followed by a rising stress-strain curve which is ultimately truncated by fiacture.
In the brittle foam a crack nucleates at a weak cell wall or pre-existing flaw and propagates
catastrophically, giving fest brittle fracture
Fig. 4.6 shows representative stress-strain plots o f three foams characterised by different
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Fig. 4.6. Compressive stress-strain curves for (a) S87.5X10PV90; (b) V20S42.5X30PV90;
(c) V37.5X50PV90
crosslink density.
Stress-strain curves o f XIO and X30 foams type are very similar to each other and exhibit a
behaviour typical o f a elastomeric open foam cell. In the case of X50 type foams, the shape of
the stress-strain curve is characteristic o f elastic brittle foam: it consists of an initial linear
portion ^^ilich corresponds to the elastic bending of the foam walls followed, beyond a critical
value o f the stress, by an indented part which indicates that fracture events are taking place.
SEM micrographs (Fig. 4.3) clearly show the presence of cracks within the walls of the X50
type foams. The presence o f such cracks represent stress concentration sources ^^"^ that under
the regime o f a compression mode deformation propagate leading to the partial faihire of the
structure. Under compressive

loading, crack propagation is somewhat inhibited by

conpressive stresses and this explains the absence of a truncated stress-strain curve.
The results regarding compression moduli reported in Table 3.1 and in Fig. 4.7 show that the
moduli are relatively independent of crosslink content, reflecting the relative insensitivity of
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the polymer to the degree of crosslinking. The highest moduli are obtained for foams
containing a 10 % o f DVB. Similar results were obtained by Williams and co-workers with SDVB foams f"''.

50 Degree of
30 Cross linking

Fig. 4.7. Compressive modulus of PoIyHIPE foams as function of VBC content and
crosslinker levels.

Within each series the dependence of the compressive modulus on foam densities follows a
parabolk trend (Fig. 4.8). The upward curve was expected since the moduli of these foams
follow a square dependence,

Eq. 4.2. Differences in mechanical properties can in theory

ensue from the monomer sequencing composition in the polyHIPEs which depends on the
reactivity ratios of the monomers employed. The reactivity ratio of styrene (r/) and pchloromethylstyrene (ri) are 0.6 and 1.66 respectively

which means that especially in

foams in which the ratio of VBC to S is high, such as V58.3S29.2X10PV90 and
V40S22.5X30PV90, polymer segments between crosslink points tend to be rather blocky
copolymers of poly(VBC) and polystyrene. This might be the source of differences in
mechanical properties among foams with a different chemical composition. Consideratk)ns
based on the intrinsic rigidities of poly(VBC) and polystyrene allow out this possibility to be
ruled out because the glass transition temperatures for these two polymers are practically
coincident (Tg = 100° C).
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Fig. 4.8. Dependence of compression moduli on density. ( • ) VNSN'X10PV90;
(o)VNSN'X30PV90; (A)VNSN'X50PV90.

The compression moduli trend observed within each series of foams can be explained in term
of foam morphology and keeping in mind the interfecial behaviour exhibited by VBC. The
interfecial activity put into cAadence by K-A measurements showed that the content of VBC in
the organic phase o f the emulsions, determined the extent of the concomitant decrease in
interfacial tension. This phenomenon is accompanied, as illustrated in chapter 3, by the
thinning o f the film o f the continuous phase surrounding the droplets of the dispersed phase
together with a marked decrease in average droplet size. The morphologies of the foams
belonging to the three series as evidenced by SEM (Fig 4.1, 4.2, 4.3) are consistent with such
a hypothesis. This implies that the thickness of the walls of the foams is inversely
proportional to VBC content. This feature is expected to influence the mechanical
performances of the foams
This can be better understood i f we refer to a simple model based on scaling arguments
An open cell may be idealised into its simple form, as a cubic array of members of length /
and square cross-section of side t, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The relative density of the cell p/pp is
related to t and / by
Pf

oc

(6)

and the second moment of area of a member, /, is
(7)
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When a load is applied at the midpoint o f a member, the deflection is proportional to Ff/EpI
where Ep is the elastic modulus for the material of the beam. The remote stress ais related to
this force by F oc cd^ and the remote strain s is related to the displacement by £ oc SI. It
follows that the elastic modulus for the foam is
E f = — cc - E — oc

Ef
-4
I'

[pA
ocE.

2
^E

(
V

(8)

This single model allow to predict that foams characterised by thinner wall (smaller /) will
bent more easi^^ and hence possess smaller compression moduli.
In this respect V87.5X10PV90 and V62,5X30PV90 represent exceptions as their compression
moduli are the highest among foams o f their respective series. A possible explanation might
be that because of the extreme thinning o f their wall within the foams, foam collapse upon
drying has occurred to a larger extent. This is evidenced by the values o f their pore volumes
which are the lowest in their respective series. Densification of the foam structure consequent
to this shrinkage may partially offiet the intrinsic weakness o f foams v^ralls. The effect of cell
size on the elastic modulus has been shown to be negligible.

CELL EDGE
^BENDING

Fig. 4.9. Cell edge bending of an idealised foam cell (from ref. 49).
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4.3.5 Conclusions
In this charter polyHlPE foams containing a monomer amenable to fimctionalization,
4-vinylbenzylchloride, and divinylbenzene as a crosslinker were prepared and characterized.
The influence o f VBC concentration on the morphology and mechanical properties o f the
corresponding foams were studied. It was shown that VBC, a relatively polar molecule,
exhibits a pronoimced ability to

co-adsorbed at the interface together with SPAN 80, the

primary surfactant used to stabilise the emulsions.
The morphology o f the foams were investigated by SEM and intrusion mercury porosimetiy
which revealed that the increase of the concentration of VBC in the organic phase of the
emulsions caused a decrease in both the cavities and interconnecting windows diameters.
The mechanical performances o f the foams were evaluated through measurements of their
compression modulus. Their values were a function, for low values of the crosslinker content,
of the thickness o f foams walls. For higher concentration of DVB, foams response to
compression was dictated mainly by the increasing brittleness of the walls of the foams.
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Conclusions and future work
The work described in this thesis has shown for the first time what are the relevant
processes responsible for the morphologies and porous structure exhibited by PoIyHIPE
foams possessing high surface areas (~ 700 m^/g). In particular, it was shown that the polarity
and hydrogen bond forming abilities o f the components of the organic phase determined the
degree of their adsorption at the interface and as a consequence cooperated together with the
primary surfactant to the value of the interfacial tension. This effect translates into
morphological features in the final foams such as the size of the cells and the thickness of
foam walls (the size of the interconnecting windows is influenced by this last feature of the
foams).
A more subtle effect, also related with continuous phase polarity, is represented by the
molecular difRision of the dispersed phase through the continuous one (Ostwald ripening).
This effect affects the quaUty of the reacting medium in which polymerisation occurs and in
final terms the porosity of the walls of the foams. Because of Ostwald ripening there is not a
direct relationship between thermodynamic aflHnity of the porogen for the polymeric network
and surface areas of the resulting PoIyHIPE foams but the quality of the organic medium is
the outcome o f the interplay among a few factors:
1) porogen-polymer afiSnity;
2) interfacial activity of the porogen;
3) influence of the porogen on surfactant c.ja.c and as a consequence on its degree of covering
and packing at the interface;
4) the influence of porogen on Ostwald ripening.
The comprehension of the phenomena described above allowed to devise strategies for
attaining control over foam morphology (dimension of cells and of interconnecting holes) and
to obtain materials with very high surface areas.
In the case of foams prepared with VBC monomer there are strong clues that the
morphological features of the foams obtained in the experimental conditions stated, are
dictated primarily by emulsion viscosity which in turn seems to be determined by the
concentration of VBC in the organic phase. Mechanical performances are a direct
consequence of the morphology and chemical compositions of the foams.
Materials with hierarchical porosity have attracted much attention recently because they
combine the advantages o f high surface area with the accessible difiusion pathways
associated with macroporous structures
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The polyHIPE materials described in this thesis are expected to be of interest to processes
traditionally associated with chromatographic separation and supported phase synthesis or
catalysis. In applications such as catalysis and sorption, high porosity and high internal
surface area improve efficiency. Macropores facilitate material transport to mesoporous
intemal regions where reactions or separation can take place
At the macroscale level the performance of sorbents for chromatographic separation and
solid-phase catalysis depends on the size, porosity, texture and mechanical strength of the
matrix. Simultaneously, high surface areas and monodispersed pore sizes are needed to obtain
the necessary space-flow velocity and molecular selectivity.
Attempts were pursued in order to find applications for the high surface areas polyHIPE
foams described in this thesis in the field of reversed phase chromatography. The approach
devised to this end, consisted of filling a chromatographic column with a HIPE and
polymerising the emulsion at 60 C in a oven at 60 °C. In practice, the implementation of this
strategy is constrained by several limitations. A few are of practical nature: concentrated
macro-emulsions are inherently thermodynamically unstable systems that undergo breaking to
some extent. This means that at the end of polymerisation on top of a emulsion there is always
a thin layer of water phase which has separated out of the emulsion. This translates into a void
space at the top end o f the column. This inconvenience can be circimivented by using moulds
clamped at both ends of the chromatographic colimin. At the end of the polymerisation, the
moulds are removed and the rod of polymeric foam protruding out of the column is cut. This
ensures that the column will be completely filled with the stationary phase. Emulsion
breaking processes cause also the appearance inside the bulk of the foam of small voids which
are detrimental to separations. For these reason it is important to use as much kinetically
stable as possible emulsion systems that minimize the breaking processes. Another problem is
represented by porogen evaporation during polymerisation that causes a radial gap to appear
at both ends of the column. High boiling porogens (for instance, CB and C2B better than T)
are preferred in this respect. The occurrence of porogen evaporation can be drastically
reduced by the application of a positive pressure on the polymerising system. For instance, the
colxmin filled with the emukion can be placed in a vacuum oven connected to a nitrogen
cylinder so as to increase the pressure inside the oven above room pressure.
By ajjiptiying jthese precautions we succeeded to circumvent the above shortcomings and to
prepare columns filled with X80PV90(0.75CB)S20AD (1:0.75 monomer to porogen ratio).
Separation tests conducted on a mixture o f low molecular weights compounds (mainly
aromatics) demonstrated that this PolyHIPE material was effective as a separation medium.
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The mam advantage consisted o f the possibility of carrying out the analysis at very high flow
rates without meeting relevant backpressures. Conversely, peak resolution was not as good as
that provided by a conventional chromatographic column packed with silica. Despite of the
high surface area possessed by X80PV90(0.75CB)S20AD (~ 600 mVg) the number of
theoretical plates is rather low (~ 2000 plates/m). Possible reasons for this not optimal
performance are as follows:
-the material in spite of its high crosslinking density is not rigid but may undergo shrinking or
sweUing in response to the thermodynamic quality of the mobile phase used. This translates
into changes of its porous structure. The figure of surface area reported, refers to the dry state;
-it can also be wondered whether PoIyHIPE possess an intrinsically suitable morphology for
chromatographic separations. This can be deduced from the flow pattern imparted by
PoIyHIPE matrixes on a hquid flowing through it. It may be envisaged that the presence of a
plurality o f interconnecting windows o f different dimensions wiU result in a distribution of
flow rates which wiU cause band broadening and poor peak resolution. In addition, the
relatively large volume characterising a cavity of average dimension will cause the partition
equiUbrium of analytes between stationary and mobile phases to shift in favour of the latter.
For these reasons an improvement in foam morphology may involve a narrowing in the
polydispersity o f windows diameter and a reduction in cell size. This goal can be achieved
through the following strategies:
1) the addition of increasing amount of salt in the aqueous phase of the emulsion tend to
lower the diameter of the intercoimecting windows and their polydispersity*^^;
2) a novel route which has not been tested yet with HIPEs is based on the phase inversion
technique introduced by Shinoda

An 0/W emulsion at room temperature stabilised by a

non-ionic surfactant of the polyoxyethylene type (for instance, Brj 30)^'"'

undergoes phase

inversion at higher temperature producing a finely dispersed W/0 emulsion. In such a system
the average diameter of the droplets o f the dispersed phase is of the order of 100 nm and is
characterised by a narrow polydispersity. This methodology may be adapted to the DVB(Por)
system in order to produce foam with smaller average diameter. Such porous matrixes could
represent an advancement compared to existing polyHIPE foams which are characterised by
relatively large and polydispersed cells (~ 10 ixm) and applications like chromatographic
separations and soUd-phase synthesis would benefit of the lower volimie of solvent necessary
to fill a cavity and as a consequence should guarantee better separations and adequate
conversion rate of reagents into products. These positive aspects would be partially offset by
the corresponding increase in the backpressure connected with pumping liquids through the
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matrix.
To better characterise the porous structure of the polyHIPE foams produced and monitor their
performances in the operative conditions, that is in the wet state, it would be advisable to use
additional techniques to those used in this thesis. The traditional methods for measuring pore
size distributions such as N2 sorption and mercury intrusion porosimetry, suffer fi-om
disadvantages mainly associated with the preliminary drying of the samples.
Conversely, inversion size exclusion chromatography (ISEC)

and nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) ''^"'^^ allow to probe non destructively the pore size distribution of porous,
wet solids.
ISEC is used to determine the pore-size distribution of column packing by monitoring the
residence times of solutes of varying molecular diameters. A monodisperse solute is injected
into a column packed with the porous material and is used to probe the pores that are larger
than the solute size. Each monodisperse standard provides the average pore-size within the
range of pores sizes up to the next larger monodisperse standard. While solutes with a larger
molecular size have fewer chances to penetrate the macropores of the adsorbent and thus have
a smaller retention time, smaller solutes penetrate more pores and are retained longer in the
column.
The nuclear magnetic resonance behaviour of liquids confined in pores is used to infer
information about the structure of porous materials. This method is based on the lowering of
the freezing point of liquids embedded in capillary pores. The NMR signal attributed to the
liquid part of the solvent is recorded as a fimction of decreasing temperature. The solvent
inside the pore structure of the sample remains liquid well below the normal freezing point of
bulk solvent. The lowering of the freezing point of an adsorbed liquid is well known, and
many formulas have been proposed in the literature. In addition, the interaction between
liquid molecules and pore surfaces, and motion restriction due to pore geometry, are often
quantified using NMR through the spatial measurements of spin density and relaxation time.
The fluid flow through a polyHIPE matrix can be characterised using three dimensional
microimaging and pulsed gradient stimulated ordinary echo NMR. Microimaging in
particular, yields structural information and, specifically, a reduced radial distribution
function foYihe structure of the void space t^^"^^'.
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